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Generals Interviewed Oil His

Protest.

Tho new company will be the American
Steel & Wire Co., with principal offices
located in Chicago.
Tho capital stock
will |jbe $67,000,000,
thirty million of
which will be preferred stock., entitled to
receive each year, out of any surplus or
profits, a dividend of 7 per cent, and the
remaining 877,000,000 will he common
sfcook.
The Incorporators will he John
W. Gates, Isnao L. El wood, and E'bert

^■OlITGESERALED.
His Friends Surpriseii by Strength
of

H. Gary.

Enemy.

---

take,

NO GREAT AMOUNT OF SYMPATHY

b

Gilt
New

Deprived of Their

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneiicia1 in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by
all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.

Apologizing;

IZING

number

to

of

martial, adding that if
President McKinley “has been guilty of
insolence, it is the government’s place
ter to

to

court

a

protest.”

Geu.Oohando approvod of Gen. Weyler’s
uction.
Gen. Weyler’s
behavior, which is
classed here as “shuffling” in apologizing
the Queen Regent and hastily explaining to the premier, Senor Sagasta, that
ho was not responsible for the publication
of his protest, has alienated many of his
supporters an.ong the_Carlists, who'hoped
to ontangio the general in the revolution
meshes. They are especially disappointed
to

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

the fact that tho government
bo satisfied that the so-called
bubule has burst and that the
army is not gangrened.
It is said that only three of the
generals are in sympathy with

at
to

SAM FRANCISCO, CAL
new ycrk. n.y.
looisviLLE, nr.
~

WANTED.

appears

he government will send 5000 troops
•20 ears white or sl'vcr birch,
t Cu'-a at the end of January and further
At ca irons l 1-2 in. to
quart;
r
ps tin to 14,000 will bo sent to that
3 i-2 So.-qunr* ; ms,, 3 ear* 1-2 island if needed.
i •. board
« hi e or -liver bircb.
.tm
R mcwTH's: nnvvRvurwT
Hi i contract toe uhole r p rt
Ut reliable
In
part es.
London,
January 3.—A special despatch
reply
Cite »n:oim( ton can t'u<itisls Irom Madrid says:
“Gen
Vieyler has
<«««» price, 1. o. b car*,arid $7.80 dolled the government to take proceedings
him.
A
vote
is
i'“ ijfSH.
t»
Bos o •
Ail r* ss against
special
necessary
him of immunity from proseI.BMiltK, Box 1.>37, I'ortlau.i, to deprive
and
the cabinet is
cution
embarrassed,
Hie.(lec31dti 1st;.
as the army appears to side with
Weyier
in hi„ attacks on the United States.
1

known attorney, Chas. Seaman, a
of Judge Wm. H. Seaman of the U.
S. federal court, and Edward B. McDaniels, a comedian in Fitzsimmons’
theatrical company, participate.
Attorney Hughes tonight ties in a precarious condition and there are some doubts
as to his recovery.
ilie trouble grew
out of a criticism passed on Fitzsimmons’ show by Hughes, which was resented by McDanie s, who, it is alleged,
struck the attorney over the. eye, rupturing a vein from which blood flowed
well
son

freely.

SUSPICIOUS OF SANGUILLY.

CAMP’S CONCLUSION.
Havana, January 3.—Major General
New Britain, Conn., Jan. 3.—Theren
Sauguilly is a passenger on board the H. Camp, a wealthy retired manufacturWard line steamer Saratoga, whicn
arer of this city, has corne to the conclurived today. He says he is going onto sion
that he has been swindled out of
Tampico, Mexico; out the fact that he is $7,500
through investments in alleged
registered under an assumed name gives
rise to the belief that he intended to land gold mine stocks, and throe others well
here secretly during the night or at some to do New Britian residents, one said to
other point in the island. The police are have been a retired minister, have been
mulcted to the extend of $1,500 each.
watching him.
The Marquis Vendana, Spanish am- The man who sold the stock gave tho
bassador to Mexico, has arrived here from name of Francis C. Grable.
He opened
an
office in this city and induced .Mr.
Spain.
Camp to give him notes amounting to
BLANCO'S PLANS.
$7,500 which later were renewed. Grable
3.—La
Discussion
Havana, January
has disappeared.
g

HEAVY FOOTWEAR
FOIi-

Winter.
Rubbers of all kinds.
LARGE STOCK.

LOW PRICES.

that Gen. Blanco will tako the field
within the next fortnight and proceed to
eastern Cuba.
During his absence from
Havana Senor Galvez, premier of tbe
new oolonial cabinet,
will assume control of the government of the island.
In the town of Caraballo,
which is
Without local authorities, one hundred
I
of
out
one
hundred
and
persons
thirty
residents are suffering from hunger and
disease.
says

Center & McDowell,
530 congress St.
dec25
dtfistp

AUGUSTA NOTIFIED.

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Insurance

Fire
.■

Agency

3t I X’ li inge Snreet
Americau and Foreign Companies.
GRACE ANDERSON.
ClIAS. C. ADAMS.
declS
Trios. J. Little.
eodtflp

irst Hass

Hundreds of Children and adnlts have worm.
are treated for other diseases.
The synipa«> i-indigeatiG-n, with a variable au;°°l tongue; offensive breath; herd and
fall belly with occasional gripinps and
pains
about the aval; heat and Itching sensation
>n V
the raotnm and about the anus; eyes heavy and k
dull; itching of the nose: short, dry cough- L
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep- l* I
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions’ ^ I
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Augusta, Jan. 3.—No notices have yet
posted in the mills of the Edwards
Manufacturing Co., notifying the oper-

New York, January 3 —The Herald toThe appellate division
morrow will say:
of the supreme court has handed down
atives of a reduction in wages, out word
a
decision in
tbo suit of Gen. W. W.
was received today from the directors Averill against Amzil Barber, and othawarding the old cavalry officer
that a cut would go into effect at. the ers,
nearly $700,100 as his share in the profits
same time as that in the Fall River mills, of the
Barber Ashphalt Paving company
contracts
for paving in this and
on:
January 17.
When the final acmany other cities.
counting of the profits of the company is
A BIG CORPORATION.
it
Is
exnoct
d
that the general’s
made,
Springfield. 111., January 3.—Barring share wlli run into the millions."
hero
will
be
8 tine nnforseen incidenr
1 *8
Hied with the eecrttiry of sta
week,
THE W ATHER.
t the largest
articles of incorporation
capitalized stock company in lire West.

v\

worm

i*

ia the best worm remedy made. I
£ It hag been fn use 46 years, L
Is purely vegetable, harmless

^

^
^
£
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MILLIONS FOB GEN. AVEKILL.

been

B
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BOAT BROKE DOWN.
New York, January
3.—The freight
boat City of Lawrence of the Norwich &
Worcester line, while on her way to this
city broke down at 6.55 p. m., 'jnst east
of Hell Gate. She was then worked down
by hand to a point off the Battery, near
Castle William and anchored.
Some of
the crew landed at the Battery in a small
boat and sent a message for assistance to
the company's office.

T©isr»^

S
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Where nc worm: are present It acta as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous meinbrane of the stomach and bowels. A poeitive
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a vainab!© remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 3oo. Ask your druggist for it.
Ur. J. F. TRUE &. CO., Auburn. MeSpecial treatment tor TapeWorms. Write for free pamphlet
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City

St.
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Ouse.

dyING, cleansING,
sponglNG,
carpet
feather renovatlNG,

press IN G,

beatING,

bait” mat-

tress steam 1NG.

Work callad for and delivered.
Telephone 202-2.
LIT* Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

jnldtf

GAGE LIKES THE KETOHT\

Washington, January 3 —Speaking today of the report of the monetary comsion

the reform of the currency.
Secretary Gage said: “I have read the
ri port
with
great interest and much
abstract terms,
it
liofit
Avoiding
"f* «*ds
in plain, comprehensible lanto
out
the
sources
of
our
RU gi
point
present
financial weaknesses and the
einedies proposed are so clearly set forth
that
all may understand
the reform
measure recommended I regard as well
adapted to cure the ills from which we
Buffer and which threaten our future. I
sincerely hope it will bear fruit in legislative action*
mi

and common carelessness can make a
combination strong enough to defy
all the healing skill of the physician.
Common carelessness lets the cold
root and grow. Common carelessness
says, between paroxysms of cough“
ing, It will be all right in a day or
two,” and the common end is confirmed lung trouble, perhaps consumption. The common-sense treatment of a common cold is a prompt
dose of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. It
is the most efficient and reliable cure
for colds and coughs, and is con-

stantly prescribed by physicians.
S. Haynes, M. D., Saranac, N. Y., says:—
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in my
practice since 1853, and have always found
it reliable for the cure of colds, coughs, and
all lung diseases.”

^

for
Washington, Jan. 3.—Forecast
Tuesday for Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont: Fair; coaler; northwestern

winds.

Boston,

Jan.

3.—Local forecast

for

Boston and

vicinity for Tuesday: Fair:
continued cold; winds becoming variable.
Local

Portland,
weather

weather

Weather Report.

Me.,

Jan. 3.—The

local

bureau office records as to
are as

the

follows:

8. a. m. Barometer 29,046; Thermometer 13; Dew Point 9; Humidity 18;
Wind W.; Velocity 8; Weather clear.
8 p.m. Barometer 29,997: ThermomeDew
Point —4; Humidity 57;
ters:

Wind NW.:Velocity 13;Weather,clear.
therm. 17;
maximum
Mean daily
therm, 26; minimum them, 8; max. veocity, wind 29 NW.; total precipitation,
.0.
Weather Observat loa.

The agricultural department weather
for
bureau
yesterday, Jan. 3, taken
at 8 p. m., meridian time, the observa
tion for each section being given in this
order:
state

for

Temperature,

direction of

wind,

of weather:

8 degrees. NW, char: New
22 degrees, NW, clear; Philadelphia. 20 degrees, N, clouoy; Washington,
32 degrees, N, clear: Albanv, 8 degrees,
W.
clear; Buffalo, 12 degrees, ME,
clear; Detroit, 22 degrees, SE, p. cloudy;
Chicago. 32 decrees, S, p. cloudy; Mt.
Paul. 26 degrees,
S, p. cloudy; St.

Boston,

York,

is

now

put bp in half-size bottles, for

half price—50 cents.

Tight For the Souatorshlp Now On-

All Possible Pressure Will Be
to

Bear

to

Turn

tho

Brought

Tables—As

It

Stands Now C lerelanil Man Will Tack
Three Votes

on

Joint

Ballot.

Columbus, Ohio, January 3.—The

com-

bination of ten anti-Hanna Republicans
with tho Democratic members succeeded
in organizing the legislature
today in
tho interest of the opposition to tiie reelection of

Senator Hanna.

the

Fitzsimmons, champion heavy) weight
Spanish pugilist of the world, Martin Hughes, a
General

The

There are two more dates for tests of
strength—tho joint senatorial caucuses
next
Wednesday night and the joinFbalsocial.
The Impression has gone abroad
through the public prints that tho incom- loting for senator one week from next
ing of this beard moan that there would Wednesday. The Hanna men tonight bebe an open city. There will be none, so gun a
ilesperato light for tho senatorhip.
far as this department is concerned, but
They deny that they will form a coalitwe want the Jaw broadly
construed and
ion with Bricejfor a gold Democrat for.son
liberally enforced
Mr. York said that the Brooklyn police ator rather than be beaten by a silver Reofficers, who wore gold lace shoulder publican or that they will do anything
straps, would have to conform to the uni- else but
light it out. While they ure not
form of the New York police who woro
none.
Instead of waiting to have the able to give a list long enough to elect
xpenslve straps removed neatly
by a they claim that Hanna is stronger than
tailor, the Brooklyn officers almost to a Boxwell and the other
regular Republiman tore the gold from
their shoulders.
can oandidatts In tho
organization of the
T hey were given away on the spot to tho
men’s friends as mementoes cf the day legislature and that the opposition has
when Brooklyn owned itself.
not enough votes to elect a senator.
Mr. Hanna’s supporters have carried
CRITICIZED FITZ’S CHOW.
the war into

Sheboygan, Wis., Jan. 3.—As the reWeyler
Spanish sult of a bar room row in which Robert

Weyler.

HOUSE YESTERDAY.

3.—The
police:
the commanding

tery laws were especially referred to.
In
interviewed regard to the widely discussed action of
Spanish generals
regarding the conduot of General Weyler the old board under Theodoro Roosevelt,
In protesting against the alleged reflec- President York said:
“We don’t want men delayed on tho
tions upon Spain in President MoKinley’s
street to arrest women for the purpose of
Marshal Campos
message to Congress.
discovering disorderly houses. That is
reserved his opinion.
not part of your duty as officers, but we
Gen. Dominguez approved of the gov- expect you to break up such places and
ail violations, whether gambling or
ernment s course in submitting the mat- stop
3 —A
have been

Madrid, January

Vincent, —degrees,-: Huron,
Dak., 42 degrees, NW, clear; Bismarck,
36 degrees, NW, clear; Jacksonville, 46

degrees, 8W,_clear.

“While tho failure of the
Republicans
to organize the two houses of the
legislature was
a
surprise and matter of regret to the supporters of Senator Hanna,
they do not believe that it has any bearing upon the sena*orship.
The members
of
i ho legislature were not
pledged or
Instructed by their constituents in any
way to vote for any individual. In tho
case of the sonatorship the case
is differMr.

OPPOSITION SUCCEEDED IN ORGAN-

Braid.

York, January

JANUARY

Hanna and his active supporters
believe ti nt be will receive
the votes
of tho members of his party
when they are called upon to perform this
special feature of tho duties for which
they were elected.
“It is not considered possible that anv
Republican in the Ohio legislature would
be
willing to pursue a course which
would
over to the
result in turning
Democracy ami the friends of free silver
tho oontrol
of tho senate during nt
least one half, if not all, of the term of
Ohio's Republican President, Wm. Mc-

confidently

commissioners had all
officers and captains in Greater New York
before them today. In an
address, Presthe Queen Ha» Alienated .Many of His
ident York said there would be no politiFriends in the Rank* of tlie Car-lists—
cal preference in the
department, and
London Report That He Defies the Govthat all laws on the statute books must
ernment.
bo rigidly enforced. Gambling and lot-

Cuban Butcher's Action in

LIMBER

Officers

MORNING,

ent.

ck their gold.

Brooklyn Police

EXPRESSED AS A RULE.

TUESDAY

MAINE,

home counties of the
boiling Republican members and expect
the necessary changes beioro next Wednesday nighi They now admit that they
under-estimated
the strength of the op-

position.

W bile ex-Chairman Kurtz was thought
to
have been organizing against Hanna
ever sino the state convention in June,
the participation ol Uov. Bushnell and
others had’ not been iully anticipated.
The Democratic state headquart rs have
Deen
in
Kept
operation D.y non. jonn
K. McLean, and others, ever since the
November election, ostensibly to prepare
for a grand free silver carnival hero on
St. Jackson’s day, January 8.
It now transpires that the Democratic
headquarters were kept open for tho purpose of getting all the Democratic members in line for what rook place today and
ultimately for the defeat of Hanna.
Mr. Kurtz was marshalling
Meantime
every possible Republican in line against
Hanna
and communicating
with the
Democratic leaders.

Kinley.”

4.

1898.

at 2.20 it was announced that Charles LKurtz, who had beaded the combine
opposition to Hanna and so far won in
the tight, would be the opposition candidate for Senator against Hanna and tnat
Gov. Bushnell anil McKisson had consented to this arrangement. The Hanna
Republicans announced that in that
,event they would support any gold Democrat to heat Kurtz.
After being in session a half hour, in
the afternoon the Senate took a recess till
i p. in.
Tho House remained in session
during tho afternoon on routine business.
The senatorial agitation was kept up on
the floor of the House as well as among
the Senators during their reoess. In the
House the Senate joint resolution for r
committee to arrange for the inaugura
tion of Gov. Bushnell next Monday came
up and was adopted by 104 yeas; and no
nays, Boxweli and four others not vot-

PRICE

Upper

Crowded

Floor of

THREE

CENTS.

London, Ontario,

Public Hall Gives

Away.

ing.

At 3.15 the House took a recess until 4
p. in. at which time it was announced
tho governor’s message would be submitted.
The recess was devoted to conferences
on tho distribution of places and other
patronage in the interest of the senatorial
candidates.
Tho friends of ex-Senator
Brice wore on the floors of both houses in
the interest of a new fusion with the regular Republicans and the gold Democrats.
The
Democratic
steering committee
came in contact with George W.
Hull of
tho
friend
of
Mr.
Brice, and asked
Lima,
him to stop such negotiations.
Meantime the Hanna workers kept up the fight
and claimed to have secured pledges from
three members who voted for Mason and
that they were then short only three votes
of a majority on joint ballot. The Ilanna
managers asserted late this afternoon that
the lines between Boxweli and Mason for
speaker would not bo maintained and
that they expected Senator Hanna to be
the
renominated at
Republican joint

At the headquarters of the “combine”
tonight, the workers were engaged In
entertaining the anti-Hanna Republican
members.
In the apportionment of tho
chairmanships, the D: mocrats got 2S in
tho house and the Republicans 13, that
body having a Republican majority of
15. In the senate,which is a tie politically. the Democrats got 18 chairmanships
und the Republicans four. There were
many rumors
about Hanna and Brice
pulling together for a gold standard senator, and McLean and V. Bushnell for
a free silver senator.
There were Demo
crats urging McLean ns “the coinbino”
candidate rather than Bushnell, McKisor Kurtz,
and Republicans
were
eon,
favoring Brice rather than a free silver
Keputdhan. Kx-Scnntor Brice, in response to inquiries,
telegraphed Democratic members that the future and the
of
the
integrity
party would be best
served by
the Democratic
members caucus on Wednesday.
voting for a Democratic senator.
When the Senate reassembled at 4 p.
Garfield was the only Rein., Senator
to
Columbus, January 3.—Tho contost in publican in his seat and he was there
his
that
colleagues were in conthe House was between Mason, anti- report
ference. The joint resolution for a comHanna. and Bovwell, tho Hanna oandi- mittee to wait on Governor Bushnell and
rl to for speaker. The first ballot resulted: inform him that the general assembly
over
was organized
lor business came
MaEon was deMason, EG; Boxwt'll, 53.
from tho House and was adopted' bv Senclared elocted amid great excitement.
Demoator Garfield and the eighteen
In tho Senate Thaddeus E. Cromwell, crats, ail voting for it. After tho returtl
from
the
of
committee
the
governor’s
Democrat, was elected president pro tom
office, the message was read and referred
and organization was completed by the to the
appropriate committees. The same
election of tho anti-Hanna caucus nomi- action was taken in the House.
When the llouso re-assembled at four
nees for the other offices.
n. m. and just previous to the reading of
Senator Burlic, Republican, who was
bills
Gov. Bushnell s message, several
not present, will be elected
permanont lum icnojuuuun nciu uhliiu, uiY'i kjl vuciii
at
Hanna
and
of
Senator
both
the Senate.
being aimed
president
The vote today was 18 Democrats anti- these measures being introduced by Re-

THIRTY DEAD BODIES HATE

ALREADY BEEN

REMOVED FROM THE REINS.
9

\

Hall Contaiueti 2()(}» Ptople ami 150 were Precipitated Into f,lie
Floor lii low—Panic Followed Attempt toFscape From Harrow

Doorway—Wiving Way of Beam in Center of Hall Cause of tile
Horror—Building Has Been Standing Over Fifty I'ears-Trajin
Ending of PoliticaS Campaign.
London, Ont., January 3.—One of (he
most hottest and most stubbornly contested municipal elections ever known in
this city was followed tonight by a fatal
accident that ha3 put the city in mourn-

ing.
At the close of the polls a crowd gath■
cred In the City hall, where it has been
the custom for years past for thf successful candidates to addressed the electors.
The meeting had been conducted in tho
usual manner and was about to be closed
when the floor in tho northeastern corner gavo way
and the people in that section were precipitated to the floor below.
An alarm of lira was sounded and the
Are

brigade

soon

responded anfl began

the work of removing tho debris and taking from the ruins tho bodies of tha dead

TWENTY-FOUR KNOWN DEAD.
London—2 a. m.—Twenty-four known
dead is the list at this hour. In addition
to those already killed, there are:
W. n. Dell,

Stephen Williams,
Jno. Fellows,

Allen Lowa.
Both of the hospitals are full and
many of the injured are at their homes.
Further search in the wrecked building lias been abandoned for the night.

CAPTAIN DACRE’S STORY.
Commander of the

Geroua

Tells

of

the Disaster.

Crew Wero Rescued With Great Dllthjulty
and injured.
publicans
At midnight 20 bodies had been tajien
Representative Braraloy of Cleveland,
—At Daylight the Steamer Had Disa
bill
to
what
is
now
introduced
repeal
from the wrecked building and identified.
appeared—Local People Thinks Steamknown as tho fifty year franchise for
Tho list of dead is as follows:
er Must Have Struck a Ledge.
street railway that was passed two years
but the senators soon qualified.
Ail
S'. Henman.
ago. Senator Hanna is largely interested
ware present in the
senate chamber ex- in such
Halifax. N. S., Jan. 3.—Captain James
enterprise and favored the bill
C. Beckett.
Senator
Burke
it
of
when
:ept
passed.
Cleveland, Repub
E. Dacre of the lost steamer Gerona.wlio
E. Luston.
Representative Jones of Stark county,
Hear, and Senator Voiht, fusionist, from
arrived at Yarmouth last night on the
N. Carrothers.
tho home of President MoKinley, offered
Cincinnati.
resolution
a
directing the Ohio Senators
R. Leigh.
steamor Edna B., from Mud
island,
The vote on organization stood 18 to 17 and requesting tho Ohio Representatives
-Harris.
gave the Associated Press the following
In fafvor of the Democrats, who elected in Congress to vote for the recognition
L. W. Burke.
statement:
ill the officers. As Senator Burke was now of the belligerency ol Cuba, and for
John Smith.
its independence as soon as practicable.
“We left Portland on the 31st. About
ibsent and could not be sworn in, Thud- This resolution
fwas Sintroduced to con-Talbot.
3 a. m., Jan. 1, I saw a light, as I judged,
Ices E. Groinloy, Democrat was elected tradict Senator Hanna’s record in the
Many Republicans tonight openly com- president pro tern of the Senate.
A. Phillips.
It
is Senate.
eight miles off.
Shortly after this w
plained against the management of Han- understood, however, that he will give
John Turner.
At 5.80 both bodies adjourned till 10 a.
struck something.
na’s interests.
Wo found that w<
as soon
as
the yiy ., tomorrow. In the Senate tho comway to Senator Burke
Ben
Nash.
The superior organization of tho op- latter is
in accordance with the bine controlled
were taking in water and on soundim
chosen,
on
all
votes,
everything
shown
when
it scoured action of the anti-Hanna caucus.
J. W. Bortapd.
today
position was
but no test votes were taken in tho House
found lo feet in her hold.
Boats we
nearly all of tho doubtful votes.
A
-liilkurn.
.jtai'hmenr. of police was needed to after the organization was
completed.
Tho feeling of the Republicans mem- hold back the crowd that filled the hail
ordered oat.
The first boat was strut
or
Robinson.
Frank
that
had
The
been
feeling
engendered
bers who voted for the caucus nominees theHouse and
pressed about its entrances.
by a sea and broken iu two as it w
tho preliminary conferences was
James McLean.
is openly
expesscd against Gov. Bush- In the hall of the House the wildest scene during
shown in roll calls. And it is evident
nell more than against Mr. Kurtz or oth- was witnessed
being lowered, leaving two men hangiu
John Barridgo.
first hour of the that Senator Burke will not bo received
the,
during
who combined with the
er Republicans
session.
by rope to the davits. A second boar wit
Oswald Brucho.
on his side of the
much
with
cordiality
Democrats.
All of the one hundred and nine mem- Houso if ho
launched with 2b men under comtnau
B. Jacques.
appears in his seat tomorrow.
The State Jonrnal, the Republican or- bers were in their seats. After rho
name
Gov. Bnshneli, in his annual message
of the third officer. In rescuing the tw
An identified man.
gan of Central Ohio,prints a large picture of Boxwell had been
e.s the to the
presented
said:
legislature
of the governor with heavy largo black
How many were injurod will never be men hanging by the davits this boat -.vacandidate for speaker, the name
regular
election
laws
of
The
our
state
are
deborders.Some Republicans have cancelled of
Mason, Republican, signed to be broad enough to afford am- known, as those who suffered but slight- ulted upon a high wave and punched a.
of quarters here for wasRepresentative
their engagements
presented by Representative Jones. ple protection for the purity of the ballot,
at once made for their homes or were hole iu the bottom of another boat. Howthe inauguration exercises next Monday
and seconded by two other but it must be admitted that reform is ly
Republican,
and many protests are being received ut
Those
care of by their friends.
taken
Republicans.
launched in
in
our
of
ever, a third boat was
needed
system
conducting
the State House.
Thore were loud cheers as the doubtful
who were seriously injured were carried
elections.
To
make
the
condiprimary
Second
of
T.
charge of ilie second officer.
W.
another
Col.
Marietta,
Moore,
members responded to their names, and tions more
satisfactory in relation to the to neighboring drug stores, from whence Officer Watson took in 14 men.
appointee of Hov. Bnshnel], today re- when the roll call approached the close, exercise of the
franchise
eleotivo
it
seems
“This left 14 men to be got off with
they wore taken to the hospital or to
signed as trustee of the state insane asy- showing that Mason had the necessary t iyjo
necessary that there shall be such
homes after their injuries had boen only a 15 foot dingy to take them iu.
ium at Athens.
majority, there was a long demonstration extension of the laws as will place the their
The dead were taken to However, I
to.
unattended
The feeling of revenge was shown oven that
managed to get them ail
delayed the offiical announcement of primaries under the conwol of the boards the committee rooms of Alderman Parin the routine legislative proceedings. the vote.
We reached Mud island
away safely.
of election, city or county.
A method
the
street.
across
nell,
Representative Bramley of Cleveland inwith great difficulty about 2 o’clock in
The first ballot resulted:
Meson, 66; which will provide that the primaries of
There were probably 2000 people in the the afternoon.
troduced a bill to repeal the 50 year francoir
The
bine
53.
slate
I left the steamer at 4.30
went
Boxwell,
each part shall bo belli under control
There was a lull in the profor street railways in which
chise law
a. in., and before
through for all the minor places by the of boards of election, at- the same time building. the audience called for several
leaving went down in
Hanna is largely
interested. Bramley same vote of 56 to 63.
ceedings,
under the same rules, permitting only of the
elected
and there the engine room and found the water to
is a contractor who has had largo conaldermen,
newly
of
the legisPrevious to the convening
registered and qualified voters to cast
some delay in
tracts under tho municipal administra- lature the Democrats and the
securing a speaker to the first platform. The steamer was fast
anti-Repub- their ballots for delegates to conventions, was
I also used the lead
them. In response to numerous settling down.
tion of Mayor McKiasson.
Other mem- licaus
arms and marched from the or candidates for noiYiination, and attach- address
joined
bers from Cleveland who are supporting Groat Southern Hotel to the State
calls, R. M Tootho was pushed forward before leaving and found that the steamHouse,
for
of
violation
the
ing
proper penalties
As ho reached it there er was then in 25 fathoms of water.
Hanna aro said to havo measures ready forming
to the platform.
I
and during
a procession,
laws, will effect refor:ns which should was an ominous crackling and the plat- don’t know what we struck but think it
for charges and investigations at Cleve- the noou quite
recess they went out together to long
ago have been instituted in behalf of form onjjwhichjthe mayor and newly elect- it must have been some wreck.
land that would affect Bramley.
There
luncheon and various gatherings of jol- a soveieign
right of the people Such a ed aldermen were seated seemed to pitch lias been a
Representative Jones of Stark county, lification.
capsized vessel floating off
departure from our present system will forward to the floor.
who is opposing Hanna,
a Republican
the
the
coast
and
In the House some of the Republicans bo in harmony with advanced ideas conAssays wreck is also
of timbers and the
nominated by a county convention
was
There was a
afloat, she having drifted off Blonde
including Mr.' Boxwell, refrained from cerning election processes and will be an- next moment sagging
150
convention which adopted strong resopeople were burled Hock.”
on a resolution for a committee to
The
all
voting
opinion of local people is,
good citizens. I respeotfully 20 feet to the floor below.
lutions instructing him to support Han- wait on and inform Governor Bushnell proved by
the steamer possib.V
that
urge the subject for consideration; and
Mr. Jones was chairman of iho that the Houso was
A beam running 20 l'cet along the cen- however,
na.
and
organized
ready hope to sec the seventy-third general astouched on what is known as Elbow
committee on resolutions in that county for
tre of the hall had given away and the
to
he
have
comany message
might
sembly take the initiative in this mat- crowded masses standing above it on the Ledge, off Seal Island,
declared then for Hanna.
and
Today municate.
ter.”
The captain says at
Mr. Jones offered a strong Cuban resofloor were thrown in a heap to the hot
daylight the
At 1.40 the House took a recess till 2.30
A large safe stood in one corner of steamer hud disappeared and must have
lution that conflicts with Hanna’s vote
tom.
A STRIKE
IN DAYTON.
p. 1C.
coil
on the Cuban question in the Senate.
the hall and a huge steam
weighing gone down.
During the noon recess a crusade was
Cincinnati, January 8.—A special from half a ton camo crashing down on the
Representative Scott of Fulton, who developed in telegraphic protests to some
entire
of
the
victims,
deleheads
ENGLAND SHOWS HER TEETH.
voted with the “combine” today, and is it the
Dayton’s
Dayton,
Onto,
says:
Republican' members who had
Following the crash there was a wild
to the llushnell inauguration has
opposing Hanna's re-election was also ingation
Manchester,
Eng., January 3.—Th*
At the south door,
for the doors.
structed by resolutions at the county con- notable case was that of J. 1J. Griffith of
refused to go to tho ceremonies on ac- rush
where the majority of the crowd entered, Manchester Guardian says today that the
Union county, who was made speaker cr.unt of ilie Governor's attitude
in the there was a terrible panic Those in front
Both sides are spending tho night in
government has categorically stated that
pro tem by 47 Democratic and 9 Repubconference.
close
Whatever
Kt-iiutui uu
changes lican votes.
xiiis
uiumufs tuts uni* 1 were thrown down by the on-coming'rush
He received
Great Britain will refuse to recognize
telegrams
there
anticipated from from constituents asking him to resign, formed cdies and t he political clubs. of persons, shrieking and flgluiug tor
may be are
itruiT* find
ksifnrv
Onlv one half of rights granted at any Chinese port to any
It is oonceded
among representatives.
he would be hanged in effigy, and President Archibald of the Blaine club,
saying
of probably throe particular power.
that Senator Burke, who has not yet ap- that
Any port opened to
says the Blaine club will tho rear door, a space
delegations were en routo to Colum- Cincinnati,
will be here to vote against bus to hold an
open’ and In the mad rush one jiower must be opened to all or
peared,
indignation meeting, Mr. attend the inauguration no matter what feet, was
Hanna.
no one
thought to open the door in its opened to none. If Russia has been grantGriffith has withstood much pressure the other clubs do.
The senato will cast 17 votes for Hanna
and 500
persons
struggled ed the right to winter ships at Voir. Arentirety
Last midnight the Hanna
past week.
BUSHNELL INTERVIEWED.
and 19 against him. If Hanna is no workers
through the narrow space, the strong thur,Great Britain will enforce her rights
him into a conference at the
got
to thu same privilege, and her ships will
house than the Boswell Roll
stronger in the
Columbus, O., January 3.—Gov. Bush- bearing down the weaker.
house, and it is said (hat ho was
after the floor huh winter there, whether China concedes or
a moment
when Boswell reticket was today,
Within
"almost persuaded” about three o'clock, nell in a talk here expresses surprise that
not
more
than
there
were
three
does
not concede the right.
ceived 53 votes, and Mason 56 speaker, but he did not want to
fallen,
change without
wonder at his opposition to Hanna
then Senator Hanna would have only 70
persons in the hall on that portion of the
his wife, who was strongly in people
consulting
are necesvotes on joint ballot and 73
and calls attention to other well known floor which had not fallen.
symputuy with the combine. The Hanna
Alderman Cooper was among tho iirst
sary to elect.
Notwithstanding tho result workers at 3 a. m. went to tho Great Republicans, notably Eoraker, who are
both
of
of the vote on tbo
to ho dragged out of tho mass of broken
organization
Southern hotel, got Mrs. Griffith up, and
tho Senator. He says:
houses, both sides seem equally coDlident escorted her to the Neil house, where she also opposing
beams and shrieking humanity. He was
in claiming the senatorship on joint bal“Why should I take any part now in quickly carried to an adjoining room and
remained with her husband till S a. m.,
lot.
Senator Hanna's light?
when the Kurtz workers missed both Mr
Why should I in a moment half a dozen more were
After a long conference of the Hanna and
him company.
Mrs. Griffith and proceeded to the do anything more than Senator Hanna's keeping
lowered
Several men
managers tonight a statement was given Nidi house after them.
ropes and enSenator
Eoraker on tho stump, deavored to haul tho wounded ont of the
out from tho
colleague,
Senator’s
headquarters
The anti-Hanna men succeeded in gettho election of Hanna, so pit. From under tho massed weight o'
which, in part, says:
ting Mrs. Griffith to return to the Great lie advocated
Wo were then lighting a common broken beams came many cries for help.
Southern hotel, where sb.o had the last did I.
Interview with Mrs. Knrtz just before enemy. Ho is not doing anything now, Tho windows on tho ground floor were
broken in and tho living and dead passed
tho procession was ready to start for the neither am I.
“We have m> interest involved.
But to the waiting ambulances.
State House for the opening session to
A glance at the wreck after the cataswhile I am called a Benedict Arnold, and
form
the fact that a whole
and other a Judas, did you notice that no ono
at- tropho disclosed
and relatives
Tho wives
the
friends of some members who were in the tacks Eoraker? I wish some ono would. section of tho floor had dropped.
being as neatly cut off as though
doubtful list have had experences tho But no ono will.
They aro afraid of joists
a saw.
had
been
done
with
work
the
like those of Eoraker.
past few days and nights
Tho building was on old one, having
“There are some things in this situaMrs. Griffith.
erected early in tho fifties, and ol
While the joint senatorial caucuses are tion," said tho Governor, “which are been
held next Wednesday night, the balloting positively ludicrous. I am accused of late years additional stories had been
id the legislatre docs not begin for nine inconsistency, because I won’t support placed on tho old walls.
In Uio Grand Opera house, which adanna.
Now, horn are Bam Bailey, Dr.
oars, on Wednesday, January 12.
joins tho wrecked building, the firsi act
The Hanna men have carried the war Tenney, and several other patriotic Cin
Pimples, blotches, blackheads, red, rough,
into the counties of the nine Repuhlic.au cinnatiians, who fought Cox last fall, of a play lal just been concluded when
oily, mothy skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry,
started through the theatre
members who voted with the Demon- ts, under Cox’s orders, lighting for a bigger word was
thin, and falling hair, and baby blemishes
A panic wars imminent,
and trains will he chartered to bring boss than tho ono whom they helped to of the calamity.
prevented by Cuticura Soav, the most
was averted
by the acto saud
their constituents to the state capital to defeat in Cincinnati and whoso mandates' but it
effective skin purifying and beautifying
tho people quietly left the
and
mako "Romo howl.” as one of the Hanna they are now carrying oat. Why ere they ushers,
soap in the world, as well as purest and
building.
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.
managers expressed it. Tho caucuses of doing it?
“Because the administration, through
Saturday night and the organization toDEATH LIST GLOW'S LARGER.
Mark Hanna, has promised Sir. Cox shall
day were against Hanna, and it is be
lievod that when be receives the renomin- distribute tho federal patronage in CinLondon, Ont., Jan. 4. At 1 a. m. the
ation of the joint Republican caucus on cinnati. in return Mr Cox is to deliver death resulting from tnc wreck of the
Hanna
tho
that
votes of certain Cincinnati
Wednesday night it will bo on a vote
city hall number thirty, and it is said
Rut tusionixts.
will be six short of enough to elect.
that the list is likely to grow oven larger,
“After
tho
last
a
I
desuch
will
he
the
there
Hanna
men
campaign
simply
say
i< sold throughout tho world.
iu a serious
Potteu DBU0 amd
and many of the injured being
Ohio within the next week cided that I should refuse to stand

It required
rtunjia, ana if Republicans.
m hour to
examine the credentials and
swear in the 169 members of the house,

—

Chum.

0
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Hole Props.. Boston, U. S. A.
How to Prevent Fact; Humors,” mailed free.
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revolution in
insure Hanna's election by the full
party vote.
Just as the legislature was re-convening
as to

up
be counted among the adherents of a man
who would havo sacrificed mo last fall to
holp himself.

condition.
Owing to the fact that many
o£ the injured wore carried to their
homes it is difficult to gather names.

STRENGTH JROM FOOD.

(MY ASD PROGRESS.

BBT THE FOOD MB'ST BE DIGESTED.

There is no way to get strong without food.
Pood is the strength maker.
Just enough food, properly digested, makes
th9 strong and healthy man or woman. Too
brush, too little, or even the right quantity, no
digested, will make anybody weak.
The beginning of all sickness is weakness.
The beginning of all weakness is indigestion.
So to keep strong, look after your digestion.
That Is tbo most important point of all.
When your food ferments in your stomach and
forms gas. causes dizziness, nausea, bad taste,
Mck headache, full feeling, nervousness, irritability, etc., you have indigestion. You are losing
ft part of your life. Every hour you are sick
Causes a loss of strength.
The way to cure it is to take Shaker Digestive
Cordial. A few doses will relieve. If you take
it long enough you will regain the strength you
have lost.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is made irom herbs
and.plants by the Shakers of Mount Lebanon.
It contains very strong digestive tonic properties. It creates strength. It makes your food
make you strong and bright and healthy. It
clears your complexion and strengthens your
body against disease. If you want to get strong
ftnd well, try a bottle.
Sold by all druggists at 10, 25, 50 cents and
Sl.oo a Dottle.
MYSTERIOUS POISONING CASE, i £

Ulan

on

Trial

For

Giving

Bit

Mother

Arsenic.

N. H.,

Dover,

gress was made
the preliminary

January 3.—Good produring the flrst day of

hearing in the local police court of Alfred W. Jones, charged
With tne murder of his mother, Sally W
Jones.
Mrs. Jones died in December, 1836, and
it is claimed by the local authorities that
her
death was caused by arsenio. Just
previous to her death, Mrs. Jones was under treatment by a physician, having received injuries from being thrown from
a carriage near Rochester, where she was
going with her huEband, Wrn. Jones.
While only two witnosses were heard
today their testimony was most impor-

tant for the state.
Prof.Edward E. Wood of Harvard Medical school. testified

from

t.n reneivintr

n.

letter

Albert

J. Jones] In relation to an
examination of the stomach and intestines of his mother whom he was positive
had been poisoned. ; Prof. Wood also told
ef receiving the^stomach and intestines of
the deceased,and of finding a small quantity of arsenic, but the examination as
yet is not complete. He was not able to
form
an
opinion whether the arsenic
caused her death until a further examination had been made and he bad been informed of her appearance before and after
Ler death.
The other witness for the day was Win.
aged 7g years, father of the acJones,
cused, and the husband of the deceased.
He
proved an excellent witness for the
state in reciting the particulars of the
accident, sickness, anii death of his wife,
and the finding of Alfred looking into a
ehe-t that
contained valuable property
of the household.
He testified that, ho had lived with his
wife 56 years. On October 5, 1836, they
both started for Rochester, X. H., ir. a
team, but on their way there the horse
took
the cars, and both were
frigir-.
thrown out. Mrs. Jones was severely injured and was taken to a nearby house
where she remained for 10 days,
Alfred
was a frequent caller.
“Alfred told me the.; his mother was
going to die and for mo to chose whether
I should go with him to his house or to
the county farm.
When Sally was dy
ing, Alfred asked Mrs. Prescott for the
keys to the chest, where the money and
papers were kept.
Ho unlocked the chest and took out the
bank book and papers. In the chest were
$40 in bills and $10 in gcM. "There were,
also diamonds in the chest together with
two notes from Alfred to his mother,
one for
8150, and another for $210, testified Mr. Jones.
Mr. Jones said that he was powerless
to stop his son. Ha looked in the chest
on
Thursday and did not find any of the
valuables.
He never had any poison
about the house, and did^not poison hie
wife.
Under cross-examination ^witness said
that he consulted Attorney Edgeriy about
the property which he claimed Alfred had
•taken, but said nothing about the poisonThe keys and the bank hook were
ing.
returned a few., days'after^tho ffdeath of
Mrs. Jones.
Mr. Jones was cross-examined at length
regarding the nfl'aiis of the household.
Ho said he never had any trouble with
his wife.
me

examination

adjourned

until

0

witness Had
court at 5 o’clock

or tno

finished when the

not

o’clock

tomorrow

morning.
DEATH OF RICHMOND PHYSICIAN.
r??aCIAL TO THE PRESS.}

Richmond, January 3.—Abial Llbby:
M. D., a leading and highly respected
citizen of Richmond, died at ills home in
this village Monday afternoon of heart
failure, aged To years and three months.
During the past week he had not been in
his usual vigorous health, hut was
apparently getting better and

was out upon
the street this foronoou. His death comes
as a shock to the
community and many
will mourn his loss as that of a personal

friend. Dr. Libby was the son of Joseph
and Lydia (Libby) Libby, and was born
in the town of Gardiner, October 1. 1822.
Ho received his education at the Gardiner
Lyceum, Monmouth academy and the
Maine Medical school, graduating from
the latter in 1846. He then attended the
Jefferson Medical college in Philadelphia.
In April, 1849, ho settled in Richmond
and has ever since been engaged in the
practice of his profession here,
been

one

of the

having

leading physicians

of

the

town.

August 6th, 1861, he

was

commissioned
Sth regiment,

assistant surgeon in the
Maine Volunteers. Was promoted to surgeon April 15, 1862. Ho saw active service
in the Peninsula campaign, but resigned
in July, 1862, on account of sickness in
his family at home. He bad been a member of John Merrill, Jr., Post, G. A. R.,
since its organization.
He became a
member of Richmond lodge, No. 63, F.
and
M., in March. 1850. He was al30
the educational
actively Interested in
affairs of the town, having been a member of tiie present school board.
He was
also a director of the Richmond National
bank. Ho was a member of the Congregational church.
He was twice married. A widow, threo

daughters

and one son survive him.

These (he Watchwords of Divine
Guidance.
SPEAKER REED’S

ORATION

BE-

FORE STUDENTS OF GIRARD.

On

Occasion of

Fiftieth

College—Tribute
Who
Philanthropist.
the

Anniversary of
to

the

Great

Founded

the

Institution.

Philadelphia, January 3.—Girard college celebrated its fiftieth anniversary today with an elaborate programme of exercises.
Addresses were made this evening by Mayor Warwick, Congressman
Brosius and ollicials of the institution,

gates. If we leave to the greater horror
of Ignorance any portion of our race the
consequences of ignorance strike ub all
and there
must all
is no escape. We
move, but we must all keep together. It
is only when the rear guard
comes up
that the vanguard can go on.
Stephen Girard must have understood
this. He took under his charge the progress of those who needed his aid knowing that if iney were added to the list of
good citizens, to the catalogue of moral,
enterprising and useful men that there
was just so muoh addod not to their happiness only, but to the welfare of the race
to which ho belonged. For his orphans
the vanguard
need not
wait. Your
founder also understood what education
was.
Most men brought up as he was on
shipboard and on shore with few books
and fewer studies if they cared for learning at all would have had for learning
an uncouth reverence suoh ns the savage
has for his idol, u reverence for the fancied magnificence of the unknown. This
would have led him to establish a university devoted to out of the way learning
beyond his ken or to link his name to
glories to which ho could not aspire. But
the man who named his vessels after the
great French authors of his age and who
read their works himself knew from them
and from his own laborious and successful life that learning was not all of education and so gave bis orphans an entrance into a practical world with such
learning as left the whole field of learning
before them if they wanted it with power
to make fortunes besides.
It is strange to watch the growth into
famo and respect and reverence of Stephen
Girard as his plan of conferring a benefaction upon the city
and the people
whom he loved has slowly unfolded itself
bjfore their gaze. The generation
in
which he lives cun.seldom understand the
really great man. We live for today and
he Jives for a day after toduy.
He [takes
on the century in
which he lives and a
hundred years after he has passed away.
The man of mediocrity must make his
hay.under the shine of the present sun
and so must clasp every hand
be can
touch and make us think he loves us all.
But the grentest merchant of his time
with the noblest ambition of them all
was so resolute in his pursuit of wealth
and[so coldly determined in all his endeavors.that he seems to have uncovered
to few or to none the generous purpose of
hls’heart. What liegsaid to the man was
biography
•ogunworthy|to writejhis firstwhen
he had
but who was forced to bless
gone forth to curse is the seoret of his
must
make'
actions
career.
my
“My
life not one
of his
life,” he said and
moment was wasted. “Facts and things
the
rather than words and signs” were
wnrp anil woof of his existence. No wonder he left the injunction that this should
be the teaching for those objects of Ills
bounty into whose faces he was never to

and there was a number of vocai and instrumental selections by pupils.
The event of the celebration was the
oration delivered by Speaker Thomas B.
Reed.
Six hundred and fifty or seventy years
ago England which during the following
period of nearly euveu centuries has been
the richest nation on the face of the globe
began to establish the two great universities which from tho banks of the Cam
and the Isis have sent forth great scholars
and priests and statesmen whoso fame is
tho history of their own
country and
whose deeds have been part of the history
of every land and sea. During all that
long period reaching back two hundred
and fifty years before it was even dreamed
that this.gre3t hemisphere existed; before
tho world know that it. wus swinging in
the air and rolling about the sun; kings
and cardinals, nobles and great churchmen. the learned and th3 pious began bestow ing upon these
abodes of scholars
their gifts of lands and money, and have
continued their benefactions down to our
time. What these universities with
all
tlietr colleges and
hall, teeming with
scholars for six hundred years have done
for the progress of civilization and the
good of ji.au this whole evening could
not begin to tell.
Even your imaginations cannot at this moment create the
surprising picture. Nevertheless the insinuation at which most of you ure or
have been pupils Is at the beginning of
11a career with which those great universities and their great history may straggle
The vast wealth which Girard had was
in vnin tor the palm of the greatest use- of itself alone evidence of greatness. X
have not forgotten
the epitaph of Col.
fulness to the race of man.
One single fact will make evident that j C larters, who died rich and| infamous,
this possibility is not in the creation of that you could see what Good thought of
j
imagination or the product of that bos at- I riches by the people he gave them to. For
lost. Fortunes
fulness which America will soma day leel tunes may be made and
herself too great to cherish, but a simple may be inherited. These things mean
But
the
fortune
which has
and
plaiu possibility which has the nothing.
sanction of mathematics as well as of given us all our surroundings tonight
was made and firmly
held in a hand of
hope.
Although more than six centuries of eighty years. Xhat.ineant greatness. But
when
hand
the
dead
opens and pours the
regal; princely and pious donation have
been poured into the jmrses of these ven- rich bloom of a preparation for life over
erable aidB to learning the munificence of 6000 boys in the half century which has
one American citizen today affords an gone and thousands in the
centuries to
endowment income equal to that of each come that means more than greatness.
Mr.
Girard
more
than
and
his money.
when
the
full
is
gave
university
cc-ntury
completed his work will afford an Income He^put into his enterprise hlsVjwn powersuperior to the income of both. When ful brain, and, like the ships he sent to
time has done his perfect work Stephen sea, long after his death the
adventure
Girard mariner anil merchant may be came home laden not with the results of
found to have come nearer immortality his capital alone but of his
forethought
than the long procession
He bnilded for so many
of kings and and his genius.
cardinals, nobles and statesmen whose years that the stars will be cold before his
work
is
finished.
was
in
their
own
but
power
mighty
days,
who are only on their way to oblivion. I
We envious
people who cannot be
am
well
aware
that this college of wealthy any more than we can
add a
orphans wherein the wisdom of the found cubit to our stature avenge Jourselves by
er requires facts and things to
bo taught thinking and proclaiming that pursuit of
rather than words and signs can as yet wealth is sordid and stifles the
nobler
make no claim to that
higher learning sentiments of the soul. Whether this be
so
so essential to the
or
not if whoever makes to
ultimate progress of
grow two
the world, but it has a mission as great blades of grass where but one grew beand as high and ouo which connects itseif fore is a benefactor of his raoe, he also is
more nearly with the practical elevation
a benefactor who makes
two ships sail
of mankind.
the sea where hut one encountered its
storms
However
sordid
before.
the owner
Whether the Overruling Providence got
which we talk so much and know so lit- may be this is a benefit of which he cantle has each of us in his kindly care and not deprive the world.
That men who have
achieved
great
keeping we shall better know when our
their
minds have the broader scope which Im- riches are not always shut out by
riches
from
the
nobler
emotions
Stephen
mortality will make possible. But however men may dispute
over individual Girard was himself a most illustrious exA hundred years ago this city
care His care over
the
race as a whole ample.
was under the black horror
of a
fills all the pages of humau
history. So terrible was the fenr that fell plague.
upon the
Unity and progress are the watchwords
of
divine guidance and no matter how city that the tendercst of domestic ties,
tho_
wife and of
haish'hr.s been
the treatment of one the love of husband for
mao or of thousands of men every great parents for children seemed obliterated.
Even
the multilost
its
in
power
event or series of events has been "for the
gold
good of the race. Were this the proper tudinous presence of impending death.
time I could show that wars—and wars There was no refuge even in the hospital
ought to be banished forever from the which, reeking with disease, was a hell
■face of the earlh—that pestilences—and out of whioh there was no redemption.
the time is coming when they too will be Neither money nor affection could
buy
“Fear was on every soul."
no more—that
persecutions and inquisi- service. was then in the
Girard
of
prime
tions—and liberty of thought is the richlife, 42
est pearl of life—that all these wars, pes- years old, in health and strength, already
with
a future as secure
rich
and
as ever
and
were
but
tilences,
persecutions
helps
to the unity of mankind.
All things in- falls to human lot. Of his own accord
ft volunteer, he took charge
of the ineluding our own natures bind us togeth- as
er for
deep and unrelenting purpose. terior of the deadly hospital and for two
long and weary months stood face to face
Think what we should be who are
unlearned and
brutish if the
wise, the vmn aeatn.
A poet himself has sung in vain of
learned and the good
could separate
themselves from us. were free from our what makes the little songs linger in our
superstitions and vague and foolish fears hearts for ages while epics perish »Dd
out of sight.. Why this is
anti stood
loftily by themselves wrapped tragedies pass
in their own superior wisdom? Therelore so wo shalltnevsr know by reason alone.
in
the
heart thero Is a tenderWay„down
has it been wisely ordained that no set of
ness for
human
self
men of our race shall
sacrifice, which
got so far above us makes it seem loftier than
the love
of
that we shall be beyond'the reach of their
for
it
reveals
the
eternal
possibility
helping hand; so lofty that they will not glory;
of
human
soul.
the
Wars
and
fear reproaches or so mighty as to he besieges pas's
yond our reach. If the lofty and the awayjind great intellectual efforts cease
learned do not lift us up, wo drag them to stir our hearts but the man who sacridown. But unity is not. the only watch- fices himself for his fellow lives forever.
there must he" progress
also. We forget the war in which was the siege
word,
Since by a law we cannot evade, we are of Zutphen and almost the city itself, hut
Sir
to keep together and since we are to pro- we shall never forget the death of
gress we must do it all together and Philip Sidney. Scholars only read the
of
his
life
work
but
all
mankind
honors
nobody must he left behind. This is not
him in tho story of his death.
a "latter of
philosophy. It is a matter of
The great war of the Crimea in our own
fact. No progress which did not lift all,
ever lifted any.
If we let the poison of day, with its generals and marshals and
its
hands of storming soldiery, has almost
tilth diseases percolate through the hovels
of the-poor|dea.th knocks at the palace passed from our memories, hut the time
will never come when tho
Charge of
;
"• :: —♦ Balnclavu will cease to stir the heart or
»pass from story or from song.
It happened to Stephen Girard, mariner
ARE
TO CALL
and merchant, seeking after wealth and
finding it, whose ships covered every sea
ON THE
whoso intellect penetrated, as your treasurer’s books Will show, a hundred years
Into the future, to light up his life by
a deed more noble than tho dying courtesy of Sidney and braver than the charge
of^the 6ix hundred for he walked under
his own orders day by day and week by
and carefully inspect the
week shoulder to shoulder with death
large display of
and was not afraid.
How fit indeed it Is, that amidst these
temples which are the tributes to his intellect should stand the tablet which is the
tribute to his heart.
serene
Surely if the immortal dead,
with the wisdom of
eternity, are not
above ail joy and pride he must feel that
no mariner or merchant ever sent forth a
venture upon unknown seas which came
back with richer cargoes or
in statelier
—

LADIES

INViTED

...

PIMA CP’S

Parisian.

Sachst Powders.

They come in an endless variety of
odors—oither in fancy envelopes or
in bottles containing i, 2 or 6 ounces.

JEW. PIKA UP’S

....

Cosmetics in

Blade,

Brown, White, Blonde
Chestnut.
Assorted odors.
or

O--«

ships.
BETTER

THAN

KLONDIKE

NUG-

GETX.

Chicago, January 3 Police Inspector
Schaack has made a verbal offer of $20,000
in approved real estate to any person producing Mrs. Luetgert. dead or uliye. Attorney Harmon of the defence, has complained that be is only prevented from
prortuoing Mrs.
Luetgert by a lack of
funds, and Inspector Bchaack, it is Baid,
chose this method of rejoinder. Ho also
hopes to
put a quietus on tho reports
from various
parts of the country that
Mrs. Luetgert has been discovered.
—

il'iiMii siniUistUTs.
Aldermen Reconsider the Yarmouth
Road Matter.

for this location laid upon tho table and
at once introduced ono giving location to
the Portland road
over
Washington
street and
Tukey’s bridge. He said at
that time the Portland road had no char-

advantage of his privilege

tered
right to cross Tukey's
bridge.
This last winter tho Portland" road went
to Augusta and obtained changes in
the law to allow them to oross Tukey’s

CITY SOLICITOR’S OPINION.
The city solicitor gave it ns his opinion according to the request of the board,

bridge.

POLICE PENSION BILL HUN6 UP
IN THE COMMITTEE.

Doings of the Cily Fathers
Was

a

To Be

Fast

of

build live miles

outside the city before
thoir location took effoot either onTukey s
bridge or in the city.
This action of the
Night—

board

of aldermen
for

praotically killed the Yarmouth road
Very Quiet Meeting—Committee the time
being. Then the popple who
Appointed

Proposed

to

Confer With the

the Walker

Trustees of

Manual

Estate

Training

on

the

School

Offer.
The meeting of the city government
last evening was very tame in comparison with the previous meetings of this
body. The order granting permission to
the Portland & Yarmouth road to cross

Tukey’s bridge by the

payment of |800
year for 99 years, was reconsidered and
laid on the table.
An order was passed authorizing the
appointment of a committee consisting
of three members of the board of aldermen and five from the counoil to confer
with the trustees of the Walter estate iu
relation to the proposed gift to the city
of a manual training school.
a

YARMOUTH ROAD MATTER.

Mayor

Randall read the communicafrom the Portland Railroad company calling attention to the action of the
hoard
of aldermen In granting terms
more
favorable to the Portland & Yarmouth railroad
far crossing
company
tion

than to the Portland
Tukey’s bridge,
Railroad company
and requesting thnt
the Portland Railroad be granted terms
for the

September

'95 looatlon
was granted
the Yarmouth road subject
to the prior location of the Portland road
and with the restriction that they should
In

privilege of

crossing Tukey’s
bridge similar to those granted the Yar-

mouth road.

Mayor Randall having road the communication said that he desired to call attention
to a provision in the charter
which requires the Mayor to recommend
to the board from time to time anything
which ho deemed for the best interest of
the city.
Under this provision in the
charter the Mayor 6aid he desired to ask
the board to reconsider its former action
in regard to
the Yarmouth road. He
said he thought the board had discriminated in favor of the Yarmouth road and
against the Portland road and he did
not oonsider the terms allowed the Yarmouth road for the city’s best interest.
He said the bridge cost $40,000 in excess
of what was required for the convenience
of the public and as this additional expense was incurred for the benefit of the
railroads he
thought it only just and

right that the roads should re-imburse
the city. The
Mayor said that he had
been told on two different occasions by
Manager Newman of the Portland road

are

behind tho Yarmouth road took tho
charter and were assured by Mr. Larra
bee that the Portland city government
would use them fairly in orossiugTukey’s
now

bridge and in building their lines in
Portland. Alter they had financed the
road and built 10 1-2 miles of traok the
problem of being obliged to pay $20,000 to
the oity for the privilege of crossing the
This would rebridge confronted them.
quire that $20,000 be added to their stock
Outside of the $20,000 asked by the city
for the privilege of crossing their bridge
it will cost as much to build the lino in
the oity as it has already cost to build the
ten and one-half miles outside.
They
have paid the county $5000 for rebuilding
Marti n’sPoln Abridge, $2400 for thejbridge

--

Jr

For constipated conditions Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets are the best simple, comfortable laxative. They never gripe. Ac-

cept

no

substitutes

or

imitations.

A motion was then made by Alderman
Rounds to table the matter and it was
so

voted unanimously.

low,

absent.
A
Alderman MoDonald was
motion was made to lay the matter on
the table. Aldermen Ilsley, Kehoe and
Leighton voted against tabling the order,
Rounds and
while Aldermen Fagan,
Moore voted to table it. The vote being
a tie the mayor voted to table the order.
Alderman Kehoe asked the mayor if
after the April meeting th
Portland road had not withdrawn its
offer of $20,000 and the mayor said that it

Immediately

had.
Alderman McDonald moved that the
vote on the Yarmouth road proposition
made at the last meeting bo
reoonsidered.
Alderman Leighton seoonded tho "motion,because as he said,the order had been
rushed through at the last meeting and
was not at that time fully understood.
Tho board had been severely critloized
for its

action

on

the matter and

ho

be-

lieved it should be taken under considera-

Elias Thomas and Charles H.

Alderman Rounds objected to the passage of the order authorizing the Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary and Owon, Moore
iSc Co., to store gasoline in or about their
respective buildings. He said that gasoline was more dangerous than gunpowder
and that wherever It was stored property
owners

in the

vicinity

were

obliged

to

pay higher Insurance rates. He said that
people burned gasoline because they
The oity
thought it cheaper than gas.

Tukey’s

bridge.

Ordered that the olty treasurer
and
collector be and he is hereby
authorized
and dlreotad to credit
moneys received
from the board of overseers of the
poor
on account
of board and
other bills
charged to patients in the insane hospital
at Augusta and paid by the
City of Portland, to the account of the appropriation
for support of the poor and not to
the
income from support of the
poor, as he
is required to do unless otherwise directed.

meeting.
CLAIMS AND PETITIONS.

on

judicial proceedinaslandiclaims.

Fred E. Alien and live
others petitioned that a sewer bo built on
Avon
Btreet
from Leering
to
Cumberland
streets. The petition was referred to the

oominitteejon public works.
JamesJU Aggus petitioned

for a license
victualer. The petition was
referred
to the oommittee on licenses with
power.
Owen Moore 6c Co. petitioned for permission to store gasoline at 605-7 Congress street. Referred to chief of fire department with power.
The Stevens Silver Company to erect
two wooden additions to its building at
>13-521 Commercial streot to ho used as
a factory.
Referred to oommittee on new
as

buildings.
ORDERS PASSED.
The following orders were passed:
An order was passed empowering the
Mayor to attend the annual meeting of
the Portland and Ogdensburg
Railroad

Free Pills.
Send your address to H. K.
Bucklen
Sc Co., Chicago, and got a free sample
box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
A
trial will convince you of their merits.
Those pills are easy In action
and are
particularly efTeoiivo in the cure of ConFor Mastipation and Slok Headache.
laria and Liver t'oubles they have boon
invaluable.
are
They
guaranteed
proved
to bo perfectly free from
every deleterions substance and to be purely vegetable,
They do nor. weaken by their notion,
but by giving tonio to stomach and bowels greatly invigovotes the system. Kegu25c. per bsx. Sold by H. P. S.
ar size
Goold. 577 Cengres street, under ConHotel.
Square
gress

Buckien’s Arnica Salve.

Only One Woman

as

Can Write to Another,
Men Write From the Head, Jint
W omen From the Heart.

That is

We

Why

All Woman Will B)
By This Lettir-

publish

an

Mrs. Anna B.

I .pro Ed

interesting

letter from
940 "West Main
her portrait so
see just how she
it were, hear her

Miller, of
St., Ionia, Mich., with
that our readers can
lcolis and almost, as

speak.

“For forty years,” she says, “I have
suffered from falling of the
womb and

female^weakness, which caused constipation and a complete obstruction of the
bowels at times. In May, 1694, an abscess formed.
I lay at the point of death
for days, given up, not only by my attending physician, but by two others that
were called In.
They said that if I did
reoover from that attaok, it would
only
be to be a helpless invalid the rest of
nay
life. During that time I suffered with
sleeplessness, was nervous and weak and
was losing
my memory. I oiso had heart
trouble. Death would have bean a welcome release to me from all my troubles.

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

training

sohool

building for the oity was presented
by Alderman Leighton
It was signed by
over three hundred of the
prominent citizens of Portland, and was
referred to
the special committee on this
mattor
which will

shortly

be announced.

James Bradley on Commercial street
and James L. Aggus were
licensed as
victuallers.
Alderman Rounds said that Tuke.v’s
bridge should be open to the public right
away. He wanted an order introduced
requesting the commissioner on public
works to open the bridge for travel as
soon as possible, but the aldermen
ad-

journed

without

acting

on

the matter.

Alderman Ilsley Introduced an order
transferring $120 from the appropriation
for state
ation for

reform school to the approprischools. The or-

kindergarten

der

had a passage.
The report of the commissioner of public works for nino months last past was
received and placed on flie.g An invitation from the Portland Longshoremen’s

Benevolent Society to the oity government to attend their annual ball was accepted with thanks.
The commissioner of publlo works reported that $15,887.97 had been expended
for the month of December.
An order
was
passed bargaining
on

lot

a

a'

works with power.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
Counoilman George Smith was absent.
Leroy L. Sanborn was ohosen clock pro
them.
All of the orders

requiring concurrent
passed without discussion.

W. Vi'.
Kerrigan presented a claim action were
Councilman Driscoll introduced an oragainst the oity for damages resulting
from being thrown from his wagon No- der requiring the city
government to
vember 29, 1897, while driving up Con- hereafter appropriately reoognize any aots
hill. One of heroism or bravery which shall
be
gress streetitowarus Munjoy
wheel of.tho wagon went into the ditch performed by any member of the Portwhich Mr. Kerrigan claims
was
no; land fire deparment. The order had an
properly protected or lighted, and by his unanimous passage in both the lower and
fall the olaisnant^suffered severe injuries
to his head and neck. The
amount of
the damages asked for was not stated.
The claim wasjreferrcd.to the committee

Written

El

A petition
requesting the olty government to accept the offer of the W»ib-=»
estate trustees to build a manual

proposed street to Charles P. Jones.
£Au order authorizing the city treasurer
owns one-quarter at the gas stock
and to pay $120 to Charles E. Cushing for
people should be encouraged to burn gas. building the new street on Long Island,
More than this the storing of gasoline in
full
payment of this work was
endangered life and should not be al- referred to the committee on public
lowed In the city.
The two orders were referred to the
chief engineer of the fire department,
who will report upon them at the next

LETTER TO

Ran-

dall.
that the secretary of the overseers of the
An order was passed bargaining a lot
collect
money for the
poor has no right to
on Payson street to C. H. Simonds, subcity unless authorized to do so by the
to the usual conditions.
overseers and any money so
collected ject
The Consolidated Electric Light Commust bo paid to the city treasurer and
pany of Maine presented a petition askdisbursed by him.
that location might be granted them
It was also the opinion of the solicitor ing
for poles on the following streets:
that an alderman has no right to colleot
One polo oppposite Nos. 9 and 11 on east
money, unless it he for some special ocside of Moulton street.
as
a
casion such
publio celebration or
One pole on north side of
Gray street
entertainment.
Money contributed by
between Nos. 11 and 13.
the publio for suoh purposes in
good
One pole on the northwest oorner of
should be turned over to the obfaith
Lincoln and Wllmot streets.
which
it
was contributed or if
ject for
The order accompanying the
petition
not needed, refunded to the contributors.
granting a hearing and authorizing its
OFFER OF WALKER ESTATE.
advertisement was passed.
On motion of Alderman Leighton an
Ordered that the New England
Teleorder authorizing
the appointment of
phone and Telegraph Company be and
a committee of three from tho aldermen
they are hereby roquested to remove their
and live from the counoil to confer with
poles now standing on Washington street
the
trustees of the Walker estate in rebetween the
entrance to
the Eastern
gard to the proposed manual training Promenado and
Tukey’s bridge and reschool building, its location and so forth,
locate them on the street line of the sidewas taken from the table and had an
walk on the westerly side of said street,
unanimous passago In the board of aldertogether with such other poles as the city
men and also in the council.
may deem neoessary for the proper conPOLICE PENSION RILL.
struction of the line to and across

—

man

condition will
show itself in every part of the y
body and the average doctor gives'
one
medicine for
the stomach, another for the head, a third
for the lungs and so on; as if each particular symptom was a separate dungeon of
misery to he unlocked with its own particular key; but the scientific, experienced
physician looks deeper and seeks the one
master-key which unlocks them all.
Thirty years ago Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., found the wonderful “Golden
Medical Discovery which has since made
him famous: It is the perfect
master-key
which unlocks every torture chamber of
weakness and pain caused by faulty action
of the digestive system. It gives the stomach and blood-making glands power to produce the healthy blood which drives out all
impure disease "germs and waste products,
and builds up healthy tissue, solid muscular flesh and nerve energy.
Mr. J. W. Brittiu, of Clinton, Dewitt Co., It]
For over a year I was
(P. O. Box -V75), writes :
troubled with liver complaint,' had no appetite
could keep nothing on my stomach and had
severe pains in my stomach and bowels.
I doctored with home doctors but did not obtain relief until a friend advised me to take Dr. Pierce's
After taking fou‘r
Golden Medical Discovery.
bottles I think myself cured, as I can eat anything I want and my food never hurts me
Thanks for your medicines. I cannot say too
much in favor of them."

to bo held on Tuesday,
January 18, 1898,
for the city and to oast his vote for the
folllowing named directors: S. J. Anderson, Weston F.
Milliken, Ghas. H.
Amsden (N. H.),
James
F. Hawkes,
Thomas P. Shaw, John W.
Deering,
Theodore A. Josselyn, Edward B. Wins-

re-

The police pension bill is hung up once
the Rochester road at the Marginal more.
It was referred to a special comWay and $600 foi bridge over the Grand mittee for revision at the last meeting
Trunk, and this last amount may be yet and last night AldermRn Fagan, the
increased. The rails and material put chairman of that committee,
reported
into tho ten and one-half miles of road that the committee desired more time
from Main street in Deering to Yarmouth and asked that it be
An
granted them.
village can be taken up and sold, so that extension of time was granted the comwill
the stockholders
only be out of pocket mittee's request.
or the cos t of grading the road.
It
is
PEAKS ISLAND WATER CO.
now a serious question which confronts
Peaks island is to have a system of
the promoters of the Yarmouth road.
water
works judging from the orders
They hesitate whether or not to put in
to the city government last
the $20,000 in addition
to what they presented
An order was introduced followhad figured upon on the first place, or to night.
a petition
signed by Richard K.
abandon their enterprise and pooket the ing
the
president of the company,
loss. We don’t believe that $20,000 has Qatley,
the
Peaks island water and
been put into Tukey’s bridge account. granting
Cl
-1
^
We don’t question the commissioner of
all streets on
Psaks island to lay
Its
public works, but we do believe that it
water mains and granting permission to
was not necessary to have put $20,000 into
the company to lay its mains on any
this bridge on the account of
the Yarand
all streets. This order was at first
mouth road.
but was later reconsidered and
The Yarmouth road already had the assed,
referred
to the committee
on public
right to cross this bridge, and the Portworks.
land road now has the right also.
You
authorized the comAnother
order
gave them the right's mi made our right
mittee on fire department to contract
subject to their location.
However, the with the Peaks island
light and water
Yarmouth road has no complaint to make
for
20 hydrants for a term of
on the treatment it has received
in the company
20 years, each hydrant not to cost more
past or may receive in the future.
The
than $50 per
year and to be located at
Portland road regards the Yarmouth road
points ordered by the committee on fire
as its competitor, but in
reality it will
department. This order was referred to
prove a feeder to it. If it was not discrimthe committoe on fire department which
ination which defeated
toe Yarmouth
is to make a report on the advisability of
road in 1895, why should you call this orsuch a contract at the next oity governder which you have now passed granting
ment meeting.
it a right to cross the bridge discriminaROUNDS ON GASOLINE.
tion?

I maintain that the terms now offered
considered the assessment
by the Yarmouth road are better for the
of $20,000 just and fair. He recommendcity than a direct money offer; that a
ed that the board reconsider its former stated income of
$600 a year for one
action.
hundred years would prove a better thing
Alderman Kehoe said he would l^je to for the
than
city in tho end
$30,000
hear from the representatives of the Yardumped into the treasury at once to be
mouth road who were present.
iininediatoly consumed.
Mr. Seth L. Larrabee, the attorney for
“I understand that the same gentlemen
the Yarmouth road, said that the road here
said
Mr.
present,”
Larrabee,
had agreed
with the committee at one “claimed to have
misunderstood my statethe
to
a
time
city $800
pay
year for,100 ments at the last meeting.
Every word I
years and these terms were at that tim stated at that time was true in
every reagreed upon by the committee. The Yar- spect. The order I referred to then had
mouth road had made provisions to meet been
published in every paper in Portbut were afterwards in- land.
these terms,
Tho order introduced at the last
formed that the committee had made
meeting was identical with the order
i fFt*r An
sir ran irpinonta
P.^rHurrl
published in the papers, excepting the
bad iirst obtained a oharter for the conwords “including paving,”
which was
struction of
the Yarmouth road.
The added to the last order to
agree with tho
Portland men were
informed by Mr.
ultimatum. Iask you to consider the offer
George A. Maoomber of Augusta that the of tho Yarmouth road in good faith and
proposed road would not pay so they with groat care for on your action degave the project up
Whenjthe Portland pends the success or failure of the entermen abandoned the enterprise some oapi.
prise.”
talists In New Haven took it up, acquired
Mayor Randall stated that he had a letthe charter and surveyed the road.
ter in his hand giving the estimated exIn August, 1895 they applied for right
pense of widening Tukey’s bridge in 1897
of way over Elm, Oxford, Washington
as $34,000 and since then it
had been
streets and Tukey's bridge. Under this
necessary to expend $11,000 additional.
charter they had exclusive rights|;to loAlderman Kehoe asked Mayor Randall
cation on Tukey’s bridge. A member of
if the Portland road didn't at one time
this board who was then an alderman was
offer $20,000 in two annual payments for
instrumental in having the order asking
the privilege of crossing Tukey ’s bridge.
The Mayor said that an offer of this
The Master Key.
kind had been made sometime last March.
A doctor
Alderman Kehoe asked if it
wasn’t b
who prea motion had bean madB at the
that
fact
scribes a
time the offer of the Portland road came
dozen different rembefore the board to lay the matter on tho
e d i e s
for
table and that Alderman McDonald being
the .sympabsent a tie vote resulted and the Mayor
toms of one
disease
is
voted in favor of laying the proposition
like an oldon the table.
time turnMayor Randall said he didn’t remember
key lugging
about a ponderous
of anything of the kind.
bunch of keys,
Later in the meeting the records were
each one to open
produced by Alderman Kehoe and.it was
a different
door.
-ixr i.
shown that at tho April meeting when
blood is thin and
the proposition of the Portland railroad
watery and poito pay the oity $20,000 on two annual paysoned with bilious
ments had come up for consideration,
this

impurities

vote to

over

that the road

..

to

consider.

“A friend told me of the
help Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy
had been to her and advised me to take it.
J did bo and hare continued to take It up

to the present, eaoh bottle making me
feel stronger. I am now able to do light
housework and think nothing of taking
trips on the train from one friend’s to
another, surprising them all with my
renewed life.
“lean truly
say that Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy is a
great nerve and brnin invigorant and
health restorer, and I recommend it to all
my friends and know that many hnve
been helped by it.
It has done wonders
for me.”
To how many thousands of
women,
suffering from female weakness, irregularities and disease, whose nerves aro all
ajar and shaken by strain and over-work,
who are weak, tired, nervous and without
these stirring
energy or ambition, do
words of Mrs. Miller bring hope and enFor
Dr.
Greene’s
Nervura
couragement?
blood and nerve remedy will cure any
sufferer who reads these lines
just as
surely as it did her. It is the greatest
boon woman-kind has ever known, and
makes women strong and well, perfectly
and completely curing their female weakness and disease.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the preccription of Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., the most successful physician In curing these complaints, and he
may be consulted absolutely free, personally or by letter.
PORTLAND WINS FROM GARDINKti

Gardiner, January
ed Gardiner tonight
The line up:

3.—Portland defeata score of 10 to 3.

by

Portland—Curtis, Whipple,rushers;

at the reception given by the members of the Savoir Faire club to Mrs.
Orpha Marla Conklin of New York.
As has previously been stated Mrs.
Conklin is to give a lecture and three

Goal. Won by. Hush by. Caged by. Time.
1— Portland,
Dawson, Whipple,
7.12
Limit.
Dawson,2— Portland,
8.05
Dawson, Curtis,
3— Gardiner,
4.19
Dawson, Turner,
4— Portland,
1.68
Whipple, Curtis,
Limit
Whipple,1.26
6—Gardiner,
Whipple, Dawson,
6— Portland,
.20
Whipple, Curtis,
7— Portland,
4.14
Whipple, Cuitis,
8— Portland,
2.80
Whipple, MuKav,
—tiara iner,
.3»
Dawson, Turner,
10— Portland,
3.00
Whippl®, Whipple,
11— Portland,
.12
Dawson, Whipple,
12— Portland,
Dawaon,(Ioul In goal), .24
13— Portland,
1.30
Dawson, Curtis,

drills in parliamentary law, a knowledge
of whiah the club Women of Portland
find necessary in conducting thoir meet-

Score, Portland, 10; Gardiner, 3. Stops,
Haokett, 38; Allon, 27. Foul, Whipple,
Haokett.
Timer,
Referee, Snowman.

the upper boards

a

RECEPTION TO MRS. CONKLIN.
There was an interested gathering of
olub women in the pleasant parlors of
the Stuart, Park street, yesterday afternoon

-——

Limit.

Dawson,-

Purnell.

ings.
Mrs. J. J. Poolor, as president of the
club, was first in the line of tho receiving

ROCKIjAND, 10; LEWISTON, 3.
3.—The ChampiJanuary
committee; next Mrs. Conklin, Mrs. E. ons
annihilated the leaders tonight,
fairly
S. Osgood, Mrs. Amory H. Rogers, vice
playing them completely to a standstill.

president,

and Mrs. Fred

Kendall,

secre-

Rockland,

The summary:

Kockland—Morphy, Gendreau, rashers:
tary and treasurer. All the members of
Jason, centre; Maynard, halt
the receiving club were
without their McGowan,
book; O’Malley, goal.
hats,and wore the green and white badges
Lewiston—Tarrant, Walton, rushers;
of their c'mb.
Fitzgerald, centre; Furbush, P. Jason,
The daintily laid table with delicious halfback; White, goal.
punch, crackers, oaudie3 and nuts, was Goal. Won by. Kush by. Caged by. Time
4.53
decorated in green and white, with can1— Rocklund, Tarrant, Murphy,
8.13
2— Rockland, Murphy, Murphy,
dle shades of the prevailing color, and the
6.U5
8—Kockland,
Mnrphy,
Murphy,
president’s costume was of the same com- 4—Rookland, Tarrant, Gendreau,
.10
bination.
Tarrant,-Limit.
Gendreau
4
20
0—Rockland, Murphy,
AH the members of the Savoir Faire
.33
Walton,
6— Lewiston, Murphy,
1club were present,
with one exception
1.43
7— Lewiston, Murphy, Utzgerald,
and nearly a hundred women irom
-Murphy,-Limit
otijer
M
,clubs responded to the
2.43
ynard,
courteous invita- 8— Rookland, Murphy,
3.45
<i—Rockland, Murphy, Murphy,
tion of those ludies to meet Mrs. Conklin.
1.40
10— Kockland, Mayn r.l, McGuwn,
Among those present were Mrs. Frank 11— Rookland, Tarrant. Uendreauu, .45
B. Clarke, president of tho \V. R.
1.35
U., 12— Kockland, Maynard, Murphy,
.25
and tho Weiine day club, Mrs.
Crockott 13— Lewiston, Tararnt, Tarrant,
-Jason,-Limit.
1and Mrs. Palmer
the Beecher club,
o^
Score, Rockland, 10; Lewiston, 3.Stops
i
Mrs.
E. L. Baker and Mrs. J.
Davis (O’Malle, 32; White, 24. Fouls, Maynard,
■

<of

tho Mutual

Improvement;

Miss

Mor-

Furbush.

Referee.

John Ilird.

Timer

ris, president of the Kalmia; Miss Col- Blacklngton. Attendance, 500.
Iburn, president of the 20th
POLO NOTES.
Century, Mrs.
Fred Kelsey of the Monica, Miss -BlanchTonight’s game with Gardiner begins

1

ard of the

Monday,

Mrs.

Maccy

of

schedule. Patrons desiring to
seat cheeks for the 20 remaining
Igames should
apply at once at ChandPersons who hold tin- < heok- f
1ler’s.
1
(Irst series should make t uro to notithe
If they desire to hot.; t..
1fy Chandler

the 1the

Readers, representatives from the Men-

new

1secure

tone and Urban of Deering,
Mrs. Bates
world for \of tho
Gleaners,
from (be
Sores, Ulcers, Salt ,Cosmopolitan ofropresentaUvo
ar.d*
several
Gorham,
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped members of tho
George Eliot, including
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all sain Mrs. Kelsey, Mrs.
Kilborn and Mrs. 1earao seats.
Aldermen Fagan,McDonald and Leigh- Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
< a ’diners
The Portlands play the
to
Dyer, who came In a body after their
Aldermen no pay required. It is guaranteed to give usual
ton voted to reconsider and
v bnLil,. t»
at City Hall and u 1
j
night
Monday
meeting.
and Rounds votod against, perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
b
Kehoe
assured.
The
v®
t
It
was
tro
ia
(Gardiners
Ilsley,
altogether a very auspicious bePrice 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P.
lor tho prosuective meetiDgs, players of tho disbanded
m
This S.
Alderman Moore was absent.
it.
677 Congress St.,
!which will take
under Con- ginning
Goold,
f ily
Hadley edited. ni a n
up every afternoon of the with
made tho vote a tie and the Mayor took greed Square Hotel.
as strong as any ttain in the 1
week.

tion again.
The mayor put
sider the vote.

the motion

THE LEST SALVE in the

to

recon-

Cuts,

bruises,

>•

agu

I

Mc-

Kay, centre; Turnbull, hall back; Allen,
goal.
Gardiner—Dawson, Turner, rushers,
Perry,centre; Hadley,half baok; Hackctt,
goal.

■

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

RIGHTS IS THE STREETS.

CAANOT BE DISPltOVEN.
The case of Edward

Jcyoo, the boy who
charge of larceny in
They
Disprove
the Municipal court last Friday morning,
was ugain brought to the attention of The Law
Court’s Decision in an
When a man allows his opinions to ha
Judge Robinson yesterday morning. It
inada publio and prefaces them with an
Case.
will be recalled that tho lad was sentenced
introductory sentence like that which to the reform school
during his minority
follows he must have incontrovertible
and that his mother mantained that this
evidence to back them up.
Whatever his could not be done as her son was too old
neighbors’ estimate may be of his ideas, to have that sentence
ABUTTING PROPERTY
OWNERS
imposed.
one thing
cannot he
disproven, his conC. A. True, who had been retained as
AND
ELECTRIC
victions as far as he is
RAILWAYS.
personally con- the oounsel for the young respondent, apcerned cannot be shaken. It is certainly
peared this morning and asked for anPoniard

People Hay Dispute This,
Cannot

But

was

It.

convicted

on a

Iinporinnt

attribute that any one interested in an
article that has come to Portland to stay
ought never to lose sight of, and at a
time when so many preparations are before the public, all claiming representations

that border on the miraculous, it
should stiffen the backbone of t e timid
and prove to the skeptio a hard Dut to
crack. Head this: Mrs. I\ J. Murphy
of 35 Tyng street, says: “So long have I
suffered and so much that I really cannot
remember when I first co tracted kidney
complaint. Sharp shooting pains in my
back that made it a torture to stoop, rise
from a chair, couch or any resting place
without assistance were my daily companions. If not assisted I had to graduly twist and turn myself upwards to
evade the positive punishment. I bloated
so that my clothes
hurt me, my head
ached and other symptoms of acute kidney disorders were evident. I read m re

than one newspaper notice about Doan’s
Kidney Pills, and I thought they might
help me. I procured them at H. H. Hay
and Son’s drug store at the junction of
Free and Middle streets.

I

other continuation. He said that other
parties had beoorne interested in the matter to such an extont that they wore to
write to the parish priest in Newcastleon -the- l'y ne, in
England, where the boy
was born
aud learn the exact date of
the youngster’s birth.
Tnis procedure will occupy some time
and accordingly the court postponed the
for one month and fixed bail in the
sum of $100 for the appearance of the hoy
at that timo. The required securities were

case

furnlshod.
Albert H. Howe

to

no

ua

ard.

Mr. Howe said that when ho catne
home New Year’s night. Reardon, who
lives in the house.. was roaring drunk.
“He called me names,
said Mr. Howe,

“and said that he would do me up if he
got ten years for it. Next morning loams
down to the police station and entered a
Reardon
complaint against the fellow."
made a general dedal, declaring thnt he
had

never

mentioned

the

of

name

Mr.

x

substitute.

found the

assaulting Officer Bonncy. The latter
said that he had seen the prisoner drunk
maDy times recently. On Saturday night
he n et Malia, who wanted to tight, and
was accommodated by tho patrolman.
In
the melee that followed Malia managed
to snatch the billy from the officer and to
strike him with it. At last the unruly
The court
young man was subdued.
sentenced Malia to sixty days in jail on
the common drunkenness ohnrge and for
the other count ordered
eight months in jail.

Joseph Arnold,

gives a glad
heart, and helps men

to

work with

a

vim.

PLATZERB LONG
Joe

they

Platzer

here and Joe covered the distance
than 1£5 miles
in
exactly oO

.

DEFINITE

IjBflRflHTEE
&

Found in every policy issued by
5 Maine's only old-line Life Insurance

jjj

nothing equivIt states just
“
what w ill be done—pay upon satisfactory proofs of death.” No time
There is

ccal in the contract.

I

Jji

%
&

V. U

IIJTCt/ CJ.il

LVJUai

ULi

The steamer that is to run between New
York and Bangor, beginning next spiring,
is ono of three ships
now in
process of
construction on tho Deluware—all to bo
of the best constri cion and equipment.
The company owning theso steamers has
secured a pier in New York, from which
all three will sail—one o Halifax, ono to
Eastport and St. John, and one to Bangor. By utilizing ore pier in New York
rognccommodate three lines, tho expense
to

<g

propeller of moderate draft and large
pacity for freight and passengers.

yj

dement.

BASUOB.

each will be brought within
limits
warranted by the business, and it is con'.(/ fidently expected that the enterprise will
will be a
succeed. The Bangor boat

$ limit of which advantage might be
taken, but oracticallv immediate set-

||

J

NEW YORK AND

IS THE

6

Xxv

the path and has won numerous contests
in fust
tlmo about thucliy.
l'lalzer's
baggage was small and occupied little
room in his pockets.
Joe will
“camp’'
each night in whatever place
he is—especially if a barn is near.

AND

f#>

moi

more

UUUin.

Company.

WALK.

but another year
finds him
back again
The walk to Houlton of one
year ago Isjnot yet forgotten by the residents

jhift

sen-

ununown.

of

.

was

Hampshire, Massachusetts and ConnectiYork
cut, together with northern New
will be finished In a few weeks, with good
wi athor.
He ha? twice walked to Eastonce walked
port from Now York and
back.
Platzer is about 21 years old, is six feet
iu height and has been in Eastport each
summer tor the last iour years.
Lato iu
the ye >r he usually disappears for parts

made from best leaf,
have a flavor of their
own that other brands
can’t match.

.

spend

started
from Eastport
walk to New York
ning to
Ho
left via Calais; thence “by rail”
rum St. Stephen, N
ii., to Vanceboro,
stepping at AicAdam Junction. Joe will
visit several large cities iu
this st te
and the
along the lino of the railroads,
seven hundred mile tramp
through New

TOBACCOS

PLAIN

vagabond,

to

ard.

Friday

That’s why
suit peopfeB

a

him

tenced to thirty days in jail and a like
sentence was dealt out to Patriok
F.
Carey, adjudged to he a oommon drunk-

for it

The condition obligatory upon the w
policy-holder is the regular payment ij/
(ft of premiums. After a time, even if <t>
i§ those are net promptly met, the policy has a value by the Maine Non-

|i(ft

ca-

J. Eo Came & Co.
MANUFACTURERS

OK

jjj

$

$• Forfeiture Lav/. Other privileges are ijj
nj likewise guaranteed after three annual ®
(!> payments have been made
all <P
$ clearly stated in the contract. A \l/
<ji specimen upon any form cheerfully $
—

j|
;

furnished.

1 ({Rida ttiwual Die |
1 liistsrance go. |
FcrtM, me.
-, |
|
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wa3'—The Court Refuses

to

Grant the

Prayer of the Petitioners—Tho T«*xt
the

Opinion,

Drawn

oi

by Judge Haskell.

An important decision
ot tho Law
Court, touching tho rights of electric
railways and of the owners of property
abutting the streets through which the

York street

Railway, In
are largely

plaintiffs, who

equity.

The

residents at York Harbor, in tho town of
York, are the owners of costly residences
and property abutting
upon tfio street or
publio way through which the defendant
corporation were about to build its railroad. They objected to the construction
of the road as
proposed, and asked to
have the railway enjoined from tho use of
the street.
summer

The cause was heard before
well at York upon an

Judge

Wis-

application for

preliminary injunction,which

was

a

denied,

and was reported to the Law
Court for
final decision. By this decision the contention of the defendants is
sustained
and the plaintiffs’ bill is dismissed with
costs.
as

The opinion is by
follows:

Judge Haskell,

and is

Haskell, J.
ting owners of
enjoin
Viiu

Bill in equity by the abutlaud on a public
way to
railway oompany from use of

a

vvxnj

LCf-rauDD

auva

uno

uieillUS a

pUlJllC

is better settled in this state
than that equity will not enjoin a publio
nuisance on the application of an
individual oithet in his own behalf or
in
behalf of himself and others of like interest who either do or do not join in the
application, unices some special damage
to the individual, not suffered in common with the publio
generally, has been
sustained. Pom. Eq. 1849
aDd
cases
cited. Equity supplement!, the law, and
there is no need of remedy, where there
ark no damages at law. Staples v. Dick
son, 89 Ms. 36J; Holmes v. (Jorthell. 80
Mo. Ml.
The bill also seeks an
injunction because the plaintifis are not only abutters
but owners oi the fee of the way subjected
to the servitude incident to pu lie ways,
and that the defendants use is an additional servitude for which they are
entitled to compensation that must first
be paid before the servitude may be enjoyed; and tills is the main controversy
In,the cause, for, if the defendants' uss ol
the way be no atditionul servitude, then
the plaintiffs’ right in the way and its use
are merged with those of the
publio, and
the public alone by its laws must define,
control und regulate such use
What serv tude then does the public acquire by the taking of land for a public
way? It is the right of transit for travelers, on foot and in vehicles of ail descriptions. It is the right of transmitting intelligence by letter, message, or other
contrivance suited for o mini u citation, as
by telegraph or telephone. It is the right
to transmit water, gas, and sewage
for
the US9 of the puibic. It is a public use
for the convenience of the pu lie, to be
moulded and applied as public necessity
or convenience may demaud
a U
as thi
methods of life and communication may
from
tinia
to time require.
riociely
changes and new conditions attach themselves. The change evolves new
ways
of doing thing t, new methods of com
nt
w
inventions
for
travel.
munication,
When the
way Is constructed the land
owner has
his compensation, not
only
for the land taken, hut for the damagesustained, although usually benefits are
comerred rather than
Injury inflicted.
These damages are assessed us compensation for a surrender of bis iand to
tht
publio use for travel and transit, not only
by the methods then applied, and for the
volume then existing, but for
all time
and for such future use as the exigencies
of the time may develop.
When the way has been
created, the
public controls Its use, and regulates its
repair by laws that the legislature shall
enact
Under these laws tho use must
be governed, for the people luivo a right
lo say what use will best subserve the.r
interests. They haw now sttid that ways
shall be maintained, “so as to asato cd
convenient for travellers
with horses,
teams and carriages.
That is now the
criterion, and a use that infringes upon
tnat rule becomes ail unlawful use.
and
may be prohibited by publio prosecution
That rule may be changed,for the public,
by law, may rtgulate the use of its public
ways in sue! manner as the legislature
may think will boat servo the publio inter- st.
This doctrine allows the publio to control the use of public way- foi travel and
communication, as it u-ny >e pleased
from time to
"he kind o:
time, to do
use that may ! e permitted is of
no
contake
sequence l-o tbe abutter. Ke must
his chance with the
rest of the
community in which he lives. Soma cases
nmy et-em to work hardships, but it is
better so, than to embarrass tbe convenience of the people, and cripple
and anand
noy enterpri-es which the present
utoie may recognise as n-' s-ory for the
and
of
goo
society.
happiness
No matter whether the way be lifted by
the lone traveller on foot or on his wheel,
by the two horse chaise or four wheeled
carriage, by the dray, cart or coach, or
by cars that may be permitted to run in
the street, whether propelled by
beast,
steam, electricity or any other agency
that may l» discovered suitable for- the
purpose. No matter whether the vehlola
carries passengers or freight, or passes iut- 111 gen to
along its contrivance. Ail
these are public use. and so lonsr as they
do not infringe tbe laws that regulate the
use of highways, they cannot lie prohibited either by the
individual or public
ust be “safeand conWays
prosecutor
venient.” When they arc not. by reason
or
of any incumbrance
p rmittad use,
then ample rom"dy may be had by public
act on and such inenmbranoe or use may
be removed or prohibited.
Tie servitude
complained of in this
cause, therefore, is a publio servitude und
so
as
dues not infringe the
it
long
lawful,
laws of ihe slate regulating the use of
It gains no hold upon the soil of
way*.
itself, but is allowed a share of the public lire. Should that use be extinguished,
its rights would be extinguished also. It
must exist or fall with the servitude of
the public, otherwise the doctrines of this
opinion would be illogical. If 16 gained
any vested right in tbe soli that tho public oould not extinguish, then, manifestly
it has created au additional servitude,
and taken land without compensation to
tbe owner.
These doctrines have been discussed in

I

to

Gold

Property Owners Sought

the Construction of the Kail-

arrived

throwing cooking utensils at his
wife.”
Both Stanton and his better half pleaded for clemency, but the court sentenced
each of them to thirty days in jail.
Patrick J. Malia pi aded guilty to tho
charges of being a common drunkard and

as

the

nuisano9.

was

I

n

afternoon." said the officer, “and when I
husband and wife
having a high old time. They were quarreling with each other and the old man

As Good

Case,

Ei;jo

testify

never

jij ituu

to

railways seek to lay their tracks, has just
been handed down. The case under conagainst Eugene A. Reardon, who was up sideration is that of James
Taylor et als
on the charge of being a common drunkagainst the Portsmouth, Kittery ani
appeared

expeot- Howe, and remarking that Mr. Howe had
nao.
LiD oouruiiucu
CU
appeared against him Decause he wanted
The pain left ray back; the dizziness left to
Rearget another family in the rent.
my bead; and the bloating disappeared don also denied that he made
any threats
and
the
for
onoe
from my body,
kidneys
whatever, or that he had been drinking.
have noticed no
worked properly. I
The oourt desired further time to investichanges since I stopped using Doan’s gate the case aud continued it to WednesKidney Pills, and I oertainly, without day
morning, fixing bail in the sum oi
any hesitancy, can recommend them.”
$100. These sureties were not furnished.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
Offioer Frank put in soma testimony
dealers—price 60 oents. Mailed by Foster- ngainst Mr. and Mrs
Joseph A. Stanton
M Iburn Co.. Buffalo, N. Y., sols agents
whom he had seen drunk many times
for the United States.
“I was
during the last three months.
Remember the name DOAN'S and take
i called into their apartments on Sunday
uaii

In this

BILLIARD, POOL and
COMBINATION TABLES
With

our

Improved Watch-Spring Cushions.

SECOND HAND TABLES
Always

Repairing

Promptly

in

Stock.

Attended To.

Importers and dealers in every variety of
Billiard Goods. Correspondence solicited.
Long distance telephone.
14

Sudbury

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Nothing

!

tho numerous courts of this country with
varied results. It will Dot be profitable
to review them, for we think best to declare a doctrine best suited to the conconvenience of our people und most
which they
sonant with the laws under
live. We have
persistently maintained
the right of''free fishing and fowling.”
free and unobstructed navigation of our
rivers the free taking of ice upon them,
tho right of eminent domain over and in
the waters oi great ponds, und we
now
assert the right of tho people to
control
tho use of their public ways as shall best
meet their necessities, without vexation
from the land owner, whenever growth
and discovery show the convenience
of
applying new methods for public transit.
Let a public way once constructed be free
lor the public use and control as it may
choose. Let it be free as tho ooean is free,
as our rivers are
free, and as our great
ponds und lakes are free for the use of all
the people.
if the reverse of this dootrine be held,
the numerous street railways now operating in our grate would be crippled, if not
destroyed. If every abettor could enjoin
their operation unless his damages were
paid, there would ba no end of litigation
and confusion. Moreover, It Is now too
late to invoke such doctrine. We
have
already decided that a street railway,
propelled by electricity, creates no additional servitude
Briggs v. Lewiston and
Auburn Horse Railroad Go., 79 Me o(53.
Relying upon that doctrine, elootrieity
has become the principal motor for all
our streui railroads, anil it would be
unjust to now overturn it, if we were inclined so to do. On the contrary, we
deem it best, and most consistent
with
our laws und polity to affirm it, and
furkind of
ther that neither motor, nor
traffic to be engaged In makes any difference, so long as the use does not violate
the requirements of the statute, concerning which we are not called upon to decide at tho instance ot an individu»l.
Aow it may be said that the location of
a street
railway, by an nmhoriiy of the
legislature, shou d give it a vested right
to remain after tho discontinuance of the
way. But it must bo remembered the
legisla!ure_only gave a right to share the
publio easement, and when that shall' be
extinguished, all the granted right will
bo extinguished. It may be that the act
of the legisiaiure granting o share in the
easement gives a vetted right
therein,
that can only be extinguished by the consent of t.he grantee, or by authority of the
legislature grunting it. Of this wo have
no occas on to decide.
The doctrine of this opinion must not
bo extended too far. Perhaps the fair inference will be that the taking of land tor
a way only
contemplated surface transit.
We do not decide otherwise. When elevated systems of ransit ere Introduced the
permanence of their structure and the annoyanoe ana Injury may
perhaps seem
fairly to contemplate a further servitude.
Of this, too, we have no occasion to (loci
must he remembered the use of ways
for street car transit can only te enjoyed,
hut by the act of the people themselves.
Thi ir ballots control/ and if they share
chela use with others who aid in serving
tho nse common too both, it is a public
use after all.
Tho public praDt tho privilege and control its enjoyment. The exercise of such power best serves onr people, who arc intelligent enough to understand their necessities and comforts.
But the plaintiffs say that the < barter
of defendant company is void for constitutional reasons. This contention is not
open in this cause. The defendant is
acting under «. charter front the legislature It is a de l’aoto corporation at least.
The State only eon inquire into tho validity of the charter. But if the contention were open to tho plaintiffs, it could
do thorn no good.
They have impleaded
the defendant as
a corporation, and
no
other
joined
persons. If it has no corporate existence, who shall b» enjoined?
The only prayer in the bill is that defendant corporation b.: enjoined.
If there be
no corporation,
how can it bo enjoined?
Suppose plaintiffs had sued a dead man,
could they have relief?
It in also contended that the proper approval of the location of the road has not
been obtained from the municipal officers
of tho town. We think tho evidence
shows the reverse. There is no occasion
to review it.
How. then, does the cause stand? The
plaintiffs as abettors and owners of the
fee of the way., have suffered no tiamag
from the de ".ndsrrts’ occupation in common with the public of some share in the
easement acquired by it upon tho creation
or
the way, so hat they have no cause
for complaint, on account ot the construction of defendants' iullroad, net common
to the public in general, and, therefore,
have stiff*red no special damage, and can
have neither an action at law or relief in
■

equity.

Bill dismissed with costs.
Con erring: Peters, C. J., and White
house, St rout, and Savage,
JJ.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION.
The semi-annual examination of applifor the position of clerk, inspector,

cant

storekeeper, boatman, watchman, janitor
and fireman in the customs service at
this port, will be held between
Meroh
15th and April 28th, the exact date to be
announced later.
Under the instructions of the Civil
Service Commission applications therefor must ho completed and filed with the

examining board not later

than March
1st.
Blanks and instructions may bo obtained of Charles
W. Roberts, Secretary
of the customs I card of examiners at the
custom house in this city.
A FAVORITE CALENDAR.
With the approach of a new year most
people discover the need of a new calenThis fact accounts for the great
dar.
number of those articles that burden the
mails at this time. Among them all the
which suits us best is that published
by N. W. Ayer & Son, Newspaper and

one

Magazine Advertising Agents, Philadelphia. The ISC8 e ition has just arrive
and been put in commission, perhaps its
chief attraction is that the figures are
clear enough to road across a room. It is,
however, a mast handsome specimen cf
the printers art, while its business talk
always interests business men. We are
not surprised to learn that the edition
has been doubled in recent years. Its
price (P5 cents) includes delivery by mail
to any oudes.13 in perfect condition.

i in

ANNEXATION OF DEERING.

MISCEIXAJOEOWS.
KISCKlKiANEOtrS.
—-—----——*

every branch /of municipal government; and if there is less chance for the
exercise,of personal spite, It is no mat- i

To the Editor of the Press:

With your kind indulgence I desire to ter.
It is folly to
submit a lew further considerations to
“incapacity,”
the citizens of Deering in
to the

mention

such

words

WOMEN 00 NOT TELL TIIE WHOLE TENTH.

as

“grab-

“guardianship

rogard
hing,” “traitors, or “loyalty.” in connec- Modest Women' Evade Certain Questions
Whan Asked by a Mate.
annexation of Deering to Portland. Since tion with the proposition.
They are Dut
ear marks to catch the
former
prejudices of the
Physician, but Write Freely to Mrs. Pinkham.
my
communication, the Commis
sion to draft the terms of annexation has unthinking, and are the subtle ways
of saying,
“Don’t meddle
with
me,
reported, and we have learned that it is I’m nicely fixed as I am.”
An eminent physician says that “Women are not truthful,
they will life
indeed a fact that the
The Commissioners have reported a bill
of
the
pereenage
which is almost excessively fuvorable to to their physicians.” This statement should be qualified; women do tell the
debt of the city of
Deering at the present
Two wards for Deering, and truth, but not the. whole truth, to a male physician, hut this is only in regard
time when con pared with the valuation, Deering
the two combined have fewer Voter/ than
to those pai afu l and troublesome disorders
pecualready exceeds a trifle that of the net debt either of Wards One or Seven in Portliar to their sex.
of the city of Portland, that of each land. This means two-ninths in repreThere can he no more terrible ordeal to a
sentation In the city government, on the
delicate,
being about 3. f, while that of Deering is, school
committee, and elsewhere; while
sensitive, refined woman than to be obliged to anat least, a small fraction of one per cent, the
population of Deering would warrant
swer certain questions when those
questions are
the larger, without including some large a representation of but about one-seventh,
asked, even by her family physician. This is espeliabilities in the way of unfinished under- and the valuation, about one ninth. Of
course Deering’s growth will have a tencially the case with unmarried women.
takings, the cost of which is not yet de- derly to rapidly lessen this disparity, and
'1 his is the reason why thousands and thousands of
terminable, such as finishing tho now the Commissioners took this into acwomen are now
corresponding with Mrs. Pinkham.
count.
sohoolhouse and Forest Avenue. Both of
To this good woman they can and do
Next to the office holders and poligive every
these will also probably he paid for by
ticians, the farmers, und those who reside
symptom, so that she really knows more about
of
instead
by taxation. in the more sparsely populated parts of
borrowing money
the true condition of her
patients through her
I am sure that many anti annexationists Deering, have been most afraid of annexcorrespondence than the physician who peration.
have
of
:elt
that
the
taxes
a
They
1 was, after
will be as surprised as
sonally questions them. Perfect confidence and
large city would be burdensome to them.
hearing so much about Portland's larger These fears are groundless. My friends,
candor arc at once established between Mrs.
are
learn
that
the
ratio
of
debts
or
you
debt, etc., to
already atiached to the better
Pinkham and her patients.
worse
fortunes
of
a
vilrapidly growing
is as it Is. It seems that Deering has
1 cars ago vVoinen had no such recourse.
which is yearly requiroomunmltv,
lage
not been paying for all of her much
ing a greater expenditure of money, from
Nowadays a modest woman asks help of a
needed Improvements; but
has
been whioh you do not receive perhaps, as
woman who understands women.
If you suffer
mortgaging her future prospects, layiug much benefit as you think you should.
from any form of trouble peculiar to women.
As this community grows and causes the
up grief lor her grandchildren, while rewrite at once to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
city debt to increase to provide for its
Mass.,
ducing her tax rate to keep up appear- Improvements, it necessarily at the same
and she will advise you free of charge.
time
farm
ances of
while
with
Portmortgages
your
together
great prosperity;
And the fact that this great boon which is
cf the city. Tl-.ero has undoubtland, eDjoylng more experience in finan- the rest
extended freely to women by Mrs. Pinkham, is
been an increase of about $G0,00t) in
edly
ces, has been making inorediblv enormous Deering’s debt and liabilities this
year, if
appreciated, the thousands of letters which are
strides towards paying off hjr debt by we include the cost of the new schoolreceived by her prove.
Many such grateful letplacing the tax rate where it properly house, but not the finishing of Forest Avters as the following are constantly pouring in:
enue.
belongs; so that in a short time, say ten
I w as a sufferer from female weakness for
Now I ask, is it not for your advantage,
years, Portland may be practically free before you ar swamped by this growing
about a year and a half.
I have tried doctors
from all the burdens of the past.
debt, to annex yourselves to a wealthy
and patent medicines, hut nothing helped me.
It is well, sometimes, to look at the and closely populated city, which has a
I underwent the horrors of local treatment, but
valuation to bear the taxes which
annual reports of our city beforo becom- larger
received no benefit. My ailment was pronounced
must eventually pay this debt and furir.g too tnorougmy imbued with the self nish these improvements in Deering; esulceration of the womb.
I suffered from insatisfaction and complacency which has pecially since this large and wealthy sectense pains in the womb and ovaries, and the
been so manifest of late among the oppo- tion is already itself provided with these
backache was dreadful. I had leucorrhooa in
improvements? Bewaro lest the condinents of annexation in Hearing.
Facts tions of Dealing become such in tho near
its worst form. Finally I grew so weak I had
are
stubborn things, and 1 believe that future that Portland wilf be unwilling to
to keep my bed.
The pains were so hard as to
wo
can
the next [annual
report of our City come to her assistance. Today
almost cause spasms.
When I could endure the
make a fair offer. Another year's inTreasurer would, if it could be soen becrease of 860,000 and Peering will hare
pain no longer I was given morphine. My
fore the vote upon the proposed annexa- reaohed her live per cent limit. What
memory grew short, and I gave up nil hope of ever getting well. Thus I
tion is taken, prove a powerful antidote then? Her only resort will.be high taxes,
dragged
along. At last I wTrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. Her answer came
to
then
the
must
fidand
begin
pay
you
for much of this sentiment. It certa nly
dler.
Delays are dangerous, and the op- promptly. X read carefully her letter, aud concluded to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s
mtist show a largely increased city debt,
portunity is now'.
Vegetable Compound. After taking two bottles I felt much better; but after
with mor3 necessarily to follow. It would
And, m conclusion, when again will using six bottles I was cured. My friends think my cure almost miraculous.
bo
as
tho
and
fair,
just
opportunity
seem
to be only fair to the public that
Her noble work is surely a blessing.to broken-down women.”—Gbacb B, Sxi>?sin every way as non? The
this report be seasonably distributed this equitable
BTJEY. Pratt. Kansasdebts are practically equal, and we are
year, instead of delaying it, as usual, un- assured of our schools, and especially
til after the spring election. So much for of our High school, with a representation in wards certainly as favorable as
the dobts, if, indeed,
they really are so we can over expect. Citizens of Peering
important a consideration as we have ought to bo satisfied with tho report of
been led to believe.
tho Commissioners, and they ought to
Some of oar citizens, in their zeal, take advantage of it.
PKOGKESS.
dem to forget that cities and towns are
institutions established for the conveni■

PIANO BUYERS-

ence

and

well-being

of

the

people,

I want

to

ask my

will he
terests and tell me how you
alfeoted. If yon want to he loyal, kr.ow
that what benefits you will benefit others
as well; that you are not confronted with
an international
question, nor by an.an-

Methodist church.
At tho communion
service held on Sunday evening fiva persons were re03ived into
the membership
of the church.
The scries of meetings which were begun last week at the Pieaeantriale Methodist church are to be continued this week

on

Tuesday, Wednesday

and

Thursday

xvov. xx. i3. ijang tne
acting
pastor is to conduct tho services.
\Y. 8. Eldridge, M. D., of
Portland,
will give a talk on
Symbolism before
the members of Elisabeth City
I

|
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A DELICIOUS

DRINK.

Call at Will H. Goodwin & Co.’s store
this week and try a cup of Blanke’s Kof-

eko, tho original malted grain

co£fer\

This is a delicious drink and highly re
commended by
prominent physicians
It® merits
wherever it has been used.
will be fully explained by a competent
person to all who may call at the above

place this week.
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Self-Flaying
requirements. ana that
obtained elsewhere.

BIAfu

fi III i A
f 1BllSlVvi

ABRIOI.

convince
to give

position

JS=

AEOLIAN.

v

you that we are fully equipped to fulfill ^>ur
you better value for your money than can be

enable anybody to own and enjoy a good Piano.
MUSIC IO ictJUEP ;:v .'SrJL'T'IVZiJlIXr^.
In selecting the goods for this department \vc have spared no
pains o expense to make it
the Leading Vi uric Depot in the Slate.
Orders Promptly j^Ltiencieci ToOur JLibet ai Terms of Credit

i. Steinert & Sons Go.,
IFLEPHOSiE 818-2.

pay in Portland.
Deering is not invited by annexation to
beromo "annihilated, to surrender her
affairs to other?; this is a fallacious ory;
Deering is rather, asked to join in a
larger life, a grander career, to have a
part in things now beyond her most sanguine hopes." She is asked to look no
longer with envy upon the accumulated
institutions and acquisitions of a long
and noblo past; the achievements possible only to time, centralized wealth, and
culture; she is invited to freely become a
part of It all; to assist and to share.
What could ho fairer? What, a more
reasonable proposition?
Nor can annexation change the face of
Deering, or move it nearer or farther
away from tho business center; it will
not abolish schools,,streets,
sewers, light
kindred
and water supplies, nor any
It certainly cannot deprive
blessings.
the "itizens of Deering of sidewalks, for
they have none to lo-e; and as for bridges,
ours
Portland has always maintained
for us. Our neighbors will not change
faces or characters, anrl I have no doubt,
too, that we shall still be subject to a few
little annoyancps.
My friend, Mr. Clarence Small, in his
careful and well written communication
published in the PRESS of Dec. 31st,
remarks: “The real reason of the majority of the anti-annexationists for opposing tho union is a political one. They
ma
protest that they are out of politics
and do not want to get, in; but si ei'o is
a
deep seated hope that lightning may
strike.1’ This is undoubtedly true of
some, at least; but I want to assure my
political friends that, if they are worthy,
lighiming is just r.s likely to strike them
as
citizens of Portland its if they wore
atill citizens of De- ring; that their political friends and allies will still bo near
them; and that tho two Deering wards
will not bo without proper representatives j

1

VST

517 COSiBRESS STREET.
decl6dtfnrm

Pillsbury of Pleasantdale, will be held
this aftern. on from the late residence at 2
o’clock. Young Pillsijury was the victim
c*
death by accident on Saturday
and has a host of friends who will
mourn
his loss.
Work at Fort Preble on the fortifications was suspended on
Saturday night
for the season.
M. S. Eldridge, M. D., will talk on
symbolism at Elizabeth City lodge, I. O
O. F., Tuesday evening,
January 4th.
JUDGE

WHITEHOUSE

WILL

PRE-

SIDE.

Judge Wliitehouso will preside when
the case of Curtis vs. Curtis is called in
the Supreme court.
Judge Strout was
0U9 of the lawyers iu
proceedings years
ago remotely connected with tho case,
and so did not deem it
proper to preside
when the proceedings in tho
attempt to
break the will of John if. Curtis are before

tile court,
Ex-Gov.
Cleaves and
Hon. Seth L. Larrabee
will represent
Rosooa W. Curtis and Hon. Joseph W.

Symonds and Richard Webb the estate.

A well-known
FUNERAL OF MRS. M’ALPINE.
The funeral of Mrs. Silas H. MoAlpino
took place yesterday afternoon at her lata
There
residence, No. 104 Emery street.

practicing
There is

Lowest rates in
Boston for

W

First-

Class Hotel.

loo

Rooms, $1 per day
single person, or
si.to and upwards
for two.

B
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9
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doubt whatever that

good thing. Any one troubled, as I was for years, with
dyspepsia and sour stomach, will find almost instant relief in

Centrally

BOSTON.
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out

of

ten.

I

have

recommended the Tabules

dozens of times, and the result has been
and

uniformly beneficiyl

satisfactory.”
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EDW. REYNOLDS,.

J. A. REYNOLDS.
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»JOHN F. MERROW.

a
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Er«

no

green.

Revere House Lessees Co.

'^sp«2iP,a

lawyer of high standing and reputation,’
City, states in a very emphatic way;

in New York

was a large attendance of
friends of
the deceased. The services were conducted
by the Rev I)r. Jenkins of State streut
church. The interment was at
Ever-

fire

tics will lie given later.
The obarter
not being closed, any travelling man can
go in the same at this meeting as latr.
week.

|

HARDi¥!AN,

ir|'vr
J1*,w

I

1

STEIN WAY,

tagonistic! or competing community; you
simply asked to oolleot. yourself tolodge,
gether, to hring your business, as well ns O. O. F., at tho close of their
^meeting
jour bod, within tho scops of the influ- this
evening.
ence of your vote and
citizenship; to put
'ilia
to
funeral
have a part in
services over tho remains
yourself into a position
the expenditure of the taxes which you of rhe lato Chester A., son of Annie M.
are

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS.
Tho Uniied Commercial Travellers wiil
hold a mei ting at cue of the hotels in
this city Saturday night, .laD. 8lh. No

1

T1IK
The week of prayer will bo observed
every evening thi3 week, excepting Saturday by tho members of the People’s

friends who are
opposed to annexation, have you seriously every evening.
questioned yourselves, and considered | The executive board connected with
how annexation would affect you personally? Have you studiid this our, for the Peoplo's Methodist church Sunday
yourselves, or have you allowed yourself sohool will hold a meeting this evening
to be influenced, I do not say persuaded, at the close cf the
regular service for the
by some, officeholder or other direct benfor the
purpose of electing a secretary
eficiary of the municipality?
ContJne yourself, if you choose, to the school during the present year.
Other
considerations mentioned in my last com
business of importance Is to fce considered
munioatlon alone, without entering into at this
meeting.
the circumstances peculiar to your particThe members of Bethany Congregationan yon not find good reasons
ular case.
for voting for the annexation of Dsering al churoh aro to observe the
week
of
to
Portland? Then consult your own prayer with services in the church
vestry
ers.

SEE

SOUTH PORTLAND.

indi-

rather tbun
vidually and collectively,
the people are created for the purposes of
the city or town. It is the individual’s
happiness, comfort, convenience, business prosperity, and general well-being,
that Is the ohjeotive point; not the increase of population, buildings and taxable valuation; and so as well, we may
it is comforts, conveniences and
say,
beauty more often than u low tax rate
that makes a plaoe attractive to newcom-

& 72dl to 7 i st Its.,New York
LITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.

One of «3ae i!i«e»tanU line*;—I»e>t located, l!s r«u ;li!y lighted and
ventilated Biotei*, »v:<S» a
of Ui^iuat order.

^
janl

A PH ERICAS and EUROPEAN PLANS,
AnSLlE & WEBSTER.

r.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

THE

REPORT

AND
MAINE STATE

Subscription

OF

THE

MONETARY

COMMISSION.

DRESS.

The Monetary Commission, which has
been in session in Washington for some

Rates.

Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for Biz

■months

past, and has just mude its remonths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cent.-) a month.
port, was not an official body. It was
The Daily is delivered every morning by
appointed by the monetary convention
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
held about a year ago in Indianapolis,
Woodfords without extra charge.
whioh did not spring from any action of
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the

Congress

Tbs chief difficultly with which the
Russians had to oontend was the great
instability of the rate of exchange. This
hod

bad influence upon Russian commerce.
There was
ejaculation in the
ruble, and many commercial disasters
were
directly attributable to this cause.
Rive years ago the minister of Iluance determined to put a stop to speculation in
money anti as nearly as possible to the
fluctuation in the rate of excahnge. To
carry out this purpose two measures were
a

the Administration. Never- adopted, as follows:
rate of $7 .a year.
By an order to the Russian exchanges,
Maine State Pitres, (Weekly; published theless, on account of the high standing
forbidding the making of the differences
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months; of tho gentlomen who composed that con- in gold value, and
ordering a statistical
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- vention and
the commission, this re- duty for discount" of the ruble moving
tion of six weeks.
port is entitled to the caretul considera- across the frontier, re-enforcing supervision of stock exchanges, and restrain
Poisons wishing to leave town for long or tion of
Congress, to whom no doubt it lag the banks from
Bhort periods may have the addresses of their
exjjorting rubles for
will in some way be presented. The re- speculation.
papers changed as often as desired.
A measure for the satisfaction of the
port is radical in Its recommendations.
Advertising Rates.
The programme it maps out looks to the demands of foreign bills of exchange and
proposals for the same, if they really were
In Daily Press $1.C0 per square, for jne
complete extinction of government issues
for the purpose of oommerce.
week; $4.COfor one mouth. Three insertions of paper money, and the devolving of necessary
The largo amount of gold (over 670,090.or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- that function
000
rubles accumulated by government
entirely upon tho banks,
vertisements, one third less than theserates.
and by the government bank beto enable them to properly dis- treasury
.Half square advertisements $1.00 for one which,
tween 1880 and 1890, and which has since
latitude
are
be
to
charge it,
given greater
week or $2.50 for one month,
increased still more, offered the jiossibili“A square" is a space of the width of a col- and be subjected to fewer arbitrary re- ty of establishing the stability of the rate
of
exchange.
umn and one inch long.
strictions. Of course the report takes
At first this attempt to oontrol fiscal
Special Notices, on iirst page, one-third addi- the ground that tho only safe course for affairs
by direot power of the government
tional.
the government to pursue is to maintain was not well received. It was
thought
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per the
the
government was trying to overturn
gold standard and to stop the furThree insertions cr less,
square eacli week.
natural
and
that
must
the
effort
relaws,
ther coinage of silver dollars.
sult in fniluro. But the sequel shows
$1.50 per square.
It is net at all probable that the recom- that M. de Witte was
really working in
Heading Notifies m nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each mendations of this report will all of them accordance with natural law, and that
the
establishment
of a money
promised
be accepted by Congress. Many of them
insertion.
standard in sympathy with the standard
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type, would not command tho support even of of
the most enlightened and
greatest
£5 cents per line each Insertion.
all the believers in the gold standard, oonunoroial nations
gave a promise for
ll'ants, To Let, lor Sale and similar adver- vrhilo'of course the advocates of free sil- the ( future which inculcated confidence
and gradually brought about a better
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for' ver will
oppose nearly all of them. The
condition. After the
of these
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverretirement, of the greenbacks is ono of the measures the rate of adoption
exchange showed
tisements under these headlines, and all adverrecommendations
that
there
less
is
no
am!
less
and
possifluctuation,
Hnaliy the
tisedents not Daid iu advance, will be charged
bility that Congress will assent to, and fluctuation fell to such a low limit that
at regular rates.
H.did not affeot the value of the paper
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square the enlargement of the powers and priv- ruble, and was no
greater than the rate
for first insertion, and SO cents por square for ileges of the hanks will excite bitter op- of exchange between countries with a
each subsequent insertion.
sition. But whether it ho accepted or metallic eurrenoy.
In 1890 tho fluctuation of the rate of
Address all communications relating to sub- rejected, it is going to be of great value
exobange In comparison with sterling
scriptions and advertisements to Portland to the
country as an educator. The able exohango was 19 per cent., and in 1691 it
Publishing Co., HI Exchange Street,
and clear arguments which accompany it was 28 per cent. But in 1892. after these
Portland, Me.
will, if studied, correct a good many measures weie put in force, it fell to less
than 7 per cent., in 1893 to 6 per cent.,
of the’false notions which prevail about in
1894 to less than 3 per cent., and In
money, and currency, and the banks. 1895 to one-half of 1 per cent. In the last
Much of the difficulty whioh we are expe- named year these conditions of greater
were
secured notwithstanding
riencing in our efforts to reform the cur- stability
the events of great political and commerrency is the outcome of faulty education, cial significance, such as the temporary
TUESDAY, JANUARY 4.
or want of edusation'of the masses in the
interruption of commercial relations befundamental principles of finance; and tween Russia and Germany, the death of
the Czar, the war between China and
It has been observed that George Fred the notion that prevails among them that Japan and other
foreign complications in
Williams of Massachusetts has the most tho experts in this subjeot are all dishon- i-vniuu jvusBia whs urrecuy or inoirecruy
beautiful collection of defeats of any man est, and arc laboring for a system which interested.
w,i!l V.nv.nfll- tU.. -Trt.-w
♦ tko
r.f
4- U
Having satisfied themselves that the
In politics.
stability of the ruble could be protected
Before we can reform our cur- in behalf of Russian
many.
commerce, the next
Weyler, the late captain general of Cu- rency as it ought to be reformed, and step in preparation for the gold standard
was
to
away such obstacles as stood
ba, insists that he has been insulted by plant it on a solid and permanent basis, in the wlpo of
the oiroulation of a gold
way
President McKinley.
Possibly he may this faulty education and this false no- currenoy. By an imperial order, sanoin
moasure
tion
must
be
demand satisfaction by challenging the
large
eradicated; tioned by the Czar in May, 1895, conPresident to meet him on the “field of and ono of the conspicuous merits of such tracts were authorized in Russian gold
and duties were made receivable in
documents as the report of this commis- coin,
honor.”
gold. The government bank and its ession lies in the fact that they are potent tablishments were
permitted to buy. and
most of thorn to sell, gold coin at fixed
to those ends.
It is worthy of note that the first for- means
tfc
ami published rates. Certificates of deeign naval vessel built in the United
posit on a gold basis wer authorized and
RU2SiAS’3 JOURNEY TO GOLD.
States for many years will be ready to
regulated, and such certiflcaes were issued in August, 1895.
It is the cruiser
Excises were reI unoh this month.
How tlic Obstacles in the Way Were Sur- ceived in
gold ana railway companies
Ksasgi, which is being builtat the Cramp
were required to receive
mounted.
gold coin for all
shipyards for the Japanese government.
kinds of payment. To meet sudden deUafore the war we used to build ships for
mands for currency with which to move
in Chicago Times- the'crops in the autumn the government
Wellman
every country except England, and it is (Walter
out, not paper, but gold coin, which,
gratifying to observe that we are just beHemld.)
owever, was convertible into paper.
In
ginning to,got foriegn orders again.
When it was decided that Russia should these ways Jthe people of Russia were
familiarized
with the use of
as soon as possible place herself upon the gradually
The.manncr in which the State of In- gold basis, her government and thinkers gold, and for two years Russia has pracbeen on a gold basis.
tically
diana is handling her finances is certain- went at the task in true
At first the people did not like the gold.
imperial fashion.
The present The first
ly worthy of imitation.
thing they did was to make Even the merchants were not inolined to
of that commonwealth is about sure of their revenues. The ablest men take it. They had been acoustomed to
debt
silver and paper, and they did not under86,0il0,000, which is now being paid up at in the country were put to work devi- stand the new
money. They were afraid
rate which will wipe it out in a few
a
a
which
should
all
its value had been faced too high and
system
sing
produce
ars—if extraordinary debt is not In the the revenue needed not
that
it
would
depreciate later on. Its
only for carrying
value in comparison with silver was so
meantime incurred. In striking contrast on tho
government year by year, but for great, weight for weight, that the
people
with the methods most prevalent in the the accumulation of a
surplus from ono were inoredulous. At first men who acmajority ot States, as well as oities, the basis t o the other. In pursuance of this cepted gold did so with an agreement
that
would be permitted to return
course pursued in Indiana is indeed noteplan trained and skillful men were sent it at they
the’same price within a specified
worthy.
to all the leading nations of the world to time. But in a short
period this mistrust
study their systems and to report thereon. disappeared, and gold coin is now comJohn W. Gates, of the Illinois Steel This work was
mon
in
Russia.
The gold s auenough
mapped out by M. de
Company, predicts that 1898 will be the Witte, the minister of finance, who is dard has teen attained, the violent fluctuation in the rate of exohange has been
best business year known in the United ono of tho
greatest men the world has stopped, and greater stability is apparent
States during the decade which it ends. known in the field of
in all monetary.; and commercial operascience
monetary
The pig iron turned out in December and
finance. Among the tions.
government
was more thau
in any other in the hisagents sent out to make these investigaMONTHLY DEBT STATEMENT.
tory of the country, according fo Mr. tions was M. de Rontkow6ky, who first
Washington, January 3.—The monthly
Gates, and the demands for iron and visited tho chief countries of South
statement of the publio debt issued today
steel for home use and ^exportation ars America and then devoted several
years shows that at the close of business DeNo
bettor
indices
quite phenomenal.
to a
the debt less cash in the
of the United States. M. de cember
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The loom fixers at Fall River created
somewhat of a surprise when they recently voted to accept the reduction in wages
It was thought that tho strike spirit
among this particular body of workmen

tbe

revenue

and

money systems of this country.
Years ago Russia started in to accumulate a hoard of gold. Her fiscal agents
were

everywhere instructed to watch for

opportunities to buy tho precious metal.
They were bidders in Palis, in London,

strong that all attempts to concilithem would prove abortive. Under all in Berlin.
Bus their work was carried
the circumstances of the case it is hardly on
through such a long period, and wa»
fair to assume that the manufacturers so skillfully done, that with all her accu
are prompted solely by false prudence and
mutations and all her eagerness for gold,
greed, and the loom fixers did perhaps Russia never sent the price of the metal
the proper thing and were guided by good to a
never caused a corner or
was so

ate

Keep it for reference.

property

our Book “Treatment for Diseases” and Care of Sick Room, Free,
Doctor’s Signature and Directions are on every bottle. Price 35 cents; six $2.00,
Sold by all Druggists. L S. JOHNSON & CO., aa Custom House Street, Boston, Mass*

premium,
scarcity in any market. It was Russia's
policy to buy gold and then to leave It In
The success of the anti-Hanna Republi- the hands of
foreign bankers, as a credit
cans in defeating the Hanna candidates to be drawn
upou, and the result of this
for President of the Senate and Speaker
far-sighted policy was a gradual, but sure
of the House is astonishing. It seemed growth, of Russia's credit In
every finanwho was cial center, and no shock whatever t.ojany
hardly possible that a man
recognized as the particular friend of the market by the rapid withdrawal of a
national administration and who had large sum. It was Russia's demand for
received the endorsement of the Republi- millions of gold which she had left in
can State Convention for Senator could be
the hands of the Barings in London that
beaten, especially as bis defeat involved precipitated the failure of that great house
a union between bis Republican opponents
and virtually caused the Bank of i£ngand the Democrats. That it is in a fair Icnd to suspend specie payments, though
wav to accomplishment shows that there
the oauees were elsewhere, and Russia’s
is a tremendously bitter personal antagon- action was only the result and a measure
ism to Mr. Hanna, which is determined of justifiable seif protection,
to make itself felt no matter at what cost
Russia's policy of gold accumulation
The leader of this antagonism has un- was continued until from almost nothing
doubtedly been Mr. Charles Kurtz, the the stock of the yellow metal on hand
former chairman of the Republican State grew to about $500,000,GOO. According to
oimmittee, whom Mr. Hanna alienated tho latest reports the amount of gold on
and converted into a bitter enemy by hie hand gives the Russian treasury a merough, if not brutal, treatment of him, tallic reserve of about 65 per cent, of all
thfc paper notes outstanding. Under these
at the last State convention. Kvidently
conditions the Bank of Russia, which is
liov.Tiushnell has been in secret sympathy the only blank of issue in the empire, has
with Kurtz’s purpose from the start but beeu able to achieve gradually a purity
between the paper notes and tho gold
until
refrained
after
election
from
coin, and tho gold standard has been atgiving open aid lest he himself might be tained therefore, as the United States
defeated. Now that
be is safe he has somo.twenty years ago returned to the
drawn his knife and along with Kurtz is specie basis, without shock or disturbAnother result of the far-sighted
ance.
openly lighting against Mr. Hanna. Ohio and persistent policy of Russia
is that
Republicans have always been split up the gold standard is now attained withi..to factions, but never before have their out any risk of reaotlon or disaster. The
is in better and strongquarrels been carried to such an extent as Russian treasury
business sense.

What the outcome of the present
row will be on the senatorship question
no one can predict, bnt that
Hanna will
not be returned to the Senate seems
now.

By combining with
highly probable.
Democrats in organizing the legislature
the anti-Hanna Republicans have burned
their bridges and they cannot now easily
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36,092.09
722.00.00

504,681.50
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FAC-SIMILE
similating the Food and Regaleting the Stomachs andBowels of
■ ■

■

Hon. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer and General Manager, Rockport. Maine.
Directors, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
J hn C. Kivel.
H.,
George E. Wall tee,
Roohest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Portland, Me.; George E. Macomber, Augusta.
Me; H. L. Shepherd, Rockport, Mo., and
Beraey Cj Parsons Boston, Mass.
This
corporation is controlled by well
known New England men and the directors
are men of local standing and position.
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Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

ness

I

IS ON THE

WOODBURY

Mx.Smna *
JtodisUe. Salts

Cor.

(ju&anattSoia/ *

BOTTLE OF

The Surprise of All.
Mr. James Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones & Son, Cowdeu, 111., in speuking
cf Dr. King’s New Discovery, says that

last winter his wife was attacked with
La Grippe, and her case grew so serious
of any one or two that physicians
er condition than that
at Cowden and Pane,
which have been on a could do nothing for her. It seemed to
or three nations
gold basis a long time. The Russian develop into hasty eodRumption. Having
system of protecting its reserves is in- Dr. King’s New Discovery in store,and selfinitely more effective than that of the ling lots of it, he took a bottle home, and
United States, and one of the causes of lo the surprise cf all she began to
get
half dozen
greatest wonder to thoso Russian stu- better from first dose, and
dents of finance is that a nation as great dollar bottles cured her sound and well.
as tho United States, with all its adap- Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumptability and resources, should try to tion, CoughB and Colds is guaranteed to
flounder along through the years with a do this good work. Try it. Free trial
bottles at H.P. S. Goold’s Drug Store.
clumsy and hazardous system.

Maine Central K.

It.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s.

i

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SlEEP.
Tac Simile

Signature

of

Merrimack County,

Saco,
Biddeford,
Price*

4s.
4s.

on

•®3'See that yon got C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.

»

MOULTON,

™imax*

1
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t,uui-

lituumiuiing'

Astoria, Oregon, Municipal Gold 5’s.
Leadvllie, Colo., Water Co. Sinking
Fund Mortgage (i’s,
Berlin, N. U-, Water Company First
Mortgage Gold 5’s.
Sterling, 111., Water Co. First Mort-

gage Gold 5’s.
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THE BEST VALUE

I MASON&MERRILL
98
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Exchange Street
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The latest and best double
Easy to turn, easy

(44
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DOUBLE

braces.

Elegant designs.

B

runners.

rony »SeBg»as

safe at very low

in I'm.
assortment and

Rohes. Largest
lowest prices.

THE BEST VALUE IN SLEIGHS
AT

H
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F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.’S,
Opposite Post Office.

«
«>

£

Wk frequently
come

®

|
A

®

hare customer*

I

—

A MATCHLESS COMPANY
f.

COMIC

COMEDIANS—6

20—OAT omcs-ao
8—BRIGHT HPECXAI.T |£S—8
2— PKItm
HCliI.ESQtTES—•_*

Next

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
dt!
#27

Week. May

_CITY

EVENING AT

8.

i^nairs extra.

Shaw

«oad Show.

HAXJ,

$50,000
Portland Water

4s,

Company Gold

Due 1927.

FOR SALE

BY

—

Pay so n & Co.
dtf

TUESDAY EVENING, Jan.^
GARDINER
vs.
PORTLAND.
Thursday evening. Jan. 6.-LEWISTON8
Games at 8.80. Seats in advance at
Chandler's.
dec3ldtf

__

MUSICAL AT TOLMAN HOUSE
Tuesdny eveniag, Jan. 71I1,

COTTIBPOilNrS

Pat it in attractive form and
make the price reasonable."
In sudh cases the work is

satisfactory

and

brings

51
I\

f

s S le o' Nous hold Furniture 1 Ef tots
YXfEDNESDAY. January 5th, we shall sell

Casco National Bank
—

OF

—

PORTLAND,

MAINE,

incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

AND

always

excellent

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Nior'gagea

—_:

SDKFLDS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

1 f

for the
of the mortgagee at our
No. 46 Exchange St., a large lot of
household goods <‘onsi»t!cg In part of one
square piano, parlor sets in plush and hair
cloth, willow rockers, easy chairs. o»k and
marble-top tables, mirrors, pictures, lace curtains. dining chairs, extension tables, sideboard,
painted chamber sets, bedding, mattresses,
springs. book-ca*e and books. 20 wool and
tapestry carpets, range, kitchen furniture,
crockery, glass ware, etc.
jan3d3t
By order of Mortgagee.
rooms

F. O.

BAILEY Sl CO.
Auctioneers and Cobs mission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEE.
mar lit

Sterling Exchange.

C.

W.

ALLEN
tt

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
Bftutt
of England, London, in large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received
terms.

on

favorable

Interest allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
uals. Corporations,
others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
description through this
Bank.

STEPHEN B. SMALL. Presided.
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

Cashier-

HQMEBONDS.

STEPHEN BERRY,
<$$oolcf Jc(i and (raid
Ko. 37 Kara Street

ROOFING!
HOLLIVAN & PARKER,

Cumberland

County,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,
Maine Central R. R. Co.,

4^’s

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

Railway,

4’s

Portland Water Co.,

*

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

3

Maine

Steamship

Asphalt, Composition

and

Gravel Roofers,
Agents for Warren’s Anchor Brand, Natural
Asphalt Roofing, endorsed by leading architects and engineers.

ASPHALT READY ROOF1XC
2 and 3 plv. Greatly superior to coal tar
preparations.
4’s
Asphalt Floors, also * aivanjzeii Sr on and Copper Clutters
5’g aud Cornices, 5 in and Iron
Roofing. Iron Siding tor lire
6’s Proof Build. UK’S,
Corrugated
tmoUe
conductors
Pipes (or
Stenae Heaters and Stationary
Boilers.

4’s

|

Co.,

^ ALSO BANK STOCKS

THE THURSTON PRINT,

\

f

PORTLAND, ME.

—WMWMmwwwr

ugygs

Account Books, Letter and Note Paper,
Bill Heads, Statements, Ac.
S. D. KNIGHT.
No, 45 Exchange St.. Room mi 3d Floor.
decto

dim

H. E.
Piano
at

MILLS,
Tuner,
431
Chandler's Music

Congress street.

portlWtrust
COMPANY.

Paper Puled to Order,

Order slate

--TBE

Portland and Rumford Falls

“

|

E

a
ft

to us with copy and toy

$ results.

Children.

Sleighs strong and
pi*iccs.
Everything

B

I

SLEIGHS.
tor

f

|

...man|;
TO HIS TRAM.
];

I

Low. comfortable, easy.
Pullman oar cushions.

AND

Baseman Brooklyn, X. Y., B. B
Club, supported by

application.

je^clfc!

dlw

--—ipaiittttMWwatMmuwgr

SPEEDING- SLEIGHS.

ITIiirv eious

at § o’clock p. mi.
of the Municipal Security Company
due January 1st, 1898, from Series# Tickets 25c, For sale at Williamson’s Drug
store. 1'roceeds to be jjivon to tlie
Middle and Exchange St., and Series F bonds, will be paid upon
Mrjv
presentation after that date at tlie Home.Jan4dtd
Fortland, Me.
office of Woodbury & Moulton.
janl dtf
AlitnoM

pany of Baltimore City, First Mortgage Gold 6’s.
Penobscot Shore line Failroad First
Mortgage 4’s, guaranteed by the City
of Bath.

_i'fvM

■

Puzzling:—Tlte

—wcuemra

H. M.

Monsarn W ater Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5’s, Kenncbuuk and Kennebunkport, Maine.
Rockland Water Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5's.
Bangor & Aroostook First Mortgage
Gold 5’s.

COPY- or -WRAPPER.

WltTr.

JAKT. 3rd.
The

BILLIE SEtLLItlAUr
4s.
Second

N. H.,

INVESTMENTS.

Oastoria is pat up in one-slse bottles only. It
ig not sola in balk. Don’t allow anyone to sell
you anything elan on the plea or promise that it
’3 “just aa good” and “will answer every pur-

[EXACT

15, 23, 35, 50c.
Seats now on sale.

—

MUNICIPAL "SECURITY CO.aiw

mm
pose.”

Popular Prices—Matinee, 15, 25c.

Evening,

4s.

dec30

A perfect Remedy forConstlpation. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

A Romance of Goon Holiow.

BANKERS,

OF EVERY

Safi *
Peppervmt

sinus

&

SATURDAY, JANUARY Sth.
Mat.2p.m. Eve. 8p.m.
The Bi?r Scenic Production,

GAIETY THEATRE,
BONDS. NEW
YEAR’S
WEEK,

dec31

WRAPPER

Tteape afaidVrSAMVELEnVma.
Puwfikm Se*d~

Jh

-FOB SAFE BIT—

Honduras, into a sovereign republic is
progressing steadily, according to advices
received by Senor Correa.charge d’ailairs
of the greater republic of Central Amer-

MAYORS.

iso.boo

H. M. PAYSON &G0.,
^Banuera

—

and Rest.Contains neither
Opium/Morphine nor Mtonra*.
Not Narcotic.

-■

—

MATINEE DAILY AT 2.

Hampshire.

3.—The complete
Salvador and

The municipal governments of the various Massachusetts cities were
inauguratediyeeterday. In Boston, Mayor Quinin
his
cy
inaugural address, said that
after the
expiration of his present term
ho would not again be a candidate for
public office.

S225,otio

The management of the Company is as
followrs:
Albert Wallace, President, Rochester, New

Nicaragua,

NEW MASSACHUSETTS

Population, estimated, 28,000.

tapitai stock of the Water Companv,
Total bonded dent,

issue of bonus.

CENTRAL AMERICAN REPUBLIC.

ican. Dr. Correa is advised that the Diet
has completed a constitution for the
greater republic with full legislative
powers and that notices have been sent
to presidents of the three countries forming the union that the constitution is
ready to be passed upon. The next step
will be to convene a constitutional assembly with 20 delegates from each of
the three countries to pass upon the
The assembly is expected
constitution.
to be held during the coming spring.

■

MANAGEMENT.

demand

Jan.

Matinee Saturday.

a„

is

the combined direction of Charles H. Ty ler,
Esq., of Boston, Frank S. Streeter, Esq., of
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
& Drummond of Portland, and th.*y have
passed their opinions favorably upon this

THAT THE
iiVege table Ptcp arationforAs

—-

The Famous Hanlon’s Gorgeous
Spectac’e

:

—

LEGALITY

*4,235,475,769.

Washington,

Importance.

—

We have the favorable reports of two engineers who made a careful examination of
this property.

s

liabilities outstanding amounting to *625,916,601, whioh
leaves thu cash balance in the treasury.

consolidation of

An Event of Great

CHERUB.

SPECIAlj

Week of Jan. 80th.

This company has paid dividends at the rate
of 8 per cent for many years.
250,000.00
hOIt SjkLE BY

We ara
corporation that ihe net earnings for the
year ending in 1897, will exceed the interest
on tlie bonds by at least $10,000.

■ouiaDiucu

are

$250,000.00

EXAMINATION.

as
follows:
Gold, *167,460,235; silver.
1507,801,684; paper. *105,331,601; bonds,
officer’s
balances, etc., *50,disbursing
Total
298,750.
*861,391,370.
Against

which there

and

BOND ISSUE.

increase in the cash which is accounted
for by the sale of the Union Pacific railroad. Following is a recapitulation of the
debt: Interest-bearing debt, $817,365,620;
debt on which interest has ceased since
maturity, 81,330,970; debt bearing no
interest, 838,890,4C.
Total, $1,284,886,886.
This amount, however, does not include
$576,056,933 in certificate and treasury
notes outstanding, which are foffset by
an equal amount of cash in the treasury.
*1

Manager),

of the

authorized

The total issue of bonds is
$250,000.00
Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys
to be a first lien on the entire property and
franchise
of the company, now owned or
hereafter acquired. The full amount of this
mortgage has b; en Issued, therefore no additional first mortgage bonds can be issued.

an

*•*■*''

Statement,

Total amount of First Mortgage
Bond, authorized and issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1805, to
April l, lbt#, the time of operation unt^er present management,
Crons ileceipta,
$139,225.77
103,133.08
Operating Expenses,
Net Earnings,
cost
ofthis
Original
property,
It is certified to by two engineers
that the present value of the

The

31, 1897,
study
could be found, nnd they argue general
Koutkowsky is still in Washington. He treasury amounted to $999,111,667, a decrease
for
the month of $10,114,899.
This
prosperity ail along the line.
has sent bis government most valuable decrease in the
debt iR due principally to

concerning

THE

1927.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Send for

--

Information

CAT

:

S80,00oT

science,
}cSl
is caused

-v

and SATURDAY.

:
AND :
:
Sale of seats opens next Wednesday Jan. 5.—Prices
‘.’5, so 75c SI oo

---■

cure of
»s a fact,

neatly bound copy of the book free, by mail, to any address.

8, FRIDAY

50

amn.S

existed for over eighty
years except for the fact that it does possess
merit
for
verv many Familv Tlls>
extraordinary
There is not a remedy in use today which has
the confidence of the public to so great an eitent as this wonderful Anodyne. It has stood
upon its own intrinsic merit, while generation
after generation have used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down to their children a
knowledge of its worth, as a Universal Honsehold Remedy from miancy to good old age.
It is the great vital aud muscle nervine
The special Iprovince of this Auodvne Is th*
have

inflammation, internal or external. It
proveh by the investigations of medthat the real danger from disease
muuici O wod
by inflammation; cure the inflammation and you have
_«
conquered the disease in
case.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment prourana ivioxnsrs USG IX each
duces au increase of vital activity in the
parts
affected, and by its electric energy excites the organs to vigorous, healthy action, thus giving
\hem the power to stop inflammation, soothe pain, prevent and cure disease. Wrapped
around each bottle is a 64, page book, compiled from the highest medical authorities upon
“Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick Room." It gives borne treatment and a full disruption of each complaiht. In plain language that every person can understand. We will

OirtAr
w&Ltwl

LM.ee. »nd Maon^,..
CENTS.

FOR

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures of
both Maine and New Hampshire and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the cities of
9rau(i ballets, beautiful transformations, scenic illusions ana
ami amu™3
Dover, Bucheater and somersworth, in New specialties.
bale of seats
opens Wednesday, Prices 26c to Si.TO.
g
Hampshire, and in the towns of Berwick and
---!!!_..
North Berwick, in Maine.
The population of
this territory aggregates about 32,000.
FINANCIAL.
This Company not only furnishes the light for
the cities and towns named, but also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway
between Dover add Somers worth, and also
power used for manufacturing
purposes.
This branch of business has never been deCodar Rapids, Iowa, Water Coinveloped, and the next five years will show a
very large increase in the earning of this de- panv, First Morte^e, sold,
5's, due
C. C. TUKESBURY, Manager
partment.

PEESS.

avneneo

DUE MARCH 1, 1917

---

lni#f£Sianqovni?
remedy

THEATRE.
1

SKAT

■

U™ Liniment
a

:

HOSFOKD.
GOOD
RKSERVKD

With Special Matinee on
First Mortgage Five Per
Saturday.
A.T'&T^TJk.
Cent Gold Bonds.
HEIjD, AnThera^TtnNo;e^.U7’

Union Safe Deposit & Trust CoM
Portland, Trustee.

Could

amctbmento,

FAT UhOS. *
A

sician, for use in his own private practice, to
relieve pain and cure every form of inflammation. It is recommended by many physicians
everywhere. It has soothed, healed and cured
more diseases, and relieved more suffering for
nearly a century* than ‘any other medicine.

Eut

retreat.

P^

_amcskments.

JEFFERSON

ailments which will
family long as life has woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love to
take il* Do not for^et tJje ver>' iraPortant and
useful fact, that Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
's *or Family use» INTERNAL as much as
EXTERNAL. It was originated in 1810, by Dr.
a. Johnson, a good old fashioned Family Phyfor the many
occur in every

«s ntrv

^

|

Every Mother!"iTt’ifebEL"

TO

PLEASANT

FINANCIAL*

|

■,

..

_

|misciellambotts.

MiscincxAirKorg.

Store,

du

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE."'
8UBSCB1BEB hereby gives notice that
THE
1
she has been duly appointed Executrix of

54 and 58 Cress St., Portland, Me.
TuTh&S4ra
sep28

CITY OF PORTLAND.

isroTioEs

i

the last will and testament of
KMtRY C. CHASE,
Parents are hereby notified that their chillate of Portland, in the County "f Cumberland, dren must not play about the premises of
deceased, as the law directs. All persons having the Grand Trunk Railway or any of the
demands against the estate of said deceased Railroad companies in this city.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
All violations of law relating to loitering
and dll Indebted thereto are requested to make about or being upon such property or premises will be rigidly enforced
payment Immediately.
Per order,
ELIZA A. CHASE.
GEORGE W. SYLVESTER, City Marshal.
Portland, Deo. 21,1897.
dec23 (llaw3wTU*
dcc23d‘Jw
Portland, Decernbor 22, 1897.

,*
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

S/UJSfC AND DRAMA,

anna held.
Held

ADVERTISEMENTS.

:Brothers

bines

has made three visits to
America before ti is one and every time
the sprightly and attractive young woman
reaches these shores her welcome is
heartier than ever. Next ifriday and SatAnna

NEW

:

ca

urday she will be at 1'he Jefferson, with

ifl PER CENT DISCOUNT
To all Gash Purchasers of
Dress

Goods, Silks,

Velvets, Trimmings

TODAY, TUESDAY, IS THE FIRST DAY OF OUR

Red
OF
her winsome ways, her airy grace and
her latest songs to delight the amusement
lovers of the city. As a part of the evening’s entertainment there will be given

have

Chinese play which has made such
It is called “The
a hit in New York.
Cat and the
Cherub,” and is based on
the story familiar to magazine readers.
Speaking of the songs which Miss Held
her latest and one of
will sing reoalls

the

Here is tine

Programme

ed houses,
THE GAIETY.
The bill at the Gaiety is an attractive
one, and this was proved by the
large

feelTbrains.

Woolens,*
White

Flannels,

are

There was something in the atmosphere
of tho Jefferson last night suggestive of
the enthusiastic interest Incident to an
At 7.30 o'clock the
“opening night.”
crowd began to gather seeking admission
and at the ringing up of the curtain
the boxes were oocnpied and every seat
in this spacious house fillod and even
room

was

eagerly sought.

are

ond

act

to
tho
confronted with
of the oircus, with curtains
out the oircus proper. The
are

green room
which shut
last scene is a masquerade ball which Is
effective in scenery and costumes.
Mary Young sings, dances and acts exquisitely, and Amanda Fabris presents
a most pleasing
personality. Mr. Slavin
is very funny as the bartender and Mr.

Flint possesses a rich bass voice whioh
of New England’s
most famous
he uses to good effeot.
Mr. Edwards inChemists, is of interest to thoughtful peotroauces
a good
comedy sketcn in tlie
ple, who seek to invoke the aid of proper
character of the oirouR manager. Comfood to enable them to skillfully oarry on
mendation is due Edward Tyler, Joseph
the daily duties and maintain within
C. Fay, Alfred Hickman, Edwin Hantheir grasp, bounding health.
Mabelle Howe and MabellaJBaker.;
“This Is to certify that I have pur- ford,
Tho play as a whole was well received,
chased in the onen market of Boston, an
for the muBic is catchy and has a "go,”
unopened original commercial package of while the
stage pictures are pretty to look
Postnm Cereal Coffee. I have carefully
at.
one

given on the package, it forms a healthful, appetizing beverage, of an agreeable
fragrance and wholly free from those
properties whioh render ordinary coflee
so harmful to many.
I have carefully
analysed it for the proportions of nutrient substances contained in it, and And
them to be as follows:
__

Of Moisture,
Mineral or bone-forming substance,
Of Cellulose energy and fat-

prodeoing substances,

Of

Fat,

or

Per Cent
5,85
4.6I
8.70

energy and heat

producing substances,
or flesh
forming
substances,

18,13

producing substances,

66.11

Of Protein

Of
JJon-nitrogf nous extracts,
such
as
starch, sugars,
gums, etc.,heat and energyA total of,

1.60

100

Bennett F. Davenport, M, D.

Underwear,

1

ren S

os,ery’

cents

per
“

*

25

CCntS

per

pail*.

[

25

CeiltS

per

pair,

7 1-2 and 8 only, reduced from !
38c (o ouly

lit

CCHtS

per

pail*.

Misses’ Black Cush mere Hose, (
size 8 only, reduced from SOcio)

os
'"**

I'Ptlls

npv
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pdll.
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epn
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Cents
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Westbrook Aldermen Finally Dispose
of Question.
CONDITIONS

WHICH

THE

CITY

IMPOSES ON THE ROAD.

How
Be

Arc

To

Asked

to

Subscription Installments
Paid—Portland

Road

tion of

Fares to

Porland—The

Ques-

a proviso that upon the portion of
the roadbed to which this order reiates
no Italian or Hungarian contract labor
shail be employed in the construction
theroof; and also that the rails used shall
not be less than sixty pounds to the yard
andalurther proviso that from the lei
minus in Westbrook through Main street,
the company shall pave between the rails
and for a distance of eighteen inches on
either side.

sorting

Unpaid Taxes.

were

approvede

X suppose the council
fended.
thejT own minds at that
but

time,

subsequent

action I

see

that

sion was erroneous.”
as

15000, to

meet outstanding
Tho
bills.
order was passed.
The matter of unpaid taxes came
up
and Alderman Craigie spoke in regard to

1891, and presented an order leaving
thoir collection in the hands of Collector
Winslow.
Alderman Cloudman then brought up
the matter of the city records in relation
to the

subscription for stock. It was his
motion that the records be
changed to
read us originally written.
Alderman
Craigie questioned the authority for the
change.

pair.

my
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GETS DIVORCE-
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impres-

originally

written

was

p.r-i't-d.

man.

the stock subscriptions.
Clerk Smith read the records as reJohn W. Warren and 105 others.
On quested and nothing being done about it,
motion of Alderman Cloudman the com- Alderman Craigie
presented an order
munication was filed.
changing the location of the polling place
Alderman Cragic reported as to the In Ward 5 which was passed.
An order was also passed that notes be
petition of the oitizens for a reduction of
fare from this city to Portland to five issued from time to time, not to exceed

Pat»»

Men’s Merino Hose, reduced from 25 cents to

Wednesday, Jan. 5.

In (lie Famous

\

Suit.
§
Weilnesday’s i»;u|H:rsi'or
particnluis.

Alderman Cloudman’s motion that the
records stand

stricken out.
The matter was put to a
vote and declared lost by President Wood

The petition was signed by
Lewis P.
Warren, W. W. Cutter, L. W. Edwards,

ing amendment:
KEEPEK.

separate times the records

Thu same alderman presented an order
The amendment was passed unanimous- that Che mayor inslruot the
city marshal
ly and the vote was taken upon the order to ihforce the ordinance relative to bilas amended.
liat'd and pool rooms.
It was given a
Alderman Craigie called attention to passage.
the inconsistency in the^preamble which
Alderman Craigie’s motion that when
states that the stock was subscribed for adjournment was taken it bo
for two
by the city, when as a mat er of fact the weeks was passed.
council had no record of the fact.
On
Nothing further appearing adjournmotion of Alderman Craigie tho words ment was taken at 8.55, after a session
“subscribed for by theloityjof Westbrook’'be of one hour and five minutes.

To amendjtbe order so that it will proAlderman Cloudman—“The boot was on
vide that the second note shall be payable tho
other foct at that time.
They had a
not when the third mile of roadbed shall
Fort Wayne,
Ind.,
January 3.—At have been oompleted, but only upon the majority and I voted against it than.”
Monroeville today the dead bodies of Viola completion of three continuous miles of
Alderman Craigie—“Mr. Clerk, were
Marwuant, daughter of a wealthy farmer roadbed that the third note shall be pay- those
original records over approved?”
and Michael Miller, a saloon keeper, were able on the completion of five continuous
Clerk
being
found lying in a room in the rear of Mil- miles of roadbed and so on; that the road
Smith—“Only after
ler’s saloon. It is a case
of probable bed shall not only have the ties laid there amended at the subsequent meeting.”
suicide.
on, but the Tails as well; and also by inAlderman Craigie—“It seems that tore

DIED WITH SALOON

Grey IVool Hose, re-I
(

BANCROFT.

At the Universalist parish meeting iast
evening the following officers were elected
for the coming year: Moderator, A. B.
Alderman Craigie called for a roll call
The first meeting of the oity fathers for
clerk and treasurer, H. D.
r
vote
which
ilted
as
follows:
council
the year 1888 was held in the
Nays, Winslow;
C. M. Cloudman,
room last evening.
Considerable into -est Aldermen Woodman, Black, Cloudman, Woodman; trustees,
E. A. Durrell and W. H. Duran; collechad been manifested in this meeting by Knowlton, Morris, Pomerleau, Riggs and
citizens in general as it was known that Warren.
Yeas, Aldermen Craigie, Cobb, tor, Charles C. Baiiey.
the order fixing the installment payments Davis, Hardy. Nays, 8; yeas, 3.
GRANDMOTHER NOT KNOWN HERE
The vote on the second reading came up
on the stock subscription
to the
West
A hoy of 16 or 17 who gave the name
brook, Windham and Harrison railroad and was passed.
of John Logan got off the 4.00 train on
Alderman Riggs moved its third readwas coming up for second reading. After
the Western division of the Boston and
the report of the committee on confer- ing and final passage, with the following
Maine in Biddeford Friday afternoon
ence, at the last meeting their order reg- result: Yeas,{AMermen Woodman, Black,
ulating the manner of paying the $20,000 Cloudman, Knowlton, Morris, Pomerleuu and fell into the hands of the police, says
subscription was given its first reading and Riggs
Nays. Aldermen Craigie, the Journal. He told City Marshal Harwithout opposition.
Cobb, Davies, Warren and Hardy. Yeas, man that he had been living in Portland
with his grandmother and had sold his
Sinoe that meeting the opponents to 7; nays, 6.
the road has been putting In some work,
For tho committee on licenses Aider- sled to raise money with which to
pay
man
Pomerleau reported that whereas his
circulating petitions of remonstrance.
passage to Boston where his mother
There were quite a number of citizens the petition of George Barton was signed is
living. He was without money when
In attendance.
by him only, since that time G. P. Wood- he reached this
city and remained at
Alderman Howe was the only absentee man had become solo owner, the matter
the station house Friday night.
Saturat roll call and the journal was read by should be referred to
tho
municipal
day he managed to scrape enough money
Clerk
Smith
and acoepted by the officers and it was so voted.
City
The bill
together to pay his way to Boston and
board.
of Charles H. Leighton for serving as
he left, on the 4410 train. He said tie
Mayor Cloudman addressed the council, ianltor of the Cleaves Rifles armory was
well known to the police in Portland and
u,
1J.UIJ1
CltlZtJUK
ia;iiuuu
reto
tho
committee
on
referred
claims.
jucnounug
the
marshal telephoned in to find out
the
monetrating against
Alderman Cloudman called for the readpayment of the
The police did
Installments on tho stock subscription. ing of the original records referring to something about him.
Reduce

LADIES’ AID, S. OF V.
cents, and an order instructing the mayor
Ladies’ Aid Society, No. 2, S. of V.,
and finance committee to forward the peheld a pnblic installation at tho close of
tition to the Portland Railroad company,
their regular meeting last night. The
expressing the hope of the council that
of installation was performed
ceremony
the management would find it advisable
by Division installing and mustering to
grant the petition was given a pasofficers, Miss Carrie C. Horr of Portland.
sage.
the
After
installation a fine programme
The order of the evening, the one in
vocal
of
and instrumental muslo and
which interest centered, cure up and
graphaphone selections were enjoyed, Alderman Morris moved a second
reading
after which
refreshments were served
of the order reluting to tho payment of
the
ladies. At tho close of intermisby
the stock subscription.
sion dancing was indulged in by those
Alderman Riggs presented the follow-

present.

Ladies’

pair.

white)

Hose,

duced from 25c to

The list o£ Goods in Wedneeday’* Sule will appear in foinoirow’s papers,
8.4EE BEGINS AT 9 O’CEOCR.

BROS.

pair.

25

Ladies’ line Cotton Hose, dou. )
bio heels, toes and soles, ™duced irom 38c to only
)

Ladies’ outsize

Women’s Hosiery,

per

pair.

12 1-2c per

ELECTRICS TO WINDHAM.

CCIltS

per

feet, all sizes, reduced from 38c

—.

Prints and

The

ever

we

*

CCIltS

to

Corsets, Hose Supporters,

popular.
THE JEFFERSON.

*

i

to

Ladles’ heavy fleeced Hose in )
sizes 10 only, reduced freiu 50c >

Children’s Woolen Underwear.

,

Wednesday* Thursday and Friday*
STORE OPEN AT 8 O’CEOCR.

Wemyss, fresh from a convent; of Biggs,
Proper food must be furnished the an American
bartender, and Lucille, the
or
failure in power,
laboratory (stomach)
elackwire walker; und of Hon Reginald
both physical and mental, is the result.
Gower and La Favorita, the circus girl,
One sure way to make brain tissue that
name.
from whom the
play takes its
mind can play upon and produoe success
somewhat
There is an
baronet,
English
or
in business
profession is to furnish
flirtatious, and an array of oircus peobody with selected food elements espeple,
including ring masters, and, of
cially required in the buildiDg of that
course, the irrepressible clown.
substance
of
which
the
peculiar greyish
The first act is outside of a French cafe,
Solar Piexus, the Brain and the nerve
and is full of songs and choruses, mirthoenters throughout the body are comsome doings in whioh prettily costumed
posed.
women
the fore. In the sec-

examined the same, aud find (hat when it
is prepared according to the directions

DAYS.

ne

Today:

Tiie sale will he continued

woman.

British Gum, Grape Sugar (Terms given
to oertain highly nutritive properties obtained from cereals), and other energy
and heat producing elements, giving a
total of 70.84 per cent, of the exact food
demanded by nature for this work.
She analysis by Dr. B. F, Davenport,

CONTINUES FOUR

cash,

Ginghams.
Colored Underskirts.
Bed
Puffs, Blankets, Spreads.
Percales, Cottons, Sheetings,
TEHMS FOR THIS SjSLJ^MS STRICTLY Oj^lSH.

standing

per cent, of Postum Food Coffee
consists of Protein a tissue maker, while
66.11 per cent, consists of Dextrine, or

AND

Colored Flannels,

ocoasion which brought out this large,
audience
Scientific Selection of Food Adapted to fashionable and enthusiastic
was the presentation of George Edward’s
Brain Building.
musical comedy of “The Circus Girl.”
The manner in which the human body
The story of the play deals with the lovetransforms food into tissue and brain
of Dick Copel who pretends to be
making
largely determines the kind of man or the cannon
king of the cirous, and Dora

18.18

Less.

or

Flannelettes,

brated Oleo. The different teams are well
worth seeing and the prices of admission

presenting their latest success “Supssrba.”
This will be a rare treat for the theatreaoers and the Hanlons are sure of crowd-

HOSIERY.
Ladies’ Ribbed
Hose, I
Top
I
heavy cotton, 38c qiiality, at

OPP LOTS OF

EASTMAN

will be at

for

_

twilight darky revels, songs
girls In
and dances, is one of the prettiest effects
Two quartettes of darky
of the play.
boys and girls furnish music and a plantation brass band welcomes the racing
baits. A strong company, magnificent
crowds in attendance yesterday. There is
electric effects are used in
scenery and
the celea galaxy of stars, among them
—,——
this
entertaining Hanlons
The Jefferson all next week,

we

PRICES

SALE TODAY.

Women’s Woolen

Outing Flannels,

duel in a mountain glen, and;the historical steamboat race between the Robert
E.Lee and the Natchez on the Mississippi
at night, with boats lighted and under
a
full head of steam. A view of a river
with colored boys and
wood landing

agile and

kind

odd lots in all de-

R£91MA!KTS OF

glary where the midnight mechanic piles
under cover of the night; a
bis calling
ponderous cotton press in operation; a

THE HANLONS.

same

at

BEGINS TODAY

SALE

South with a
terest the play
will be seen at Portland theatre next Satis one of
the most successful
urday.
melo-dramas on the American stage today. Among its scenes are that of a bur-

The

years-—remnant

and

LOTS

ODD

Hose, reduced from 38c

of

prouuouou.

Sale-—the

REDUCED

Our experience in the past has taught ns that it pays to make a generous sacrifice on all short lengths and odd lots of goods in order to convert them into
and though sold at u positive heavy loss it enables us to always carry a clean and fresh stock. We mean this sale to be no exception to the rale.

life in the sunny
love story of thrilling in
of “Coon Hollow" which

scenes

for

Half Price

COON HOLLOW.
Combining

had

partments

It
the best “coon” songs ever written.
is entitled “I want Dem Presents Back,”
and the chorus everybody ought to commit to memory, for it is bound to become
papular. It Is as follows:
I want that bran-new cook stove;
1 want dat chair;
I want dat looking glass, de comb to
oomb my hair;
I want dat carpet, yes, sir. Won’t eit it?
Wal, I guess, sir!
Carve me and starve me; I want dem
presents backs.

AND

Thirty-third Annual

The

Sale

Figuo*e

REMNANTS

and Linings.

Bath, January 3.—At the opening of
court Monday morning, the court room,
aside from the space occupied by the officials und jury, was thronged with
people
who were (hero to hoar
the'charge in
the sensational Dr. Browne divorce hearing.
Gen. Mattocks began his summing
up
for
Mrs. Browne, the iibellee, shortly
after reassembling
of court
Mondav
morning and his address to the jury he
ocoupied nearly two hours. He took con.
siderable time in what is regarded by the
counsel In the case as a vital point—the

jurisdiction, which had
the
defence, and what

I

AN ASSASSIN.

been raised by
♦
has been hotly
fought by the plaintiff's counsel.
T
Gen. Mattonks's argument was
spoken
of as a masterly one and one of the best

tonight, it being for the plaintiff, Mr. Brown. Counsel
for Mrs. Brown have given notice that
exceptions and
will be filed.

a

motion for

Fire may be likened unto an X
It slips up behind a man *
assassin.
when his back is turned.
Th« X
flames seize his property and lick *
up his wealth.
X
Fire, however, bad as it is £
really doesn't bother the man who *
carries good insurance on his prop- X
erty. It’s the fellow who hasn’t ♦
X
got insurance that’s in danger.

X
X

heard in Sagadahoc county.
A verdict was reached

a

new

trial

X
♦
X

X
X

♦
CROSSLE¥'S APPEAL DISMISSED.
Washington, January 3.—In the Su- %
premo court of tho United States today X
tiio appeal of George D.
Crossley, from

the deoision of the|Circuit from the northern district of Caifornia,
denying him a
writ of habeas corpus, was dismissed.
was
one
of
the railroad rioters in
Crossley
California in 1895, and was ohargetl with
being responsible for the death of a railroad engineer caused by the
derailing of
a train.
In the state court ho was found
guilty and sentenced. It was sought to
bring the case into the United States
courts on the ground that the wrecked
train
was a mail train, but
I
the court

We would like to talk with. X
♦
those who are in danger.

X

I

I

♦

DOW

X
chapters.

efc
35

DIISTXS.HAM,

Exchange

This women’s branoh

of the

In

Street.

X

Farmington, Dec. 26. J. K. Pray and Miss

J. Ethel Ilaiiies, both of Richmond.
fraternity is in a flourishing
In Farmington. Dec. 24. Louis William R|pHelen Swift.
liojui wittu luwo «ah uu statute
under the condition and is fast coming into promi- ley of Andover and Miss Mattie
In Strong, Dec. 26, C. Riley Huff of Freeman
case which could have been tried
in the nence among the secret organizations,and and Mrs.
Annie Pratt of Farmington.
United States courts, and held the ap
its members many of the
plication for habeas corpus was properly numbers among
denied by the Circuit court.
most prominent masons in the state. It
DEATHS.
not even know the boy or the grandis constantly adding to its membership.
mother that the marshal referred them
PAST CHANCELLORS’ ASSOCIEASTMAN’S BED FIGURED SALE.
to.
In this city. Jan. 2, Sylvester Marr, aged 67
ATION.
7 months.
Today Eastman Bros. & Bancroft open years
Tho regular monthly meeting of the
r Funeral on Wednesday afternoon ati 1.30
BOWLING AT PINE'S ALLEYS.
their 33d annual red-figure sale of rem- o’clock, from his late residence, at No. 12 WalkPast Chancellors’
association
of the
The Tontines easily beat tire Waverlys
nants and odd lots. The sale will con- er street.
In this city, Jan. 3. Ann. widow of the late
Knights of Pythias, was held last night
at the above alleys last night by 48 pins,
tinue four days and all remnants and odd William McCann, aged 72 years.
at the hall on Congress street.
[Funeral on Thursday morning at 8.80 o’clk,
sold
at
half
or
will be
iess. It
price
The
winning all of the three strings.
The usual routine business was tran- lots
from her late residence. Ns.. 21 Newbury street.
is unnecessary to commend these annual Requiem high mass at the Cathedral of the
second string was the only close one. sactedjafter which a supper was
heartily
Immaculate Conception at 0 o’clock.
Pine was high roller with Hail a close enjoyed, followed by somewhat informal rales of Eastman Bros. & Bancroft to the
In this city. Jan. 3, Aim. widow of the late
of
the
PRESS
as
a
readers"'
second.
The Tontines are now without
large propor- John Sullivan.
speeohes and talks by the members pres[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
and
have
doubt safe in first place
the princiattended the sales year
tion of them
ent.
In Gorham. Jan. 2, Charles .1. Roberts, aged
pal interest now centers in the fight for
after year and know that if ever there 61 years 7 months.
Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
second, which is very close. The score:
this
is
the
time
to
find
are
bargains,
ORDER OF THE EASTERN STAR.
from the residence* of Mrs. Marla Roberts, near
A list of those offered today are Fort Hill.
TONTINES.
them.
Last evening Iona chapter, No. 21, O.
lu Ya.unouth, Jan. 2. Miss Susan S. Webster,
in
their
advertisement and
enumerated
F. Pine,
90
90—■ 278 E.
92
aged 63 ye;trs.
S., installed their officers for the enit is well to go early if any of them are
99
90
8S— 270
Hall.
[Funeral Wedm sday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
had a3 guests Mizpah
Burial at con enience o: lrlends.
87— 249 suing year. They
69
93
desired.
Smith,
In West Buxton, Jan. 3. John P son of Jas
of
Westbrook
and
Beulah
Chapter
J- Bine,
Chap83
74— 241
84
ami Isabella Berry mau. aged 26 years 10 mos.
and 20 days.
Wood,81 73 77— 230 ter of Cumberland Mills. The officers
MARRIAGES.
were
installed in
a
most impressive
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
416 436 422—1274
from l>ir. late residence. West Buxton.
manner by Associate Grand Patron J.
In Limerick. Dee. 25, John C. Lang, aged 7£
WAVERLYS.
Putnam Stevens of Iona Chapter, assistIn this city, Jan. 1. by llev. Lerov f>. Bean, years.
In New Portland. Dec. 25. Mrs. Ca harin'
80— 239 ed by
Past Matron Mrs. J. P. Stevens Eratik M. Don hty of Westbrook and Henrietta Wl'llams ace" S3 years.
70
89
BrowD,
r Cummings ei Scarlmro.
71— 230 as marshal. After the installation cereDennis.
88
71
In Anson. Dec. 24, Mary Hemy. aped 20 yr
in Canaan, Dec. 25, John Harris and Miss
In Vi In Cove. Dee. 22, Melvina M. S ir
82— 249
79
8S
Jewell.
Amesbv,
mony the members adjourned to the ban- Nora
In Belfast. Dec. 25. Charles Mahoney and aged 37 ysars.
81— 242
Dyer
80
81
hall
In South Paris. Deo. 23. Maria LouImi. wj-i
where they enjoyed a sump- Mies Alice Thurston.
quet
92— 266
87
In lsiesnoro, Deo. 25, Walter O. Hall and C. N. Porter, aged 67 years.
tuous
banquet to which all did ample
Florence II. Pendleton.
387 433 400—1220
e A
[The funeral service of the
justice. Speeohnmking was then In orIn North Monroe, Deo. 25, Robert M. Thoma
Robinson, ot Oxford, will l> n-1"
hi r
ast and Etta M. Cohnrn of Monroe.
Wednesday night, Aldingtons vs. Wav- der and several witty and interesting ol InBelProspect.
* u
in Ox o d, ou Wednesday -iti".
deuce,
Dec. 25. Charles B. Cummings
5th. at l oletock.
erlys.
speeches were made by members of the and Miss Lucy Hall of Monroe,

Shaw,_87
~~~

Masonic

PUBLISHED

SPECIAL

BY

ARRANGEMENT.

MAINE

_MISCELLANEOUS._|

Tho funeral will occur Wednesday afterat 3 o’olook.
The
annual meeting of the Gorham
Telephone company was held Monday

TOWNS.

noon

Items of Interest Gathered

by

Correfl*

pondents of the Press.

The

Story of

Lost

a

HERBERT

BY

BERWICK.

Memory

North Berwick, Jan 3—A serious accident occurred Friday at the mill of Isaao
Varney & Sons, when Oeorge Varney,
one of the sons, in
attempting to belt a

RUSSELL,

“A Conflict in a Railway Tunnel,” “The
“Shot in the Back,”
“The Mystery of
Haunted Room in the Forester's Arms,”
“An Attempt at Blackmail.”
Dumpton Gap,”

.union of

pulley was caught up by the protruding
head of the set sorew and carried round
the shaft rnaDy revolutions
before the

machinery

(ALL RIGHTS

(Chapter XIII.)
A DISASTER.
Hr. Walter Brymer was taking a country walk through the charming neighbor
tnod of Darlinghurst. He strolled along
it, an eisy pace, swinging his stout blackthorn, and pondering over embryo Bpecu
a
iation upon a colossal scale. It is
strange fact how few men who have sncc eded in
amassing prodigious fortunes
are content to quietly invest their money
and settle down to enjoy life upon the inwhich
terest; the business instinct to
they owe their wealth is forever breaking
out, and impelling them to still go on
hazarding their luck. But this, after ail,
is only consistent with that quail y
of
a rarice that is implanted in most human
ht-easts. Rare, indeed, are the instance;
I s whloh a man’s estimate of enough is
tot always just a little more than ho al
•eady possesses. The Sydney merchant
was reputed to be, and no doubt was,
worth near upon a million sterling; yet
hii brain was but seldom otherwise "oc
oupit d than with the contemplation of
figures, and the rehears ll of gigantic projects by whioh he might hope to yet swell
his coffers.
Mr. Brymer had arrived nearly abreast
of the head of the little green lane in
whloh stood Dunbar House and Mrs.
Murray’s oottage, when he heard a rapid
clattering of hoofs, and an instant later
a riderless horse swept round the
corner,
and rushed like the wind past him, raising a cloud of dust like a little whirlthe wild
wind. He stopped to watch
oarefrlng animal, which in a very few
minutes vanished from his sight round a
on
bend in the road. He then strolled
till he came to the opening of the
lane,
and looking down the narrow, shady way
to see whether the late rider of the runa-1
way beast was in sight, he saw a figure
lysing prone in the middle of the road.
0 oSBsing that this was the person who
bad been thrown, Mr. Brymer advanced
along the lane to offer assistance. As he
drew near he saw that it was a woman;
she lay so stirless that at first he imagino/f sV.n naH

linen

t-lllnH

Bn

nn

nnmlnn-

up with her, and bending down over her
figure, he found that she still breathed,
although her eyes were closed, and the
dust round about her
clustering golden
marks of blood.
hair was stained with
Mr. Brymer took a long
the
survey of
with
filled
admiration of
gill,
prostrate
her beauty and pity for her condition,
whilst he reflected what he should
do.
He looked about him to observe whether
there was any house near by to which h
could go and summon help. Whilst he
was thus occupied a man came round the
'Urve of the lane and advanced towards
him. After gazing for a moment or two.
Hr. Brymer perceived that it was his old
acquaintance and fellow passenger, Mr.
Louis Hartreo. The other recognized Mr.
Brymer as soon as he had him in view,
and called a salutation whilst he came

long.
“Why, what is the matter

here?” he

vclaimed os he drew near.
“A young lady has been thrown from
r horse, and
is. I am afraid, rather
ndly hurt. I am glad you have arrived,
r really I was quite at a loss
to know
hat to do.”
Mr.
“Surely it cannot be-” said
at
the prostrate
irtree, staring har
-ore whilst he
continued to approach.
Yes, it is then! Dear me, Brymer, I
:"ow this poor
young lady. Her name
s Miss Clara Lambert.
I hope that she
not much injured.”
“She is insensible at present.”
Mr Hartree came up with the motioness figure and stood for a moment or two
‘coking dowD upon her white faco. He
hen dropped upon one knee, and
took
hi r wrist in His hand
"She is still alive,” said he, “though
her pulse heats so feebly that I can scarcely feel it. She must havo fallen upon
Look
her head.
at
the bloodstains
there.”
“What are we to do?” asked Mr. Brymer.

“I will have her carried into my house
once.
It is quite near—just round the
yonder, in fart. Wait here. Brym-1

at

corner
wv ill

w/Ml

4-m T

vwH-h

RESERVED.)
called to her husband to know what
was wrong.
“Aiiss Lambert has boon thrown from
her horse,” he answered. “I found
her
lying Insensible in the lane, with Mr.
Jirymer watching over her. Kun indoors
and toll them to get one of the rooms
ready for us to carry herjnto at once, ry
dear.
His wife promptly obeyed him and disappeared into the hous
again. Cecil
Kawdon stood perfectly still whilst they
down
at the motionapproached, staring
less figure, open the stretcher from
the
elevation of the flight of steps.
Clara
Lambert! The girl who had but a few
minutes ago, comparatively
speaking,
left flint, full of life and vigor, now lying
insensible
injured, and perhaps dying
even as
they bore her along—the girl
whom now it came home to him that he
had treated badly and intended to wrong
—the girl who had given him back bis
memory—the girl who loved him! His
head.swam; then, when they were within
a few yards of where he stood, he
st rted
suddenly out of his apathetic attitude.
“Air. Hartree. is she much hurt, do you
think?” he asked in a low husky voice
“We cannot tell that yet,” no answered.
“Door girl! I sincerely trust not.”
“What can I do? Is there no wav in
which I can ho of service? Shall I run
ho exclaimed, hacking
for a doctor?”
aside to let thorn pass through the hall
door.
“Yes,” answered Air. Hartreet, “you
might go to Dr. Scott’s—you know his
house in the Sydney Road—and leave a
message for him to come along here as
soon as ever he can.”
Cecil ran into the house, snatched up
his hat and hurried away. Meanwhile
they eanied Clara Lambert upstalrs%lnto
the room which had been hastily prepared
for her reception, and laid her upon the
bed. Her eyes remained olosed, and her
whole figure as stirless as a statue; but
for the scarcely^audible sound of her respiration there was nothing to indicate
that she still lived. The two men whom
Mr. Hartree had
summoned to assist
withdrew, bearing the shutter with them.
He ami airs, riartreo, together with Mr.
Brymer, remained in the room to await
the arrival of the doctor and do what
they could meanwhile.
“Hero is the wound,” said Mr. Hartree,
lightly brushing hack with his hand the
delioate fringing of
hair which overshadowed her marble white temples, and
dark
revealing a
oozing gash, “fcjhe mu t
have been pitched right upon her head
on some sharp
stone. Poor thing! Do
you know, Brymer, 1 am
particularly
sorry for this girl.”
“She is a friend of yours then?”
“Well, not exactly. By the way, you
remember that man we picked up out of
an open boat during the voyage, who had
lost his memory?”
“Certainly X do. I met him this morning out walking with Mis6 Marston, and
then I saw him as we came
into
the
house just now.”
“Ah, to be sure you did. Well, he has
recovered his memory.”
“So he told me.”
This poor young
lady gave it him
tack. Of course you know that he has
been staying with me ever since the arrival of the Straithnairn in Sydney. Yesterday afternoon Miss Lambert drove up
to tiio house uni asked to seo Kawdon—
that turns out to be his real nam e,—not
P.awlings, as we used to call him. She
had read the account of his rescue in the
papers, and recognized him from the circumstance of the description as the man
who was coming out to marry her. He
remembered he1-, although he oould
not
recall her name, no say who she was.
She then told him all she
know about
himself; her talk, 1 suppose, must have
touched some responsive chord in his
mind, and his memory returned to him
all on a sudden. But now listen to the
romantic part of this af'-ir. than which 1
must confess I never he
anything more
remarkable. The man
his way out
to Australia to marry
lri, to whom
it appears ho hiss been engaged for a long
while; he is shipwrecked, and his sufferings 'ii an open boat deprive him of his
tree

holn

’>

He ran off, leaving the Sydney merohant standing by toe prone
girl, who
never once showed
the faintest signs of
life. After an absence of about
three
minutes he reappeared 'in sight, followed
a
of
men
a
by
couple
bearing
shutter,
which was intended to serve the purpose
of a stretcher. This they laid upon the
ground hy the side of tho prostrate girl,
and gently lifted her on to it; then tho
four of them raised it upon their shoulder
aid marched with their burden towards
Dunbar House.
Cecil Rawoon was standing at the window of the dining room, which
overlooked the carriage drive
leading up to
tho hall door; Mrs. Hartree stood beside
him chatting; luncheon was still upon
tho table, and although the young
man
appeared to be intent upon what the lady
his eyes tho whole
was saying to him.
time
were
mechanically
wandering
towards the entrance of the grounds on
the look out for the return of Clara Lambert.
“Why, whatever can this be?” exclaimed Mrs. Hartree suddenly, breaking
off abruptly in her speech as the little
girl upon the
procession carrying the
shutter appeared in view.
“Home accident must have happened,”
eeid Rawdon, after gazing for an instant.
“They are bringing somebody in upon a
stretcher.”
“And a girl, too, unless I am very
much inietakon,” said Mrs. Hartree.
“Soltis!” exclaimed Rawdon, turning a shade paler. “Shall we go out and
see what is the matter?”
They went to the hall door and out
Hy this time the four
upon the terrace
mengbadjjneared the house, and Mrs. Har-
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By a wonderful self-pussession, Varney clung close
to the shaft, holding his head near the
fast turning pulley to dear the timbers
two feet distant, whilo his feet
dangled,
striking many times and throwing off
boots, stockings and his clothing from
one side.
When extricated he was badly
bruised, with a broken rib and a seriously
jammed body. Jt is believed he will recover.

Tbo snow storm has
given
sleighing for the first time this

us

good

season.

About seven inches fell.
(ieo. D Harvey has a venerable horse
called Fanny. She
is thirty-six years
old and in good trim. Ifanny was purchased of Asa Kimball of Buxton, when
a few months old by Virgil
Came, who
afterward went into the army, and sold
the colt to his sister, Mrs. Harvey. Fanny
has seen a family raised and scattered.
She still does good work as a carriage
horse, or with the plow, harrow, mowing
maohine and horse rake. She is of Morgan stock, has been a good roadster, and
even now takes the family out at a
good
stepping pace, ten or fifteen
miles, returning fresh as a pink.
SOUTH FREEPORT.
South Freeport Jan. 3.—A. M. Huston was home from Boston a day or two
last week; also Capt. H. Lambert and
C. T. Craig, from Windham. Other recent visitors in tha place have been Mr.
and Mrs.
F. E. Chase, Miss
Sarah
Coombs and Mr. Ivory Wilson, all from

Portland, and all former residents bare.
H. B. Jones is about moving from the
McLeod house to the Enoch Talbot place,
which was lately purchased by his father.
Mr Emery Jones
The new vestry is very nearly completed. Conspicuously located on the
spacious lot between the churoh and
4U
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ance,

and is

piVOUUtO

quite

an

U

UUU

addition to

our

vil-

lage.
Steamer Phantom Is to run another
week or more if not prevented by too
much Ice in the river.
PARIS.

Paris, Jan. 3.—-School opened in the
Academy building on Tuesday, with the

usual number

In

attendance.

Work has

already begun on the Zephyr, which it is
hoped will go to press next week.
The Unlversailst Society are preparing
a drama to be given soon.
The Rev. Mr. Wedge, from Rockville,
Conn., former pastor of 1st Baptist

church of this place, has been in town for
a few days.
He attended the quarterly
meeting at North Paris, and was also
at
the
roll call of his old church.
present
George M. Atwood, Esq., editor of Oxford Democrat, Is in Portia d where, the
many friends of Mrs. Atwood will regret
to learn, she has been obliged
to go for
medical treatment. Mrs. Atwoood is no
worse at the time of writing.
Mrs. Thomas Stearns, of Boston, spent
the holidays at Mrs. Charles Thayer’s.
Our new postmaster,
Mr. E. Grant
Harlow, takes possession today. Miss
Mary Mellen retires after four years of
very satisfactory work.
Professor E. A. Daniels, of New York,
is in town during vacation. Mrs Daniels Is very feeble, and will be unable to
return with her husband
Mr. Frank Hammon has gone to New
York for a visit to his brother, Dr. F. P.
Hammond, a former Paris Hill boy.

RAYMOND.
East Raymond, Jan. 3—Stephen
H.
Plummer has purchased a new horse and
intends soon to begin hauling spool stock

Raymond village.
Joseph A. Allen is about to remove to
Morrill’s Mills, for the winter, where he
is employed by Hon. M. C. Morrill.
to

Frank H. and Pereie E. Leavitt gave
New Year’s party to their friends, Saturnay evening. A fine time was enjoyed
by all.
Brown’s orchestra gave their fortnightly dance at Bartlett’s hall, Saturday evena

of which vessel he meets Miss
Marston, with whom he falls desperately
in love; when his original
fiancee
aping.
pears upon the scene, and by her talk,
The first genuine snow storm occurred
and the familiarity of her face and
here Friday evening, about a foot
of
tiguro, lights up his dark memory again, sdow
having fallen.
his old passion for her has totally gone,
There were three Christmas celebrations
and his only desire now is to get honorhere.
evening, December 24, the
ably quit of the girl, in order that he people Jriday
of school distnot No. 7, had an enwoman who has
may marry the young
tertainment at the school house. There
replaced her in his uffections. Does not was a
large audience In attendance and
such a situation sound to you like a scene
the exercises wero enjoyed by all. Saturfrom some old comedy?”
evening, December
25, the Free
“Ay, hut a species of comedy that is day
Hr, t.4-1 <-*■
-1 1
1
closely allied to tragedy,” answered Mr. ment at the church. Excellent musio was
Br' nior.
the feature of the occasion,
the choir
“Indeed, yes,” continued Mr. Hnrtree, consi
of Warren L. Churchill, hass;
with
a
compassionate glance nt the Lizzieting
Churchill, soprano; Lucie P. Cole,
motionless
form
upon the bed. (Mr. alto
and organist; William S. Cole,
Hartreo becamo more oratorical than ever
tenor.
On the same evening the Union
when he was nt all moved.) “My symSunday sohool had an entertainment at
pathies, I must admit, are entirely with the
Union
chapel at the Center. Miss
Shis unfortunate girl. I have been waitMillie W. Mann rendered a flue solo. The
ing with more than ordinary curiosity to exercises at all of the
places consisted ot
see what the issue of
this extraordinary
speaking, tableaux and dialogues
complicated love affair will bo. It is a reading,
and the trees wore all well filled allowing
painful enough business as it is; she is that “bard times’’ were
not as real as
much wronged, in my opinion, although
It is true no living creature could hold many people imagine.
Mr. Charles Cole Is soon to begin haulthe man responsible for the unhappiness
at
be has given her; but it will be melan- ing pine timber from his large lot
Raymond
Village, where ho has had a
choly indeed if the end of it all is to be crew
chopping fqr sometime. It will be
the pcor young woman’s death.”
landed at Panther’s river.
(To be oonfinued).
Mr. Almon Brown of Smyrna Mills,
has been visiting his father-in-law, Mr.
The wares ol reputable,
responsible John J. Symonds.
firms are advertised in these colums, and
Miss Lucie P. Cole is at homo
cn a
ire for sale by enterprising dealers.
No vacation, from Gorham Normal school.
Recent
visitors
in
are:
the
Mr.
place
substitutes or imitations should be ac
and Mrs. Frank Mains of South Windham
cepted. Be firm, andyou can get what at O. P. Jordan’s; Mr. and
Mrs. LeRoy
fou want.
B. Nason of North
at O. P.
on

board

uv

could be stopped.

Windham,

BUST.

Jordan’s.
Mr. O. P. Jordan, who was injured recently, is slowly improving.
I. Coudman and family have
movod
nto S. I). Spiller’s house.
T. H. Witham has moved into the rent
Stephen S. Welch’s house.

itneumatism ;Cure is gu&rautotd to bo absolutely |
tonic in building up the weak afternoon.
The following officers were
<rS!k and a strong
ana debilitated.
It cures acute or muscular rheumatism in irom one to five
days. Sharp, shooting pains j elected:
in any part of the
few
in
a
A
doses.
body stopped
Directors—Stephen Hinkley, presidentprompt, complete and permanent cure for lameness,
soreness, stiff back and all paiaa In hips and loins. Fred W. Harding, Isaac W. Dyer.
Chronic rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or
in
Treasurer—Isuno W. Dyer.
pain
die back are speedily cured. It seldom fails to give
Secretary—Isaac W. Dyer.
relief irom one to two doses, and almost Invariably
cures before one bottle has been used. The
The annual meeting of the
Gorham
Munyon
Remedy Company prepare a separate cure for each Water company was held Monday afterdisease. At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need
office
noon
at
tho
of
H.
K. Mille t. The
medical advice write rref. Munyon, 1503 Arch
Street,Phuadelphta- It laabsolutelyfree.
following were elected officers for the
ensuing year:
President—Frederick Robie.
Clerk and Treasurer—Isaac W. Dyer,
Directors—Isaac
W. Dyer, Henry R
Millett, Hemy R. Millett, Edward w!
Guptlll, Frederlok Robie, John WaterAssociate
Matron—Mrs. Marion A. man.
The books show the company in a
prosSmith
perous condition.
Secretary—Mrs. Elvin I. Wasbburne.
The officers of Gorham Grange were inTreasurer—Mrs. Emma J. Cole.
stalled
Conductress—Mrs. Mattie Childs.
Saturday evening by Past Master
Cardin--- M
assisted by
Mr.
Parker,
Assooiate Conductress—Mrs. Mary E.
Frank P Johnson, as follows:
Moore.
Mast-, r—W. J. Corthell.
ho
installed
-will
the 10th. by
They
Overseer—L. T. Thomas.
Past Patron H. M. Maybury of
Dwinal
Steward—H. A. McKenney.
Chapter, of Mechanic Falls, after which
Assistant
Steward—Charles Chaffin.
they have a banquet. O. M. Hichardion
Lecturer—Mrs. Fannie S. Black.
& Co., printers, are getting out the anChaplain—Mrs. Martha Harmon.
nual book for the Grange.
Lady Assistant Seward—Mrs. Eva BickQuite a number are hauling their ice ford.
which is from 10 to 12 inches thick.
Pomona—Mrs. Charles Chaffin.
A new meat market is to be opened in
Ceris—Miss Emily Johnson.
a few days in
the
Harlow
block, by
Flora—Mrs. L. T. Thornes.
Taminey & Harrington.
Outer Guard—Chas. Jackson.
The post office under new management
Communion was
observed at both
is giving
and the
good satisfaction,
churches Sunday morning. The Methochanges made by enlarging and putting dist
school
Sunday
gave a pleasing Sunin new windows, with paint and paper,
day school New Year’s concert in the
make a nice, clean, light office.
Mr. and Mrs. George 11. Nevens have evening.
been visiting in town.
BROWNFIELD.
Work is about commencing at the corn
Brownfield, January 8.—Pequawket
faotory, making cans for the coming
year’s pack. The cans for this year’s use lodge, No. 16, I. O. O. F., have eleoted
the following officers for the ensuing
are to be
made by machinery.
The N w Year's bail at the Grange hall term :
N. G.—W. I. Hodgdon.
was not largely attended on
account of
V. G.-Wm. B. Davis.
the rough weather.
Secretary—Jay L. Frink.
NEWFIELD.
T. S.-J R. Hill.
Treas.—Samuel Warren.
Newfield, January 2.—Mr. and Mrs.
Trustees— L. A. Cole, A. F. Johnson,
Lewis Leander Piper (nee Stella Derbyshire) observed the eleventh anniversary Charles Linscott.
Shepherd River lodge, No. 196, F. A
of their wedding December 25.
Their
Waltham friends who have always been M.., have elected the following officers
for the noit term:
present, were unable to be here on account
W. M —I. S. Lowell.
of illness of Mrs. B F. Lord,
sister of
S. W.—P. A Thayer.
Mr. Piper, Mrs. L. M. Knight of BridgJ
W —E. E. Glipatrick,
ton, Me., was their only guest.
Trea—S. N. Adams.
VINALHAYEN.
Sec,—H. F Fitch.
S. D —P\ G. Ham.
Vlnalhaven, January 3.—The dredging
J. D.—A. Blake.
harbor have
company at work in the
found a large rook some
sixteen feet
across it only a short
distance from the
W
AND WISDOM.
Cf.aOTnl.naf nrkasf
mlfk nnl„
ok«nS
feet of water on It at low water. They
v. Ill have to
proenro a diver and blast it
so they can handle it.
They are nearly
done, for his season will probably finish
this work.
Miss Jessie Callie’ started
for Now
York Friday, from which place she will
go by invitation of Captain Conley and
wife, on the voyage with them to Texas
and South
merloan ports.
The following officers wero Installed in
La Fayette Carver Post, G. A. IT., Saturday evening by Dr. E H Lvford; Calvin B.
Yinal, commander; F. S Wails,
S.
V. commander; Rufus Arey, J. V.
commander; L. V». Smith, adjutant; T.
G. Libby, O. G., W. R. Creed, chaplain;
W. E. Carver, surgeon; S. A. Crawford,
Q M.; S Calson, Q. M. S.; T. Dyer,
The
sergeant major; John Final, O. G.
officers were publicly installed in Memorial hall in the presence of a large number
of comradeB and invited guests.
Music
was rendered
by Mrs. J. E. Tolman and
Mrs O. C
Lane, and vocal by the Male
quartette. After the ceremony of installation were over the spacious and comfortable quarters of the post were announced
to open for all where they could amuse
themselves with games,
or
remain in
Memorial hall where all who wished could
enjoy a social hop, All enjoyed the occasion very much as in fact we always do
all G. A R. gatherings
At the Union church Sunday morning
Rov. H. J. Wells preached from John
15-15 at the close of the sermon one person
was baptised and two received
into the
church, after which the regular communion services were held, a large number of mem I ers being present.
Rev. W.
H. Littlefield, superintendent of the Sabbath school, Sunday presented a BHjile to
the sohool for the scholar that committed
the largest number of Bible verses during
the coming year.
Johnson & Young
of
Boston, are
shipping from their pound here at present
live barrels of lobsters a day.
They have
about 50,000 lobsters in their pound.
Lane, Libby & Sanborn are having all
they can do to fill their orders at their
flsh plant here.
The Bodwell Granite
company shut
down the Sand’s quarry
Friday until
spring opens.
Parties are in correspondence hero in
regard to the establishment of a sardine
factory to be located here.

Gorham, January 3.—Hon. Isaac W.
Dyer has returned from New York, where
he has been spending the holidays.
Charles J. Roberts died Sunday
svening at the home of Mrs. Marcia
Rol erts, from congestion of the lungs.
Mrs.

THE ORIGINAL

1897

^Z_
The Old Reliable

Remedy,

CANTON.

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Sore Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS &

BostOD to take a four months’
commercial school.
Carrol Howe, of Uixlleld, Is stopping
with his brother, Elliot. W. Howe.
The Odd Fellows blook is completed
and makes a very protty building. It is
to be dedicated in the near future
with
appro- riate ceremonies.
Miss Winnie Holt of Portland, is visiting, friends in town.
Miss Mary Hayford and friend
are
spending a short vacation hero. They return to New York soon.
Chas. F. Oldham is building a shop
near the school house.
Canton Grange paid a visit to North
Jay Grange Saturday, when the officers
elected for Jay Grange were installed
by
A. F. Russell Mastor of Canton Grange.
The officers elected at the annual meeting of Evergreen Chapter, O. E. S., the

HEMORRHAGES

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS! I

has gone to
course in a

*

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago.

St. Louis.

New York.

Philadelphia.

Boston,

28th, were:
Worthy Matron—Mrs.

Amanda

Fester.

Worthy Patron—Herbert

J. DeShon.

AT ONE

SOLD

0- E.

7 bars Lenox
Soap.26c
5 lbs. of
Prunes.‘>5o
Choice Country Eggs.
21c doz.
Choice French
be tumbler
* * ra Fine Maine
...

mustard.f
Turkeys,

Wr
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or
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for

Philadelphia, January

tained
year

for 65 cents

in

advance.

scribe send

a

month,

a

If

J6.00
the

postal oard to

T?Tnharu»a
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or?7.50

you want

nnd

our
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address,

EMBEZZLER POPE FOUND.

1

NORDICA’S COUSIN WEDS.

Bertha Lillian,
Norton.
The groom is

to Mr.

Avelino

<

Castllo

the cousin of
Madame
Mrs. Norton is well known in
Philadelphia, her native town, whero she
lias lived until the past year, when her
narents moved to Farmington.
She has
ilways taken a prominent part in social

Sold in bottles only, with buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

iffairs, and has a large circle of fi lends in
that town who wish her all happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton will be at home
Tuesdays after January, the fifteenth, in
Farmington.

SCHOONER SUNK AT GOAT ROCK.
Biddeford, January 3.—A special to the
Journal from Cape Porpoise says:
The
A. L. Green of
Vir.alhaven,
W. Wellster, from Yinaihaven
with
a
for Boston,
cargo of foundation
stone, went ashore on Goat; Island, off
Cape Porpoise, at 3 o’olock this morning
and will bo a total loss. The captain and
crew of three men landed at the island.
The schooner is 11 years old and of 61
schooner
Capt. A.

tons burden, owned by the captain
no insurance.

with

"

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH
For

REMEDY

Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle

SUNDAY FIRE IN OAKLAND.
Oakland, January 3.—The building
owned by G. D. Blaisdell and occupied

him on the first floor as a grooerv
store, was damaged by fire Sunday afternoon. No insurance on either tho stock or
building. The damage is estimated at

by

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the

Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle

1600.
_

POND’S EXTRACT
are

for

PREPARATIONS
sale at all first class
drug'
or sent on

stores,

of

receipt
price by the

O.

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave.,N.Y.

OF A NEBRASKA

DEATH
Lincoln, Neb., January

PIONEER.

3.—Wm. Blake-

ly, a wealthy Nebraskan pioneer, died
Sunday at hls home near this city, aged
76

He was

Odd Fellows.

past

grand master of the

n

satlslaetorvreafon
y

Mt

eral years ago in the East. He was idenifled here by Thomas Bohan, formerly
>f Louisville,
who conversed with the
iupposed fugitivo last Tuesday. A deectivo has been put on Pope’s trail and
ils arrest is expected soon.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.
(

for

31-1

SALE—A

built house, 9 rooms
Ij’ORand bath, in thorough
complete repair, heated wfth

hot

water, set tup< amt lavatories with hoc and
cold water, large stable, nearly SOOafeet lai d
goodeemral location; price .$2,200.
W H
WALDRON &CO. 180 Middle street,
3;-i
STICKS, Skates. Skate Straps, Snow
POLO
Shoes. Ice Creepers. Ankle Supports tor
Skates, Pocket Knives, Razors, Safety Guard
razor, Carving Kniv6i and
Forks. The best assortment of Folo Sicks in
the city; wholesale and retail. G. L. BaILEY

17 Cents Pei- Found for Razors, fits any
283 .Ml.idle street

Forty ward*
wook for 25

on*

31-1

SALE—1 is cell McIntosh Galvanic
POR
*
Battery, cosl $40. good as new.
(ixv«-en

inserted vncier lb la
h«»*i
coots, cuh la advitoeo.

Generator. Lotmedioal books.
CO., 46 Exchange street.

Washington, January 3.—Commodore
Jeorge Dewey today cabled the navy deinrtment from Nagaiaki, Japan, that he
lad assumed command
of the Asiatic
station, relieving Admiral McNair, who
s returning to the United States.
The Essex arrived at Santa Cruz from
it. Kitts today. The Wheeling
sailed
rom
San Francisco for Esquimault, B.

a

two whee ed chaise: must be in fair condition and price reasonable.
Address P, O.
BOX 254, Yarmouth, Me.
30-1

annual meeting

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
First National Bank of Portland for the

The Chapman National Bank.

The annual meetingof the stockholders of the
Chapman National Bank will be held at its
banking rooms on Tuesday the 11th day pf Janu>.

1U.,

1UJ

tuo

>*o. 5.185 Mldule street.

30-1

SALE—One
T^OR
and
R

15 horse power engine
boiler; also 2 radiators All in good
condition. Enquire ot H. H.NEVKN & (JO
33* Fore street, C
dec2tf

ty._

SALE—Tickets to dancing school
II^ORbeginners,
Chester teacher,
an

Tor

com-

mencing Friday night, January 7; 12 lessons,
10 assemblies, Thatcher
Post Hall,
also
pupils, 12 lessons, 12 assemblies for advanced

pupils, commencing Wednesday night, JanuTickets at HAWES* Music Store. 444
ary 5.
Congress street._
13.3

FOR SALE.
A pair bay horses
weighing
about 2,600 lbs., good drivers
anti workers.
A good team for
either farm or woods. Apply to
JOsIAii R. GOULD, Freeport.

_decSStf
MISCELLANEOUS.
NEGOTIATED—At 5 and 0
real estate security.
Butldto ntace or renew mortour facilities equal to any. and
very moderate Apply to Real Es-

AfORTGAGES
cent on

ATX

per
and others
gages will find
e

s

our

charges

desiring

Office, First
FREDERICK S.
tate

National

Bank Building,

YAILL._31-1

have got the best'flour in Portland for all purposes. It will make raise
bread, biscuit au pastry. It is winter wheat
white as snow, and everv barrel warranted or
money refunded and only $5.75 a
barrel.
WHITNEY, the Grocer, 2i)l Congress 3t. 31-1

NOTICE—We

be paid for top of gilt butter
on Fort Preble
road tl left at
office, Preble house._
24-tf
TO LOAN—On mortgages ot real es|H ONEY
i,J
tate in the city and suburbs, at 8 and 6
per
wil
REWARD
dish lost

Notes discounted on reasonable rates ol
interest. Real estate for sale and rented,rents
collected. Care of real estate. 25 years In the
business.
N. S. GARDINER,
185
Middle
street, room 4.
27-4
cent.

will advance money on any kind of
merchandise onsigned to us, or win
household furniture,
pay cash for
store
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
Se WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

WE

CiONHUiNKl)
ncription
trivale stile at

I

Household goods of every detire
otti

articles less !
ufacturo. GO. S A
Free street.
lave

ty ANTED—All

persons

and bags to call

•'

w®

ihva s
to be found ,t
tion looms. IVe often
half the cost to mane
WiLSoN, Auctioneers, 18
U-tf

an
nan

^vugress

grocery store,

and

can

on
one

sueet,
as we

in

of trunk*
REYNOLDS.

want

E. D.
cioor

aoove
manufacture our

Shaw'S

goods
bottom prices.
give
Open evenings. We frame
23-2

therefore

Trunks repaired.
pictures.

WiiMhD-MTUAritlti
F orty words )csert«d
oader this head
one week for £3 cents, eash ia advance*.
in small
Y¥7ANTEp--Sitnation
American

middle-aged

children; good, plain
140, Uorham, Me.

family by

woman;

cook.

no

Address, BOX
1-1

(SITUATION WANTED—By
^

a young lady;
has had experience in office work and as

travelling saleswoman; shod

penman;

willing

to do almost any kind of work that will yield
fair remuneration. Address 31. E., Box 1750,
City.
30-x
TO LET.

C1CDUUU

directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
Portland, Me.. Dec. 10. 1897.
deciodtd
MADE HELP

WANTED.

Forty words inserted under this head
week for ‘45 cents, cash in advance.

one

word* Inserted nndor this head
week for 25 rents c»«h in ndvanoo.

Forty
re

RENT—We have a very desirable Itoi
houses and ents for sale and to let lu al
We also make a
parts of the city and vicinity.
specialty of collecting rents and general care Oi
property. For particulars, Peal Estate office
First National Bank. FREDERICK S. VAILl®

FOR

4-1

LET—Rooms, furnished or unfurni hed
I with heat, gas and use of bnth loom. VeM
4-1
pleasantly located. 129 Spring St.
mo

WANTED

AT

ONCE.

Hallo

mo LET—Very desirable room on the thlr4
1 floor of blinding563 Congress St, corner o>
Oak St. Hot water heating. Very re .aonablu
price. Apply to FREDERICK L. JERRIS. a*
4-1
Congress St.iOl

well, Maine.

rllsixRENT—Upper
rooms.

f

HOLIDAY

PIER.

No. 89 Myrtle StPrice, $12.00. Inquire
berland St.
3-1

rent

or seven

X-MAS
Hardware.

Sleds, Skates,
Boys’ Tool Chests,

I

I

of F. S. SMITH, 170 Cu

mo LET—Graphophones; just the thing for »i
1 evening’s entertainment. For terms, etc.
call or address R. H. DARKER at E. D. Rev
nold’s trunk store, 593 Congress St., Portland
Me.
s-i

LET—One-half
TO Brackett
St,

of double house No. 87i
Neal, contains eigh

near

rooms with bath and all modern conveniences
For further particulars inquire at 269 Bracket
St, or at BORING’S Priming Office, 45 Ex
3-1
change St.

LET—Rems with bath and other improv

Scroll Saws with choice woods, 3 I'O menls, Nos. 172 and 295 12 Brackett, \
1
Fine Razors anil Cutlery,
each; No. 171 Neal. 7 rooms, steam Imat
1 rooms
Mellon St.. 8 rooms; High. 7 and 8 rooms; ConPocket Knives and Scissors,
a «d 8 rooms, ami
7
Reai
many others.
with Sterling Silver Handles. I§ gress,
Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAlLL.
4-1
Carving: Knives. 75e to $1,1.00. g
Plated Table Knives and Fonts, 1
RENT—Lower tenement of “Kimball
FORproperty.”
178 Clark St., head of Bradford
&e., &c.
St, 4 room> in good repair, possession g von
CALL AND SEE OUR LINES.

Washington,

be accorded
the members of the monetary commission January 12.

FOR FARM-A
pORtwoSALE OR EXCHANGE
family house in center of city; Ml
modern improvements and desirably situated.

of

MATERIAL FOR OLD ORCHARD

January 3.—Chairman
and Currency
Walker of the Banking
lommlttee ot the House,has called a meetfor
of
his
committee
ing
Wednesday to
for the hearing to
make arrangements

«*?£A

the

JOHNSON BROS. S. M. COM.,

TO HEAR COMMISSION.

pOR

IirANTED—Burnham’s Jellycon best desert
TT
out. No sugar; made In a minute. For
For sale by grocers.
economy no equal.
Raspberry and assorted flavois in stock at H.
S. MELCHElt CO.’S and jobbers generally.
Try it and will use no other.
30-1

KILLED BY FREIGHT TRAIN.

Today the first way bill was received at
Old Orchard. It means that a carload
if the material is on the way and that
the pier will be built, in spite of croakirs, of whom there have beon a number.

SALE—First class detached residence,
t€ rooms and bath whh a; modern improvements ; nearly 9000 feet land and choice
fruit; located
between Neal and Walker
streets; one minute from Congress st. eleotrics.
great bargain.
W. H.
WALDRON St CO., 180 Middle street.
30-1

house suitable for a lodging
W ANTED—A
house, all furnished. Want a house in a
good location and adapted for a boarding or
lodging house. Answer stating terms, etc.,
‘Lodging house," box 1557, city.
1-1

Brunswick, January 3.—Obed Merrill, janl d3t
t
prominent citizen of Topshain, while
the railroad track about a
valking on
nile north of this village, was struck by
freight train from Lewiston and almost
nstantly killed, this afternoon.

1st.

31_1

large pung or would WOR SALE-Restaurant
WAITED—To
* f
local, d in
buy set of heavy, second hand, hub run- * Freeport village; all centrally
ners.
newly fitted up and
Addres. J. a. HAMPSON, 438 Fore
a good business; wish to sell on
doing
street.
account
4_i
of poor health. A great bargain will be
gi en.
For
address P. O. Box 323 f e«.
T*rANTED—To purchase an old fashioned! port. particulars
Me.
30 j
hire

Shoe cutters for women’s work.

Biddeford, January 3.—Under the contact for the Old Orohard pier it was required that the Berlin Bridge company
should have ten carloads of material for
the pier on the ground before Maroh

F.O. BAli.FV

&

Chicago, January 3.—A special from election of Directors for the ensuing year, and
Sacramento, Cali., says: Will .T. Pope, the transaction of any other business that may
he presented, will be held at its Bankormerly teller of the First National bank legally
>f Lonisvillo,
who is oharged with em- ing Rooms on TUESDAY, the lltli day of January, 1898, at 10 o’clock A. M.
bezzling $*10,000 from that institution, in
J. E. WENGREN, Cashier.
It is generally be.891, is in this city.
dec6dtd
ieved in LouisviTe that Pope died sev-

call and take your subscription.

Farmington, January 3.—On Saturday
it the residence of the bride’s parents,
Senator and Mrs. Nathan V. Hinckley,
occurred the marriage of their daughter

Congress Sts.

MEETING!

to sub-

nn»nl-

capita ;

SALE-On Hampshire” street, between
pvORNewburv
I
and Federal St., a
thoroughly
built 2 1-2 story house in excellent repair
two
tcne eets rents lor $30 per month, 12 rooms
and bsth, cemented cellar, large lot and sunnv
exposure. A good home, cheap; terms easv
W. E. DRESSER. 80 Exchange sfreet.
31-1'*

Broken Canay.3 lbs. for 25c
Choice Ham. 9c lb
10 lbs Rolled Oats.25c
100 Common Crackers.19c
Portland reamery Butter.25c
Choicest St. Louis Flour.S5.65 bbl.
ream of Wheat.
He
Choice Country Chickens..13c lb

“THE

may be ob-

year,

st

with small

one

Merchants' National Bank.

The

morning in the

second hand sleighs at

selling. Bo* 596, Portland.

the St.
Louis base ball club.
The suit
grew out of charges of conspiracy made
ANNUAL MEETINGS
Von
Der
Ahe
by
against Baldwin, at
the time
the latter was playing with
Pittsburg team in the spring or 1892.
CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
Von Der Aho alleged that Baldwin attempted to persuade “Silver'’ King, then
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
a famous pitcher,
to desert from the St. the Canal National bank of Portland will be
Louis
team and sign a contract with held at their banking hoi se on Tuesday, the
11th day of January, 1898, at ll o’clock a. m.
Pittsburg.
for the election
of seven directors and for
Baldwin was arrested and locked up the transaction or
any other business that
and later he sued Von Der Ahe for $10,may be legally presented.
000 damages for false arrest. Two differGEORGE C. PETERS, Cashier.
December 10, 1897.
ent juries
in Pittsburg decided in Balddeclldtd
win’s favor for $2500 damages and today
the supreme court determined his right
to that amount of
the St. Louis magnate’s cash.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of
the
Merchant’s
National
DEATH OF A NATIVE OF MAINE. Hank of Portland, Me., for the election of seven
directors for the ensuing year and the transacChicago, January 3.—Daniel H. Seavey, tion of any other business that may legally be
a
pioneer gold hunter of ’49, and for presented, will be neld at their banking house,
nearly 40 years a wholesale hardware on Tuesday the llth day of January, 1898, at 10
C. O. BAN CKOFX, Cashier.
merchant of Chicago, is dead at the home o’clock a. u
December 9, .1897.
deel9dtd
of his
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Thomas
in Evanston. Heart trouble was the cause
ANNUAL
of death.
MEETING-NOTICE.
Mr. Seavey was born in Saoo, Me., in
1829.
He left home when a young man,
The Proprietors of the Union f.Tirf Corporar
and secured a position with a hardware
Arm in Boston, and n few years later he tion are hereby notified that their annual meet
ing will be held at the office of he whai finger,
darted in business
for himself. At the on
Tuesday the fourth day of
1898, ?t
time of the gold excitement in California two o’clock in the afternoon toJanuary,
act on the folbe went there and for three years searched lowing articles;
[or the precious metal. Foiling to secure
1st. To choose a President.
snouerh to offset the expenses ot the trip
2nd. To choose a Clerk and other officers
for the ensuing year.
tic xtiurutju iu xaubiuii in
1000.
3rd. To act on any business that mav lesrallv
Mr. Seavey moved from Boston to Rooh
come Deiore tnem.
and opened
a
wholesale
ester, N. Y.
NATHAN D. ROBERTS, Clerk.
hardware store. While there he married
Portland. Dec. 27,1887.
dec27d8t
Miss Anna Wilkeck. In the spring of
;859 the Pikes Peak gold craze broke out
ind Mr. Seavey sold out everything and
tgain started to seek his fortune in the
mountains. When Pikes Peak was reached Of the Cumberland
County Agricultural and
uid the exoltement
had died out, Mr. Horticultural Society will be held at Harding’s
Seavey returned,
coming this time to hall, Gorham, Me., on Tuesday, Jan. 4, 1898, at
10 ’clock a. m.. for the purpose of choosing a
Jhicago.
Pr sident. a secretary, a Treasurer and six (8)
Vice Presidents for the ensuing year and for
ESTERHAZY TO BE TRIED.
the transaction of any other legal business.
C. H.XEIGHWN, Secretary.
Paris, January 3.—Gen. Saussier, the
dec27dtd
of
military governor
Paris, has decided
to try Count Esterhazy by court martial,
behind closed doors,
on January
10. PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK.
Jonnt Esterhazy Is the Frenoh officer on
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
:he retired list who, at the time of the
the Portland NatioiiafBank of Portland for the
Dref.vus acousntion, was brought Into election of dieotors for the
ensuing year and
the publication In the the transaction of
brominenoe by
any other bu iness that mav
Figaro of a number of letters, none of legally be presented, will be held at their bankwhich he has admitted the authorship re- ing house on TUKHRAV the 11th., dav of January, .898, at 11 o'clock A. M.
jecting severely upon the Frenoh army.
CHARLES G. ALLEN. Cashier.
also been alleged that Connt
It has
Portland, Maine, December 9,1897.
Esterhazy was the author of anonymous
dec9
dtd
a
letters whioh played
prominent cart in
;he oourt martial of Drofus.
ANNIAL

PRESS and SUNDAY
TIMES together, delivered at your door
Bvery

3.—The supreme

today affirmed the judgment of the
common pleas court of Pittsburg in the
damage s it of Pitcher Mark Baldwin
against Chris Von Der Ahe, owner of

break-

vour

BALL~iSUIT DECIDKD!

court

week-day

month,

a

by Dr. C.T. FISK.

BASE

subscribe for your

The

Cured

^

for the
coming year. The
PRESS, delivered in Portland, Deering

year In advance.

cases

_

newspaper

a

Difficult

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
I1 ree Treatise on Piles, etc., And names of many
prominent Maine citizens cured.
B
Dr. Fisk’s method is easy, safe, BP^h
K
painless.
Consultation Free!
Call at my Lewiston or Portland 0
Q 8^
oftlce, or consult mo by mail.
Dr. 0. T. FISK, 832 Main Street, Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.

ING YEAR.

morning, costs 50 cents

and

CrossstrectfbAm?MTrCHE^.U3S C£*
! BUandfebase°ot a^.CEi'TFor SHle- the stonk
! tenement andlubl/einne^H,wTent■ ^
uated In village at K. K
tion ; Lood
iee for

WANTED.

ANTED—Two chamber girls. at once, at
THE SHERWOOD, No! 88 Park St.

1 OUR

FOR THE COM-

every

4-1

F°^hSdJif::Nc,;v
# Stable,

EVERYWHERE.

Corner Park and

27-1

Knowall—In olden times they buried
alive.
Guyer—Did they have vice president*
then?—New York Journal.

Portland,

double
onea*y
C. G.
1686 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

___

_

people

South

and

_

The Inference.

and

COLORS

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

ELY BROS, 56 Warren St., N. Y.
City.
is the medicine above all others for catarrh
and is worth its weight in gold. I can use Ely’s
Cream Balm with safety and it does all that is
claimed for it.-B. W. Sperry, Hartford, Conn.

to

STEPHENSON,

Washburn Flour.76c
bags Pillsbury’s Flour.76c
in
19 lbs. tine Granulated
Sugar.$1.00
4cans Extra Corn.,26c
Choice Aroostook Potatoes.79c bushel

It

season

ALL

confectionery

siimle

suburbs for sale
suites for rent.

■

b- bags
}*? 'b.

»ize 50 cents.

This is the

IN

Bakery

*also

aufl
,?0,ton9
Houses and

i.

______________

trial size can be had of your
will mail it for 10 cents. Full

YOUR NEWSPAPER

ANY COLOR.

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.

generous 10 cent
or we

|

or

opportunity
testing the
great merit of Ely’s Cream Balm, the most reliable cure for catarrli and cold in the
head, a
druggist

al®;

£

OPERATION

....

of

an

VOR SALE—Three storied brick house, two
a
tenements. 13 rooms, newly painted and
papered, new open plumbing and perfect drainage ; on^ of the best houses and best location
on Lincoln
street; rents $23 per mouth, first
offered. Price $2,500. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street.
4-1

pOR SALE—Lodging houses, newlv furdown, balance
,hed S20()- ^250« $300
o.itniy payments.
and

WASHES £IiE DYES

I

Nordina.

^n

Canton, Jan. 8—Miss Mattie Hathaway

give you

word* inserted coder thl» head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

h'

The worm the early bird got had probaout all night.
The women set a lot more store by kissing than the men. They get more out of it,
By the time the average woman has
learned what the referendum is she has
quit fussing with politics.
After a man once begins notioing and
talking about a girl’s hair ho has to keep
it up all the lime or she acts hurt.
The women are probably wearing hair
nets again just to see how muoh the men
will stand before they begin on the bustle.
When a young man makes up his mind
to be forgiving and gentle with his wife
in everything, he seldom thinks about
pillow shams.—New York Press,
To

Forty
one

*•

|p| ^

Bachelor.

a

FOK SALK.

|

maypole!

bly been

fast table.

GORHAM.

1846

Reflections of

MISCELLANEOUS.

N. M,
8

PEBKlf &

GO.,

p

1

Hardware Dealers,
FREE ^T.
Optkosite Middle. B

_declidtf

B

about .Tan. 20.1898. Price $11 per month. Furniture of abov> can be hmi ht at a reasonable
price. BENJAMIN SHAW. 511-2 Exchan.e
at.

u‘j-i

OUSE TO LET— For boarding house, easily
**
renovated
Steam heat, bath tub, sc*
tubs. Call or address' No. 221 Cumberland S:.
29-1

SkmvmFftYITMrnmfiimnMnimVumnwie! PIMIIC1ALASI1
COMMERCIAL

DEEimiE
DEDICATION of

ODD

| There

FELLOWS’

WOODFORDS.

HALL,
Yesterday afternoon

|

commencing at

E

E

well attended by the citizens of
Deering and friends of Fraternity lodge
from Portland.
were

E

,

paration called GRAIN-O, made
pure grains, that takes the place

of

E

of

3
3
3

3
3

15 cents and 25 cents per packTry it. Ask for GRAIN-0.

3
3

efit.
age.

an

f

^TryGrain=0!

impressivo manner
by the following
grand officers: Grand Master A. L. F.

~

Pike, Norway; Deputy

£

Master
Grand
Albro E. Chase, Portland; Grand Warden j
Charles O. Small, Bath; Grand Secretary

^

Insist that your grocer gives you GRAIN-O

Accept no

imitation.

2

j

<!uotatlon» Stocas

house under the direction of Prof. .7.

E.

Ward.
The regular monthly
meeting of the
Hose Co. 3 of Morrill’s corner will be held
this evening. Arrangements will be perfected for holding ah oyster
supper on
and

Florence

Symonds

are

IF

"f//////!'

avenue, has been spending some time at
Arlington, Mass.
Miss Elva Bell of Stevens Plains avenue

alstudent

of

Radcliffe

college,

Bides.

Tho follow iny quotations represent the Davmg prices In tills market;
Cow ami ox hides .7c B m
Hulls and st g?..
6c
Ooall skins, trimmed..
do
uutrtmined.
Sc
Lamh skins.30 to 80c each
r.eoeio

«.

fORTl-A Nil, Jan. 3.
l.'ecelnts by Maine Central It. R.—For Portend. 122 cart miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 101 cars.
Exports.

A halt was then made in the exercises
and a selection was
rendered by the
orchestra, after which the remainder of
the officers were installed ns
follows:

Center, has issued

beautiful
“Weloome
a

entitled
poem,
Blessed Christmas Time.”
Mrs. Webster of
Leland and Leonard
streets, has been very sick, but has partially recovered.
Rufus Jones, Haverford
College, resumes his studies there this week.
Mrs. William Richardson

of

Leonard

street, has b6en quite ill.
Mrs. Martha H. Bray,
formerly of
Deering Center, has sent, as Christmas
Warden, John F. A.Hollis; outside guar- gifts to friends, some beautiful memenGrenville
Jclferds; conductor, toes of the country where she can see
dian,
Harry B. Saunders; inside guardian, flowers bloom while poor New Englanders
Edward C. Cobb; R. S. N. G., John H. shivor under cold waves.
The return of college students
leaves
Polton:L. S N. G., John T. Gordon;
R. S. S., George H. Hudson; L. S. S., lonesome spots in Deering at this season.
Arthur L. Berry; R. S. V. G., Fred W.
Hayes; L. S. V. G., Joseph
Whittier;
THE CUT DOWN SPREADS.

chaplain,

Almon F. Hill.

The following programme
was
then
rendered, and concluded the evening’s
exerei ~'s:

Leading

Two
Cities

Manufacture g

Were Hit Yesterday,

Selection,

American Cadet Orchestra.
Sweet Day,

Lewiston, January 3.—The agents of all
JKate Varusah the cotton mills in Lewiston and Auburn
Miss Martha F. R.
received today notice of a general reHawes.
Reading—Yes, I Am Guilty,
in wages on and after January
duction
Mr. E. J. Quinn.
il:
Duet,
Notices in accordance have been posted.
Messrs. Shaw and Smith.
Cantor So far as learned no prices are given. One
Song—As the Dawn,
Miss Martha F. B. Hawes.
agent says that he expected it will be
Fifth.

Song—Good-Bye,

Reading—Dandy

Mr. E. J.
Select ion—Orchestra.

Quinn.

The following were the committee on
Past Grand
the dedicatory exercises:

substantially
The

action

the same as in Fall River.
was decided upcn at a meet-

ing of treasurers in Boston, Saturday.
'The

reduotion

includes the

Lewiston

The! blowing

Provisions.

are

the reduotion at other mill otntres.
N'otioes were posted today of a reduotion of 10 per cent to taken effect Janu-

ary 17.
tne stare ancl is a credit to tho
The two mills operato 200,000 spindles
Odd
Fellows.
The hall is fur- and
Deering
62,000 looms and employ 3,200 pernished with the most modern lodge furni- sons.
ture, and is made of mahogany and upBrunswick, January 3.—The notice of
holstered in’old rod plush. The hall pre- a reduction in
wages among the operasented a handsome appearance last even- Cives Ot tne uaDOt cotton mill v*m to
ing as it was lighted up by the incandes- posted tomorrow morning.
which
cent lights with
the hall is
Salem,
Miss., January 3.— In accorThe lodge has just been pre- dance with the notices posted a few days
equipped.
in
the
t«o
handsome
plant of the Naumkeag Steam
sented with
rosewood ago
Cotton mills, the cut down of 10 per oent
gavels by Ligonia lodge, and the same in wages went into effeot today. Among
were in use last evening.
the 1600 employes effected, there has been
The Masons are to hold their services do complaint.
Worcester, Mass., January 8.—Reducof dedication on Thursday evening of
tions in wages took place in sevorai Worthis week.
cester factories today.
New Bedford, Mass., January 3.—The
The week of prayer will he observed by
New Bedford mill operatives are taking
the members of the Woodfords Congrega- measures to resist the recent cut down.
tional church with special rervices to be
Providence, January 3.—Notices of the
held every evening this week excepting reduction
sent today to the cotton
were
mills
of the Goddards, Knights, Lippitt
Saturday.
and those operated by the smaller corMr. Albert M. Austin of Deering Cenporations in this state, and have posted
ter, formerly located in the insurance or will be tomorrow.
The operatives
will offer no resistance to the reduction
office
business in Portland, has openedjan
in
this
tate.
in Hoegg block, Deering Center.
Mr. R. H. Hooper of Central avenue
WATERVII/LE GETS IT.
rooms

in

is confined to bis house by sickness.
Mr. W. M. Sonle of Central avenue has
recovered from his recent illness.
Mr. Clarence Rice, formerly in the employ of J. E. Goold & Co., tho wholesale

druggists, who recently resigned his position with that concern, has decided to
pursue a course in medicine at tho University of Vermont of Northfield, Vt.
The public schools of the city resumed

Groceries.

Oram

SuierBue

Corn

&
low srauos.4

00*4 25
spring Wueat bakers.cl ana st4 462., 06
l stent
»n»
wneat... 6 76®5
iclt. str’gu.
roller., •. 5 25no
clear do.. .6 10*5
tl-ouis st’u
5 3526
roller...
clear do. .5 20®6
nfr wlieai
patents*. 5 6505
Fiso.

30
40

.5
60
So
76

of

the

3.—Rev. T. A. Frey,
Second
Congregational

pastor
church, accompanied

ERIE KEOICE GO..^TJFFALO.'VcY."’

88&S 9
du Baa lots ....
4o
Mtai aae lots
*38
Oats, car lots 31*82
(lats. bar lots
*84
Cotton Base,
ear lots. 00 00® 28 00
baa lots 00U0&24 00
Sacked Ur’s
cal' Iols. 13 oi)*14 60
bar lots 14 50®1E 6o
Middling I15A*®17 Oo
baa ota. .S17&18 oo
car

Coffee.

(Buying* selling pnce) Rlo.roasted

Ood—Bar
Shore

11*15
Java&Mocha do26«28

go

email do.. 2
t'oiiooK
.2
Uaddeok... l
ake.2
erring, pox
...

Scaleu....

75n50 0
Releases.
oo*s 6o Porto Rico.26*30
25*8 60 Barbaaots.
.26**6
76*2 oo Fanoy.30*33
Tea.
00®2 26
Amoys ..16*20
os 14c CoilgOUS.161*60
...

v ackerei. bi
Sbore IS 822
Snore 2s *18

Cue
do

<

Japan.18*86

OOffiJ.'t rormoso.22*50
UU«#20
Sugar.
6 34
$12®; u StandardUran
Ex cllne duality
6 34

as
rroduce.

anrreate 00®

Rxtrac.

e

96

bln
725®87 50 Yellow Extra C
4ya
C 60
Maine.
Lea Beans,1 30®i 40 Timothy.
3 65®3 75
Yellow jtves.l 55*1 Do Clover.West »Vi®»
Cal Lea.... 66®1 <10 do
H. Y. 9V4»lo
IrlsiiLotat's.DusifOVni Alslke,
10®10Va
do, bDi2. 26 ®2 3b Red l’pp,
16®17
frevUltca
Sweet.sJersev87£i§i4 00
ao Norfolk 2 76M
Perkdo Vineland.42 >f#'4%
heavy
Sly 60
Onions, KgD8o 0< SO 00 mediumll 26B11 6u
do Natives 2 76®8 co medium
W
OtuoKens...,
12@18 Beef—light..9 <J0»9 25
Turkovs, Wes. 14aibc
heavy,.. 9 75® 0 25
Northern do.... 17® 8
BnlestsVkD* 5 75®
bowls...
10(811 inra. tea ana
bbl.pure 5ki*5*,i
Apple*.
Eating apDl’s3 50®4 50 doeom’na. 4Vi® %
do common »2&8 00
saiu.oompa 5 Vi Mo Vi
Baldwins 3 504»4 25 pails, pure «L-S *t',6/e
Evap ® to
«®lOc
purelU
8V4»8%
Lemosa
9
Ham.
va
3 bo®4 00
Meesma
cocov'rd
—

..

Oil.
Kerosene 120 ts

8 Vi
Ugoma. 8Va
Centennial. 8Vi
Pratt’s Astral ..10vs

hy Mrs.

Frey and
their two children, will leave for Denver,
Colorado, a week from today, and will be
gone four months at least. It is barely
possible, although not probable that Mr.
Frey will not continue in the pastorate
of the Second church. Mr. Frey goes to
Denver for the benefit of w-

l'*»lth.;

—

12®/*
3i’5%

12v*

Atchison pfd. 307/s
Central racifie. 115%
Ctoes.® ualo... 22 >4
Caicagoft Alton.162Va

Denyer

(

Westlho"*

ft

Rio urauae.

1154
21%

1st preierreu

11

98%
Til
165
11

do

pf

Northern Pacific

com.

uu

*4%

6%
1005%
255%
86

83W
9o

1055%
I t3/*
65

215%

20'.%

ao

prfd.148
8l"Pau’i.' Minn. & Mann..... 121%

Texas Pacific....:ilV»
CTnien Pacific.
25%
....

v*

7

abash....

ao prfd...
17%
Boston Ai Maine.. .167
New York&New England pfd, 80

QldColonv.187

J20Vs
if 3
161

fionuestake,
ntario..,..

>

22%
89

9h%
142

70%
14S
121
31
25$■&
7

17%
lf*7
.80
187

168

Adams Express.1E9
American Express.116
Exnress. 29

Peonies Gas.

Y4

.1

Reaoima.... 22
89%
St Paul._.. 94%
<to oM.142%
Omaha. 7674
St.Paul

115
39

96Va
42Va
3%

Pacific: Mali... 29%
ultnan Palace.172
Sugar common.140%
91 %
Western On to?..
•
Southern Ry pfd...

96%
42m

3Vi
29%
172V2
141V4
90 Vs

•..

31%

Frodace market.

Boston

BOSTON. Jau. 3. 1898—The following
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:

are

fix>uk-

Sprlngpatents. 5 25:65 85.
Spring, clear ana straight, 4 30^5 35.
Winter^ patents. 6 15&5 60.
Winter, clear land straight, 4 35 jo EO
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.
Ch cago Lire Stock Market.

T«icgT t»n>
CHICAGO, Jan. 3, 1898.—Hoes—receipts
26.000: left over lO^O: active, 6@7%c higher;
light 3 <*6 a3 65; mixed 3 6G«|3 73 V* ; heavy at
3 40S3 72% ; rough 3 40®8 45.
Cattle—receipts 14,600; strong to 10c higher;
beeves 3 86@6 40;cows and heifers 2 00@4 60.
Texas steers 3 25^4 25; stackers; ana feeders
3 25 <£4 25.
Sheep—receipts 19,000tweaker tlambs steady.
•

By

Domestic

FOU

Caracas.New York..Laguayra
Jan 4
New York.. Trinidad... Jan 4
Irrawaddy
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen!_Jan 4
Vancouver-Portl nd... Liverpool -Jan 5
Germanic
.New York. .Liverpool!!...Jan 5
St.Louis.New York. .So’ampton...Jae 5
Aurania.New York. .Liverpool...Jan 6
westeruland .New York. .Antwerp... Jan 8
..

....

...

Parisiau.Portland

8
8
8
.Havre.Jan 8
Rotterdam].. Jan 8
Hamburg... .Jan 8
Trave.NewY’ork. .Bremen.Ian 11
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Jan 11
New York... .New York. .So’ampton. .Jam2
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp. ...Jan 12
Laurentian _Portland_Liverpool ...Jan 16
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad]—Jan »5
Mobile.New York.. London .Jan 16
Talisman.New York. .Demarara.. .Jan 12
Dalecarlia.... New York. .P’rnambueo Jan 15
Niagara.New York. .Cienluegos. Jan 13
Venezuela
.Jan 18
.New York. .Laguayra
Spaarndam... .New York. .Rotterdam ..Jan 15
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.dan 15
Umbria.New Y'ork. Liverpool.. .Jan 15
Patria.New York. .Hamburg.. .Jan lfc
Wera .New York. .Genoa.Ja 15
Britannic.New York.. Liverpool... Jan 10
Paris.New York. .So’ampton. .Jan 10
.Jan 10
Berlin.New York. .Antwerp
Scotsman.Portland... Liverpool... Jan 10
Werkendam
New York.. Amsterdam. Jan 20
Massachusetts.New York.. London.J n 22
FBl3inarck.. .New Y'ork.. Hamburg .Jan £2
Servia.Now York.. Liverpool... Jan 22
Normandie... .New York. .Havre.Jan 22
Amsterdam
New York. .Rotterdam ..Jan 22
Philadelphia .New Yorg..uiguayra.lan 22
Pennsylvania ..New York. .Hamburg.. ..Jan 22
Lahn.New York.. Bremen... .Jan 25

Yumuri.New York.
Trinidad.New York.
Bretagne.New York.
Veendam.New York.
Prussia.New York.

Liverpool... Jan
Hav & Mcx. Jan
Jan
Bermuda

..

—

Baltimore.

Foretell Forts.
Sid fm Hong Kong Deo 31, barque St Catharine. Matthews, Baltimore.
Passed Torry Island Jan 1. steamer Norwegian. Gunson, Portland for Glasgow.
Ar at London Jan 2. steamer Iona, Portland.
At Porto Blata Dec 22, sell E I White. Look,
to sail next day lor Carrabelle, Fla, to load lor
North of Hatteras.

Spoken.
Jin 2, off Hereford, sch Benj
Boston ior Newport News.

Via

“FLORIDA FAST LINE”
and Charleston.

Washington, Richmond

Markets.

(By Telegraph.)

JAN 8, 1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
35.201 bbls; sales 3400 packages; market is
weak and lower.
if lour quotations—city mills patents at 5 65(o>
5 85; winter patents 4 60(a'f» 15 :city mills clear*
ents 5 40«$•» 40; wlter straits 4 f>; («:4 75; Minn,
pats 5 lo*46 .so: do bakers 4 20@4 40.
Wheat—receipts 113,776 hush: sales 640,000
bush: opened weak and declined; Jan 97$/bC;
Mch 90% @96% ; May 93% a 93% C: July —c.
Rye quiet— 0 2 Western —.
Com—receipts 28,725 bush: sales 540,000 bu;
dull, easier; May 3 4 Wit'S 4%c.
Oats—receipts 223.000 bush; sales 00.000
bush; quiet, oarely steady; Ma> —; track white

Steamship Parisian, (Brl Barrett. Liverpool—

passengers and mdse to II & A Allan.
Steamer l.ouishurg (hr) Gould, Louisburg
with coni io G M Siacwoo'i.
Sch Mollie Rhodes. IVC; Amboy--coal to A R
Wright Co.
o*
Sch Georgle D L
Sch Bertha L <R vtr, Dye
Boston.
Bn* ton.
Sch Mary Brewer,G.ibe

RESORTS

J

SOUTH

May28%
23%*

Opening.

Closing.

FORK,

Jail.

Opening.
Closing.

May.

9 07
9 22

8 97

LARD,

Jan.

May.

Closing. 4 72
Saturday—Holiday.

87

4

Monday’s quotations.
WHRAI

Jan.
OOVs
Ooeniaa.
Closing. 90*4

May

92

Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
Chapman National Bank. Id
Fb at National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank— 75
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.300
Cortland Trust Co.100
Cortland Gas Company. 50
Portland Water Co.3 00
Portland St. Railroad Co..100
ivsaine Centfal li’y.300
Portland & Ogdens burg R.R. 100

1<>2
3;j

i02
34

30u
97
309
07
10O
120
78
100
125
326
48

99
111
99
102
3 25
80
103
I3u
328
60

Portland 6s. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 303

103

Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106

Iqs

BONDS.
120

Coffeedull, steady; N o 7 at 6 &4.
Spirits Turnentlne quiet 33Vi *8384.
MolassesquietjNew Orleans 26®S1.
Rico steady ;domestlc iVsiadti ;Japau 6®614
Freights quiet.
Rosin steady.
Tallow quiet; city 3V4; country 3Va®3%.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour qutet, easy.
Wheat—No spring 8<l‘4a87c; No3 do at 80
Corn—No 2 at
@890; No 2 Red at 80%@Ble.
26i/t®28V«>c. Oats—No 2 at 2 ••-»iEV3c; No 3
white f o b at 28Vs@2 14c :No 2 White f o I) at
248M414C; No 2 rye 4«c. No 2 Bariev f o b at
27@37Vsc: No 1 Flaxseed at 1 17®l 21; Prime
Timothy seed 2 66. Mess pork at a 05® 1) 09.
Lard 4 40; short rib sides at 4 60@4 76. Dry
salted meats—shoulders 4%®4% ; short clear
sides at 4 76.44 86.
Butter firm; creamry at 16@51c; dairy at 12
®i8c. Cheese quiet 8®6Vic. Eggs firm; fresh
22c.

Receipts—Flour. H.000 hbls; wheat 102,000
bus; corn aCO.OuO bush; oats 368.000 hush;
17,000 bush; barley 43.000 Imsh.
Shipments—Flourl7 ,ooo bids; wheat 15,000
bush; corn 103,000 bush; oats 603,000 bush:
rye

rye 1000;t)ush: barley 12.00,' bush.
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
at 93‘so; track at 98' »c; Jan 93V»e;May »4%
£9414: July at 8014 : Nw 2 hard cash SG®*fc.
□Flour oiuet. uncgndi fiats 4 70*4 8#; siraits
at a 36g-4 60; dear 4 00«4 26;medlvm at 3 60

@3 76.
Corn—No 2 cash at 2«Vic; Jan at 26'/*: Mav
27v»ebid; July 2814c,
Oats—No 2 cash elcv 23c; track at 2314C;
Jan 2314 ;May 2;i;'/*c; No 2 white 24-l/ri/26.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 92; May 921a c.
Corn—No 2 mixed cash 2ec.
Oats—No 2 mixed 22c.

Rye—No 2 at 4 ;*/,<•.
Cloverseod—prime cash

i

Dec
Whltet 91e; No 2

and

DETROIT—Wheat—No l
Red 9_‘c; May 91 Vsc.
J

—.

MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—January at «Sc;
May at 88'/4®.89; July at 87vsc: No 1 hard at
B.'VxC: No

Northern at 9OV40.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 5 00®
6 10; second patents 4 S3.,a4 95; lirsr dears at
3 9(ia 4 00 second ^clears at 2 C0®3 00.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
88c Jail s8V4c; May VO hide.
MILWAUKEE—Wheat-No 1 Northern at
90VaC; No 2 Spring 86Vj@86c; My 90%'

On

aim

after January 3rd.

Steamer

■»! Ill 1 U.Mdllnll.

...

'J*-

nil.

dec23

eodtf

Boston St HVIaine

R,

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1807.
Trains ieave Union Station, for Scarboro
Crosainc, 10.00 a. m.. 6.15, 0.20 D.m.; Scarhcsro Beach, Pino Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
6.16, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. 8uco. Bid12 45,
m..
deford, 7.0o, S.40. 10.00
3.30.
6.16, 6.20 p. ro.; Kennobunli. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
5.16.6.20P.
ni.;
12.46,3.30.
K*'nQ©bunkjj>ort,
n f\(\

w

AH

1 •»

n

IK

1893.

v

o/i

Will leave Portland Pier. Portland, at 10.00 a.
m.. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove, Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove ‘Poor’s
Point, East Harps well; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco. Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave cunuy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to
J. ii. MoDONAdD,
158 Commercial street.
Telophole 4(5-3.
deeSt
dtf

11-,

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,
Dinsmore, Brown, Lubec—J H
Blake.
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Sch Emma W Day, Crockett. Winterport— I Boston, t2.00. t9.00 a. in., §1.0o, 16.10
p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.t 12.50,
Doten Gram Co.
rn.
Leave
for
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell— 4.16, 9.25 D.
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
J H Blake.
7.00,
p. m.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
FHOM ODlt CORRESPONDENTS.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
ROCKPORT. Jan 3—Sid, sells Annie Sheppard Greanlaw, Boston; H S Boynton, Cooper,
Portsmouth.
Blddeford.
Nevrburyand Mazurka, Stinson, do.
portt Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. in.. 1.00
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Jan 3-Ar. schs Chas p m. Arrive in Boston, 5.5 >' a. m., 4.15 p, m.
E Sears, Allen, Calais; Jos Imtber. Stonlngton ; Leave Bcston for Portland, 9.00 a. m.f 7.00
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
Mt Desert; S E Davis. Harrington. Mt Desert; p. m.
10.30
Caroline Kniclit. Rockland; E G Willard, J R p. m.
Bod well, Wide-awake, Chase, and Leona, from
^Connects with Rail Lines for Nevr York,
Rockland; H S Boynton, and Robt Byron, from South and West.
Rockport; Mary Farrow, Searsport,—all for a
IfDally except Monday.
SConjects with Sound Lines for New York.
harbor.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
Sid fm Bristol Jan 3, steamer Loango, Evans,
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, PortPortland.
land.

STEAMSHIPS.

DOMINION LINE.

••

Domestic Porte.

Tampa.

Passed Hell Gate 1st, sells Jas A Brown, from
Carteret for Belfast; \\m Jones, Norfolk for
Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sell Herbert M Rogers,
Gayer, Newburyport.
Sid 2d. sebs Luey May, Machias; Henry Sutton, coal port.
BALTIMORE-CId 1st, sell Chas G Endicott,
Bailey. Allyns Point; George E tVo.cott, Reed,
Portland.
Sid 3d. sell Geo E Wolcott, Reed. Portland.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed 23d, sells Ella
Francis, from South Amboy lor Rockland; Wm
Jolie-, Norfolk for Portland.
Passed in 3d. sell Alice M Colburn, from Norfolk for Bos.on; St Thomas, Charleston for
Portland.
HYANN1S—Sid 2d, sells S J Lindsay, and
Kolon, lor New York.
Passed Bass River 2d. sell Sarah E Palmer,
from Boston for a coal port.
NORFOLK-Sailed 1st, sell Nellie T Morse,
Goldthwalte. Martinique and Demerara.
A.i 3d, sens Frank T Stinson, and Mt Hope,
from Portland.
NEW LONDON—In port 2d. sell B L Eaton,
Giearson. New York lor Calais; Hattie 11 Barbour, Erskino. l’ort Reading lor New Bedford;
Mary li Morse, Newbury, fm Newport News

THOMSON LINJB.
PORTLAND
—

—=i

n, N.B.,Ha!itax, fi.Sand all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Cainpobello and SL Andrews,
N. B.
Winter Ai'rangemcnt.
On and after Monday, Dec. 20th. steamer will
leave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
Returning leave St. John and Eastport Thurs-

days.
Through

tickets issued and

to

destination.

p.

m.

baggage cheeked

Bar-Freight received

up to 4.00

For Ticket? and Staterooms apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State streak
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. F. C. HERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
and John JEnglis
wharr Tuesdays,
at
am1
G p. m., for New
Thursdays
Saturdays
York direct. Keturmng. Sleave Pier 36, East
Kivsr, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at

S. S.

5

o. in.

These steamers

superbly

fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfoi table route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare. one. way, $4.00; roui \_ti ip, $G.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of

N.

arc

Y.,only §5.00.

j. B.

“

On

and after Oct. 4th steamers leave Portland

amt Bustin’s Islands, So. Freeport
and Porter’s Landing at 2.00 p. m.
lie turn—Leave Falmouth. 8.15 a. m., leave
Couscn’s Island, 7.45 a. ni.; leave Chebegue,
7.35 a. m.; leave Bustin'*, 7.15 a m.; leave So.
Freeport, 7.00 a. m.; Porter’s Landing, 0.45 a. m.
BENJAMIN M/SEaBUKY,
General Manager.
octGdtf

Chebeague

Mains Coast Navigation Co.
On

anil

nfier

Tuesday,

iVov,

Olll, aSS>V, Ifie

DIRECT.

Gerona, 5000 tons,
“
Fremona, 450D
Ccrvona, 7000

For all

ville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
G.2o;l in. Express tor Brunswick,

Bath, Augusta, Waterville. rittsfield. Bangor. Buckspor
Bar Harbor Greenville and Aroostook
Counts',
via B. & A. It. R. for lioulton. Woodstock,
bt.
and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
brephen.
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford
Falls,
Berms, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
E aim in gum,
Carrabasset, Phillips
lvingfield.
and Raugeley, YVintlirop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Au
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, YVaterville. Skowhegan, BelRist. Har*land, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
Batli.
Lisbon
&:}0 h. m. For Brunswick.
Is- Richmond, Gai diner, Augusta and
Vi aterville.
5.15 p. m. For New
Danville
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
Ji.00p.ru. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick. Bath. Lewiston, Augusta. WaterMoosehead Lake.
Aroostook
yille. Bangor,
county via Old Town, liar Harbor, Bucksport.
St. Stephen. St
Andrews. St.
John
and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcrofc
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping ears to St. John.
White Mountain Division.

apply to

Hootlibay

The ROBERT REFORD CQ„ Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtf
sept23_

7.2f)

Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington

Paper

train
for Brunswick. Augusta, YVaterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta. Waterville. and Bangor.
11.00 p.m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
a. m.

ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabvans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
a. m.:
AVaterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily amt week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kiugileld. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. in; Lew i mm and wav siaiions 3.25 p in.; St.

ton. Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.;
Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p.m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bam: or,
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. rn. daily; Halifax.
.St. John. Barllarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. in., except Mondays.

GEO. F. F.VANb. General Manager
F. JS. EOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Nov, l-l. 1897.
novi2dtf

Portland & Romford Falls R'y.
Sas Effect Xov.

15, 1897,

DEPARTURES.
8.80 A. M. and l.io P. M.
From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckfleld. Canton, Dfxfleld, Rumford Falls.
S.GO a. m.. 1.10 and 5.15 o. m.
From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and ail stations on R. F.
& R. Li. R. R.

Tiii-oiigii Tickets

on

Sale.

K, C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. I,OF EJOY', Superintendent,
jeis dtf
_Rumford Falls. Maine.

MONDAY, October 4m.
trains will run as ioilows

On and alter

u-

7

LEAVE.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.:
l. 30. 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin and Island Pond 8.00 a.
m. :

1.30 and 6.00 p. m.

For Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. m.; and
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a. m. and;6.00 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From
Lewiston and Auburn 8.30, 11.15
а. in.,
3.15, 6.00 and 6.40 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin and Gorham 8.30
and 11.15 a. m., and 6 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
б. 00 p. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
6.00 p. m.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 Am., 6.00
p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.00
p. m.
ARRIVALS.

From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham,
and West, 8.30 a. m.

Montreal

From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Cars on
trains and Darlor cars on day trains.

Night

OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT OF
TICKET
INDIA STREET.
CI1A3. M. HAYS. Gen 1 Manager.
Portland. October 4tu. 1807.
octAtt

Harbor, li.dii, Fop In* in C'.each
and Fmttand. Touching at Fiv^ Xsiaods on
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer.
nov9dtf

^WORCESTER,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
station Foot of Prefoie SI.
Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
On a./l alter
trains \v n' Leave Portland:
L or Worcester. Clinton. Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester.' Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Suringvale. Alfred. Waterboro and Saco Rtvor at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p. 111.
For Gorham at. 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.80, 3.00,
5.35 and 0.20 p. m.

Monday,

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodford* at 7.30,9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. EL
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosa* Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union station. Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via ‘‘Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich I-iue” with Boston and Albaiiv R. R. tor
the West, and with the New York ad rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
ill.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.3*1
and5.52 p. in.; from Gorham at6.40, 8.30 and
at 1.30 p.

1.30. 4.15. 5.52 p. m.
ior all points West and South at>T.
F.
McGILLlUUDDY, Ticket Agent,
ply to
Portlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
3e25dtf
10.50

a. 111..

P'or tickets

ALLAS LISE
_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS._
Liverpool and Portland, Calling at
Londonderry.

For

a. rn.

Lancaster. Quebec, St. Jolmsbury, Sherbrooke.
Montreal, Chicago, SL Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish.
Fryeburg.
Kridgion. North Conway. Fabvans. Lancaster.
Lunenourg, st. Jolmsbury. Newport, Sherbrook. Montreal and Torouto.

Falmouth and Freeport Steamers. PORTLAND

Dec 31st will leave Franklin
Wharf. Portiaiul, on TuesJan. 7 th days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
“
14th for Fopham Hvach, Hath, Hoothbay Harbor
and W seas set. Touching at Five Islands on
And weekly thereafter.
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Wiscasse:
lieturning—Leave
Mondays,
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo. Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
information
“

Danville Jc. (Poland Springs^
Fails. Rumford
Falls.
Lew-

For

*J. F. LISCOMB.Genei il Agent
oct4dtf
COYLE. Treasurer.

TO

LONDON:

m.

Winthrop. Oakland, Readfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phiihp*.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Dan-

Eastport, Lubec. Calais, St. Jo

Steamships Manhattan
Rojal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser- alternately
V*ave Franklin
vice.

D

NEW YORK—Ar 2d, sells M A Acborn, from
Jacksonville; Lizzie Carr, Norfolk for Portland
Nellie Eaton. Calais; Charles E Batch, Allyns
Point for Baltimore.
Ar 2d. soli Gladys, Col3on, Brunswick.
Sid 2d, sell Daisy Fariln, for Key West and

Steamship Co.

FOR

■:

New York Direct Line.

tion.

Boothbay. Dec 3—Sch (ieorgie

International

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Memoranda.
OCEAN

a.

John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farming-

BUY STATE AND POBTUNO,

Sch Henry May, Perry, from Bed Beach for
New York, will! granhe. anchored in a dangerous uosition off Seal Cove and had to srlp anchor to prevent going ashore. Oapt Perry succeeded in getting ills vessel into Seal HartiorThe anchor was a terward recovered by the
assisianceiof tile Station crew.
Sch Jutla A YVarr, Warr. from Calais lor New
York, with lumber, is overdue. A vessel has
been passed boDiom up answering her descrip-

8.30

Mechanic
iston

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Wells Beach

J li Blake.
Sch Clara

Bucksport.

“Percy

7.00.8.40 a. in., 3.30. 5.15 p. m,,
North Berwick, Somermwo r.li, Dover.li 4.u5,
SB.
Soli Maud Muller, b'
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
Sell Lnu a Francis. Fierson, Boston—cement 7.00. 8.40 a. m.f
Rocb.enter, 7.00. 8.40 a. m,, 12.45, 3.30 u. m.;
to C S (base.
12.4.»,
bcii Hattie F, (Hr) Fontaine, Salmon Ri\er, Farnmiglon, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. ra.
3.30 p, m.. Northo j» Hiv.. Lakaporfc, La- i
N.s—lumber to J H Hamlen & Son.
J2.46 p. n.,; !
Sch Hattie Muriel. (Br) Wasson, St John, NB. oonla, Plymouth, 8 4o a. m.
Worooeter. via Somers worth, 7.00 a. m.; !
with lumber to Stetson, Cutler & Co.
Manchester, Concord, via
Sell l.ady Antrim, Tliomnston tor Boston.
Rockingham Wally liine, Sundays Excepted.
3.30
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
p.
m.;
Sell Irviup: Leslie. Orland for Boston.
TFTE NEW AND PALATIAL, STIT A 7.IRK8
Junction, Exeter, HaverSell Morning Star, Howea, Greens Landing Rockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, «fli4.05,
foi New York.
t8.40 a,
ra..
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Sch E A Wliitteinoro, Whitmore, North-east 17.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.18 a m„ 12.60,
Harbor
4,22. 7.26. p. ra. Leave Boston tor PortSell Hattie Lorlng, Rice, Sreulien.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fort
land, 5.59. 7,80. 8.00. 8.30 a. ra.. 1.00, 4.15, land, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
Sell Maud Mai loch. Lunt. Calais for Boston.
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a. season for connection witli earliest train* for
Soli S A Faine, Stiuson, Deer Isle for New p. ni.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. ra.
York.
points beyond.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Sell Hazel Dell, Duffy, Kluolilll for New York.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
New York, etc.
Sell Carlton Belle, MeClintock, Rockport tor
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Or- Woreest.e
Boston.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston,every
chard, Saco, Bindeiord, Kennebuuk, Wells
Sells Ada Ames, and Chas H Wolston, coast- Beach, 12.56. 4.30 p. 111.; North Berwick, Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
wise.
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, LowJ. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
ell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.66, 4.30 p. m. ArCleared.
Sept. 1. 1897.
rive Boston, 7.26 a. ra.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Sch Lucy A Davis, McKown, Deraerara-Jas Boston
for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port
Fries.
land 7.10 a. in.
Sch Annie M Freble, Hinckley, Addison—
01311

Petroleum dull.

Dec.

STEAMBOAT CO.

CAM’. ( HAS. H. HOW.

■

OATS.

Saturday.
Wednesday and

even/

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

IN X£ W" cr

MONDAY. Jan 3.

Piiiladelp&li

In effect Nov. 14,1897.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.ooa.m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

8.45

..

Arrived.

From

I

....

I'OKX OF PORTLAND.

From Boston every Wednesday and

commission.
Round Trip §18.00.
Passage §10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Centra! Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St* Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
occ&sdtf

QUICKEST TO ALL

W5NTER

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m. From
Poole, from Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia; at 3 p. m. insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
South by connecting lines, lor warded free of

ATLANTIC H
COAST LINE. |

T

MINIATURK AI.MANAt ...JANUARY 4.
s 30
I
Sunrises. 7 141,,,
“;t,"r
Sunsets. 4
9 15
Moon sets. 4 371 Height,.do00

.Vi A-HXNX R

Portland and Boothbay Steamooat Co MAINE CENTRAL R. R

Saturday.

F

RAILROADS.

—

{

RAILROADS.

SALEM—Sid 2d, schs Abbie Bowker, Perry.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
New York; Carrie L Hix.Rogers, do; Ella PresGOING WEST.
srv, do; Lucy. Hooper, New Haven.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
folVINEYARD-HAVEN- Ar 2d. sells John J
Perry, Port Johnson for Salem, aud sailed; Ella lows:
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, MonFrances. Amboy for do: Nellie King, Now York i
for Deer Isle: S ,1 Lindsay, Rockland lor New : days aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Booth hay Harbor,
York.
Ski 2d. brig Arcot; schs J B Holden, Robert
PEMAQUlD for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at C.00 a. in., touching at above landings.
G Dunr., Jennie S Hall, and others.
Passed by 2d, schs Chas L Mitchell. Apalacbi-!
GOING EAST.
cola for Boston: Mary E H G Dow, Newport1
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
News tor do; VVm Jones. Norfolk lor Portland ; and Saturdays for
St Thomas, from Charleston via Wilmington for
Boothbuy Harbor, South Bristol,
Portland.
and East lioothbay,
Ar 3d, schs B L Eaton, Hoboken for Eastport
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
Neillo J Crocker, and Clifford I White, Phila- for PEMAQUlD and above landings.
delphiator Portland; Carrie I, IIlx, Rockland
ALFRED RACE, Manager
oct30dtt
for New York, [inaingaffi broken.]
WASHINGTON—Sid 2d. sell Jose Oliverri,
Arey, Baltimore.

..

1115s

70

Northwestern.12
v.o
pfd...163 Vs

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

1035%
155%
170=4
Buy*

|.MU.oy

0m3& Western. i5%

SAILING LAYS OF

STEAMERS.

L

Sid Sd. scb Caroline Kpight. Cole. Boston.
Ar 2d, sell Morris W Child'
SAVANNAH

37 5 a

385*

Illinois Central.1035*
Lake Erieft West. 165%
Lake Shore.171
Lous ft Nash.
R63/s
Manhattan F.levated.ill3/*
Mexloan Central.
6
Michigan Central.100
Minn ft Sr, Louis. 25%
Minn ft St Louts ;di.(<r>4%
Missouri Pacific. .-35s
N6W Jersey Cential.
9G
New York^Central.1
1065%
New York, Chicagoft St Louis 13

JAN. 3, I8S8.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton mar Row to-dar wys
steady; middlings 5 6T6c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling C^c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middling 5 8-16c

201

162

f-ne.new.14V-,
•10

<liy Telegraph.)

...

The following are to-day’s closing quotations
Bonds
Deo 31.
.Tan. 3
New 4s, reg
*28
128
do coup,
12s
128
nbw
«’$ reg.11254
1125%
Mew 4’* ..
1145%
1135%
leaver ft R. 6. 1st. 1085a
rle gen 4s. 715%
705%
Mo. Kan. & Texas 2ds........ 63
63
Mo Kansas * Texas pfd
arises i-aclfic Consols. 845%
845%
Oregon Nav. lsts.1165*
11554
Dnlon P. lsts.103
103
losing quotations of stocks:
Jan 3.
Dec 31

Atohlson...

bert, Gloucester; Hume. Gray, Boston; R
Kenney, Colsoh. do.

Cotton Markets.

From
From
Steamers.Portland.
Liverpool.
Loud, from
Vancouver, Wed. Jan. 3. 1 p. m
Boston for Jouespovt. when off Seguin Beef, Hat., 18th Dec.
2Saso
Nearuv....
Scotsman,
l*t, l p.m
the captain was hit by a plank and had a leg Sat., 1st Jan.
Eastern extra.. 26(626 In ball bbls le extra
Sat., 15th
Feb. 2,1 p. m
Labrador,
broken.
Fresh Western.. 23®24
Raisins.
27
Thurs.
Vancouver.
Sat,
12, l p.m
Highland Light. Jan. 3—Soli St Thomas, from
Reid.
18(0)10 Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6Vi
Charleston for Portland, which passed in to-aay
Boston Service.
Mattel.
London lay'rll 76*201
will probably be driven back nnder the lee of
Dreamery.mcT.. 21® 22
Cash
the Cape or out to sea; by the strong NW gale TO LIVE!! POOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
GMlwae vr'mt.l8®20
Retail—delivered.
now prevailing.
CANADA, JANUARY 15.
Choice.14*16 Cumberlana ooos-t 60
Delaware Breakwater. Jan 3—Barge Falcon,
HATES OF PASSAGE.
Cheese.
wi)6o
Chestnut...
from Philadelphia for Bath, is here leaking five
N. Y. fer-nrlOVsStll
Frsnailn.o.
600
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
inches per hour.
Vermont ...10% wll
Lehigh....
®G 00 29@33%c.
and
$lco
upwards
according to steamer and acBeef steady; family 10 00@11 90; extra mess
Lewes, Del, Jan. 3—Sch Herald. Craig, from
Sag..
®12% Pea..
100
8 00i»8 60; packed 9 00*00 CO.
Demerara Nov 28. reports SB and SW gales commodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonPork firm; new mess at 8 60®9 00; fami- south of Hatteras. Had decks swept, lost fore
Gram qaatatloai.
and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
Resail and mainsail, and jib. started chain plates, donderry
l0 00!fcS10 60.
turn
$00.75 ami $78.40, according to steamer
"
and sustained other minor damage. The vessel
Lard firmrprlme
estern steam 5 50 nora.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRAUK
and accommodations,
V-ea
Butter—receipts 9.384 packages; firm; state
OICD1HBC,
iu
JiUUUUll,
I-Oliaoil
JjlTfipuui,
Friday’s quotations.
flair* at lSttiOC: state cream at. 1 r.ur.St
Wes- only 100 strokes per liour. Her cargo of sugar
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast
WHEAT
erndol6@x£c; Elgtns at 22c; factory at 12 is suppose to he damaged.
50
and
$22
$25.50
to
steamer.
according
Dec.
Boston, Jan 2—Sell Albert Pharo. from an
Jau
May el Sc.
Apply toj. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
92 Vc
CUoese—receipts rOlBpckages; steady; large eastern port, was towed In to a wharf at East street, T. 1'.
mental;.
McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
Boston yesterday with loss of mainsail and In W.
92V. white ar 814(88% c; small white 9"«14
Closing............ 95
Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David TorEggs—receipts 0,'.67 packages; steady. State a helpless condition, having experienced a se- rance & Co., general
COHN
agents, iuot of India
vere gale In Boston bay.
and Penn 22@25l4C; Western M. .2a:*'5(1.
Dec.
Mav
Portsmouth, N H, Dec 31—Sch Calvin F Baker street.
Sugar—raw strong; fair reltntng at 38a o; Cen
deo23dtf
O 'fling.
29% trifugal 9Stest4V*c; refined strong; Crushed at from Perth Amboy, arrived here to-day with
Closing. 26%
29% 5V*c; Powdered «. 7-16c; Granulated Abac.
loss of headgear and forengglng carried away.

>

Biddeford,January

Marvelous appliance and ono month’s remedies
ot rare power will bo sent on ti ial, without
any
advance payment, by the foremost company in the
world in the treatment of men weak,
broken, discouraged from eGec.s of excesses, worry, overwork, &c. Happy uiarri- gr secured, complete restoration or development of all robust conditions.
The time or this offer is limited. N<»
O. D.
scheme; no deception; no exposure. Address

c:e

v lour*

•••

BIDDEFORD PASTOR GOING WEST.

and VZoaey Market.
iBy relerrapmi

Rook Is tana-.

o

8.—Notices were
1-16/8
‘Me
posted at the doors of the Lockwood cotJan
ton mills this afternoon announcing that
May.
295A
memo#...
a cut would
he made in the wages of Closing. .........
29V2
291/*
the employes to take effect January 17.
OATS.
Jan.
Mav.
The
amount of the reduotion was not
23 Va
Opening...
given. This has been expected by the Closing. •
c«e*9«e22
23%
rtue
employes ever since the Fall River trouble
Jan
May.
One
began and is no surprise to them.
9 37
opening...
of the prominent men of the labor unions Closing..9 07
9 32
that
be
done about the
says
nothing will
Portland Dally Press Stock Quotation*.
matter at present as whatever is done by
Corrected by Swau & Barrett. Bankers, 186
the employes at Fall River will determine Middle street.
course here.
their
STOCKS.
The mills employ
Par Value.
Description.
Rid. Asked
over a thousand hands.
31-4
116
Canal National Bank.100

Waterville, January

York stock

do

to-days wholesale orlcei

Past Bleaobery and Dye Works.
chairman;
Elbridge Matthews.
Orsisss.
Grand Oliver A Lowell, Past Grand HerBiddeford, January 3.—The Pepperell Florida
3 60®4 26
bert B. Seal, Past Grand George H. Hud- and Laconia mills announce a cut down Jamaica
3fio.®8 75
son, Past Grand Fred B. Libby, Past in the wages of the employes in line with California, 3 Buffi4 25
Fees.
Grand Win. W. Edwards, Noble Grand
Howard Pride, Vico Grand
Walter B.
Jackson, Simeon Tracy.
The new hall is one of the finest lodge

Hew

Schr

business.

Large
Maine's

Sugar, Did...,.115%

Con Mass. pfd. ... 5*
do
9
common...
Flint & Pere Marq.

ufd
Lucy A DavisbO hales hay 800 cts cabbages so Chloage’BurllsgtOD ft Quincy 994%
Delaware ft Hudson SCanalCo.Ul
bbls vegtbles a»,a3» ft lumber. ;
Iteiaware.Lachawana ft

GEORGETOWN, Dem.

has

Christmas
again the

The tallowing were
Quotations of stocks at Boston:
Merlean Central. 43.;65V»
Atchison, Top. ft Santa Fe. R, new. 13
Boston ft Maine.1675%
do
pfd
168
Maine Central.
Onion Pacific. 257/s
American Bell.2633/i
American
Sugar, common.14 */i

725 tns ice

,—

Pike, assisted by the grand officers. The
services opened with a selection by the
American Cadet orchestra, after which
the following
officers were
installed:
Noble grand, Walter B. Jackson; vice
grand, William R. Read; secretary, Herbert B. Seal; financial secretary, Harry
!>. Cram: treasurer, Oliver A. Lowell.

Marxes.
the
closiut

stocs

of

Imports.
ST JOHN NB. Schr Hattie Muriel-68,230
Vi’alter 15. Jack^ou, Noble Grand.
been home for a vacation.
ft boards 11,657 do scantling 37,000 ft plank to
The Free church again listens to a pas- Stetson,Cutler & go.
Joshua Davis, Portland; Grand TreasSalcum River.Nb. Schr Hattie P—102,000 ft
urer VVm. E
Plummer, Portland; Grand tor of its own.
The Deerlng public schools opened on umber to J H Hamlan & Son.
Marshal J. W Grommett, Norway ;Grand
LIVERPOOL, ENG. steamship ParisianRev. Elbridge
200 cks china clay for Boston 4 cs oranges to
Chaplain
Gerry, Mt. Mondayjjof this week.
M
Mr.
Edward
S.
Hacker
of
Cummings 0 do to J 1 Libby la bales hides.
Brunswick,
Vernon; Grand Heralds Henry P. Cox,
Hamburg. Steamship Arcadia—BS> bales jags
Benjamin C. Stone, Alfred S. Kimball, a minister of the Society of Friends, has to Jessup & Moore Paper Co,
been visiting friends at Deering Center.
Russell G. Dyer, all of Portland.
Portland WDmmi*
Ain
WillA,,.
nf
TV.,,-;.,,.
'-*
At six o’clock a banquet was held in
PORT I-AND. Jan. 3
so
far
recovered
from
his
has
recent
illnoss
the banquet hall tendered to the grand
The markets to-day showed little change for
ctEcers and the members of Fraternity as to be able to go out.
gral which closed lower in lb• West; at Chilodge. The installation of officers was Mr. Sumner Johnson of Deering Center, cago. January Wheat closed at 'Mfy c and Msy
at aifegc. Corn and Oats were also lower; here
held in the evening at eight o’clonk the has been very siob with grippe.
Rev. Dr Seward, formerly of Deering prices generally are unchanged with a quiet
officers being installed by Grand Master
now

Boston

auear Kate*.

Rortland market—cut loaf 7: eonfetion ay
I ulvctlsed 6c;
powered, 6c; granulate*
coffee crushed 6c: yellow 4\
Vt

10B

1 ortland &
100
Ogn’ggfis,’900, 1st mtgl04
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899_101
103
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 1045%

on call

Thursday evening.
Marian

Bonds

VKW ye. RK, J*n. 3.
firm at 2Vi@6 per cent: prime
mercantile rape at 4%®*% per ceii
Sterling
'•* mange was firmer with (actual business In
bankers bills at 4 84%®* 86 for demand and
* r2Vi®4 82% for
sixty days; posted rates
t4a'*tc. Lommrcl bins at 4 81.
liovernment Bonds firm.
S late bonds dull.
Railroad bonds firm.
Bar Silver 67%.
Mexican dollars 46%.

Money

Samoa*

better.
Westbrook Seminary
opens Tuesday,
January 4th.
•Miss Ethel Dunham of Stevens Plains

and

(By Teiegrapn.'

Retail Orooer*

their sessions yesterdaj morning, after a
holiday vacation of two weeks.
The Maine Musical festival chorus held
a rehearsal last evening in
Hoegg Opera

104

117

Bath 63. 1898. R. It. aid .101
102
Bath 45% s, 1907. Municipal.101
103
Bath 4t. 1921, Refunding.100
102
Belfast Os. 1898. R. K. aid.101
102
Belfast 4,s. Municipal.100
102
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding....loo
102
Lewiston 6s,'1901, Munioipal .108
lOu
Lewiston 4s, 1913. Municipal.101
103
baco 4s. 1901. Municipal.10o
lo2
Maine Central K K 7s, 1898.1st intglOl
102
"
134
7s. 1912,cons. iutgl32
'*
105
107
“44ss '*
4s cons. ratg.... 1025% 1085%
"

gKs,19oo,exten’sn.l04

New fort:

3

Children may drink it with great ben-

E

Leading Markets.

of 3

coffee.

E

t'liotatious of Staple Products ia the

3

The most delicate stomach reE ceives it without distress, and but
E few can tell it from coffee.
It does not cost over J as much.
E

after which the dedication exercises were
conducted by tho officers of the grand
lodge of Maine.
exercises consisted
ritualistic ceremonies conducted in

People

E

The services commenced with a selection by the American Cadet orchestra,

dedication

|i

a

E Who ara injured by the use of cof- 3
E fee. Recently there has been placed 3
E in all the grocery stores a new pre- 3

four o’clock the exercises attending the
dedication of the new Odd Follows’ hall
The afternoon
at Woodfords were held.
exercises were open to the publio and

The

is
Class of

Bangor 63. 1899. R. B. aid....103
Bangor 6s. 1905., Water .115

STEAMERS.

HEBVERIME PILLS,

CASCO

BAV STEAMBOAT CO,

Custom House Wharf, Port laud, Me.
The great remeWeek day time tahle, commencing SunchiT,
Liverpool Steamship
dy for nervous ;
Nov. 28, 1897.
prostration and F r ForeAt Citv Fandiiu;.
2 Dec.
Numfdian.
Teaks’ Island.
all nervous dis- i
4 Dec.
Carthaginian,
a. in., 2.15, 4.20 C.15 p. in.
8.00.
0.40.
5.30,
eases of the gento Dec.
Mongolian,
For Ponce’s landing, Pong Island, 8.00,
erative
organs
23 Deo.
Parisian.
8 Jan.
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
cither sex,
30 Dec.
l.aufentian.
15 jan.
For Trol'etlicii's Landlnir, UtMc nod Great
such as Nervous
for no.
Diamond Islauds S.OO. a. in.. 2.15.4.20 p. nu
The Saloons and Staterooms are m the ceu7
Prostration,
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 2d. soli Mary E Morse, tral part, where least motion is lelt. ElecAll Sunday trips on Casco 15ay Steamboat Co,
Failing or Lost line dis;
ontinueu for the seasoji.
Newport News; Hattie H Barbour. Port Read- tricity is used for lighting the ships throughEmission s, Y on thing; Maud Briggs. Eastern port.
C. W. J. GUDl.sG. Geu. Man.
sci»t24<iu
out. the lights being at the command of the
orry, excessive use of ToPASCAGOULA—t Id 1st, sell Helen M Mar- passengers at any hour ol the night. Music
which lead to Consumption and
baccopr
York.
tin, Fountain. New
Booms and Smoking ltooms on the promenade
e very £\> order we give a writInsan:ty.
PHILADELPHIA—Cut 31 St, sell Bertha F deck. The Saioous and Mataroorus are heated ten
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Walker, Pearce. Aliyus Paint.
by steam.
06b. ML
at
HARPSWKLL STEAMBOAT GO.
Sold
$
per box. 0 boxes for
Rates of passage $62.60 io$7u.OO.
Ar3d, steamer Maverick, Portland; schEdith
A re- MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY. Cleveland, Ohio.
«'*• ciiming October is:. 1807. steamer AupocisL Alien. Darrah, do; Mary A Hall. Haskell, duction Is made or> Round Trip Tickets.
will leave Poytlan^l i ier, Portland, daily, Suflp
Vinalliaven.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
For sale by J. EL GO OLD & CO.
Sid 111! Delaware Breakwater 1st. sells Frank Londonderry. $34.( 0 and $36.26;
days excepted, as follows:
return,
T Stinson, and Mt Hope. Portland for Norfolk. $66.75 and $69.00.
Ftv
j.ong and cheheagae fsla:-Is, Harps well,
WHilnma SsvdSnn File*
jSgk Ointment
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d. sells J Kennedy, fm
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
HaUcy's and Orr's island. 2.(K> p. m.
is r. sure cure
Calais for Dover; H u Perkins, Rockland for Belfast or Londonderry. Including every reFor
( lilt Island. Mondays, Wednesdays and
for 1*1 LES. It on?orbe
Boston.
quisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
tumors. Stops Itching.
For tickets or further information apply to
RICHMOND— Sid 1st, Tsoh Warner Moore,
lie turn lor Portland -l.envo Orr’s
Island, by
IMP GIVES RELIEF. r,rM..
T. p. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
Crockett. Norfolk.
ill. Arrive Portway m above landings, 7.00
»nd SI- At Druggists.
land. omo a. m.
ROCK Land—A1- 3d. selis George Bird, Gray, KEATING, 61V* Exchange St.. II. & A. ALlSAiAU DAMlilA Ueu’l
For sale by J. E. C oaid & Co
Portland; Charley Woolsey, Ginn, do; Briga- LAN, Montreal 92 .stave St., Boston, and PortluntdSwis
dier, Ulukley, Portsmouth; Mary Brewer, Gil- land.
jlySldu
tepll
dtj
From

From
Portland.
18 Dec.
22 Dec.
l ,lan.

i’HE
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PBESS.

Aim.i J
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THERE.

RUNAWAYS.
A horse

Items of
tti

AND

Interest I’Ickod

TUBAI.

ITp

Alongshore

Yestt^rdar

er

oompany
pany’s oflloe

British schooner Harriet Muriel, with
spruce lumber for the English steamers,
arrived from St. John, N. B.
Schooner Henry May, Capt. Perry’of

M. C. M A.

C isco Naliunal Bank,
i*. & 0. Rail .1 ay.
A MUSEMENTS.
Musical at Tolman House.

Portland, bound for Bed

New Wants. To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
similar advertisements will oe found under
their appropriate li.;.tds on pope ti.
sum

Beach to New
York with stone, anchored in bad position
of White Head, near Rockland.
Friday
night last. She began to drag her anohor
and the life saving station came to her
relief and the vessel was taken to Seal
Harbor and subsequently reached Booth-

bay
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Tho Emergency club will meet on Wednesday this weok with Mrs
Hodgkins,
130 Free street.
The ladles of High street church will
give a supper and sociable at their vestry
Wednesday. A pleasing entertainment
will be given in the evening.
The annual meeting of the Cumberland County Agricultural society will be
bold at Gornam today.
The January criminal term of the Superior court will begin today. There are

at

Randall Bros, of Peaks Island while
in the
sloop yacht Geneva after
wreokage from the Aroola, on Friday
night last, while trying to make White

out

Head,

found themselves, before they knew
it lip against Ram Island with the breakers
running high. They got away all
right but it was a close call for it was
and was whac is called
bluwing bar

N. S.
The lobster arrivals
were:
John Dexter, 3,200; Kate Lowry, 2,000; Caswell,

1,600.
Other arrivals were
the
schooners
Louisa Frances,Hazel Dell.Carleton Bell,

this city. At the close of the installation
the newly elected
officers will give a deep, Mollie Rhodes, coal.
Lato
arrivals were Ada Ames, deep;
suppor for the camp. The members of
Bosworth and Thatcher posts, G. A. R., Bertha E. Glover, light.
Shipping Commissioner Tolman signed
have been invited to attend.
prowa

try of the High street church this after-

to

S o'clock.
Health Commissioner Carney reported
five cases of
diphtheria in the city yesterday afternoon, two at No. 3, Taylor
street, two at No. 34 Maple street, and
one at 54 Danforth street.
noon at

of High street church will
give a supper and sociablo at the vestry
Wednesday, January 5, with a pleasing
entertainment in the evening.
The Emergency club will meet next
The

ladies

fnr

th«

Flora

TR n crorc

Vvinnri +r\

Rico, and the Lucy Davis, bound
Demerara.
The Allan liner Mongolian broke the
record tor quiok work upon her last trip
In less than 0:J hours from
to this port.
the time of her arrival she had been discharged, loaded and was all ready to sail.
Porto

The Thompson 6teamer Cervona passed
Race at 8.20 yestjrday morning and
will probably arrive Wednesday
after-

Cape

noon

or

Thursday morning.

ARRIVAL OF THE PARISIAN.
The

Allan

The

name

of the brother is Frank 1).
for several days has been

McLean,
e irresponding
wiio

with Shipping Commissioner Tolman of this port.
The body of Mrs. Octavia,
wife of
herifif C. M. Wormell of Bethel, was

liner,
Barrett,

Parisian,

gave anot er taste of a winter passage.
Cape Sable was rounded at 4.30 thd 2d
and from there to port, the weather was
favorable. The Parisian was pretty woll
jced up on her starboard bow from the

high

seas.

She brought ten first cabin, five seoond
brought to this city yesterday for burial
in Evergreen cemetery.
Mrs. Wormell cabin and eighty-one steerage passengers.
Among the saloon passengers were a numleaves besides her husband, two children
Helen, wife of W. F. Stone of this city, ber of distinguished people, among them
Hon. Dudley Gordon and Hon. A. Hamand Fred Wormell of South Portland,
The Forty hours’ adoration is now in ilton Gordon, sons of the Governor General of Canada.
The Right Honorable,
progress at the Roman Catholic church
The Lord Bishop
of the Sacred Heart. The service began the Earl of Aberdeen;
Sunday with high mass at 7 o’olock a.m., of Saskatchewan, Calgary, Mr. C. M.
will close Tuesday morning at 9 Kawlinson, Rev. F. C. Searle, Mrs. it.
and
A.
o’clock mass. The priests of this city are M. Swaile Hou. G. de Yere, Rev
H. Tyler. Most of them are English tourassisting the pas or.
and
tho United
There ware during the year 1897 in this ists visiting Canada

city 180 alarms of fire, 85 still alarms and
45 bell alarme.
The number of bell
alarms is less than the general average
while the number of still alarms is greatly in excess. The losses from fire have
been extremely
light, testifying to the
good work a^d management of Chief
Ekbridge and the department

States.

Custom house officers were busy ail the
forenoon examining the large amount of
of the
immibaggage in tb
^ssession
grants. There was one family of eight
and another of seven and the nationalties

Tuesday, January

While

Mrs. Castner and a lady friend
driving down Congress street towards the Union station Saturday afternoon, the runners of their sleigh caught
in a ear track and tipped the sleigh over,

This

were

both

ladies

out

The

the run for home but getting
up in a part of the harness
was thrown to the
ground, whore he was
caught before he could rise to his feet.
The
only damage done was a broken

In the Star course, which is constantly
gaining in popularity, Mr. Robarts Harper gave an interesting
illustrated lecture
in City hall last, evening. “A Vaoation
Sherman street.
The funeral ssrvices of the late Sylves- Trip to Europe,” was the subject. He
of about 100 views,
ter Misrr, will take place onJWednesday exhibited a series
afternoon at
1.30 o’clock from his late starting with dock scenes at Now York,
life on an ocean liner, then a landing at
residence 12 Walker street.

the

speculation, whether

a

driving along Congress street
yesterday afternoon caught one of the
runners of the sleigh in the car tracfc opposite Rines Brothers’s Co.'s store. The
sleigh was tippod over and the lady
thrown out. The horse, a spirited animal,
started
at a lively pace up Congress
street, but luckily drivers of other teams
saw him coming
and gave him a clear
course.
Ho kept at a steady pace up the
street, swerving neither to the right nor
left and was ilnaily stopped just above
High, by a young man who rushed into
the street and grasped the animal by the

Men’s

of

begin

a

sleigh

At the annual meeting of the Church
of the Messiah, the usual appropriations
were made
and
the following officers
were elected:
Moderator—M. A. Floyd.
Clerk—Louis S. Sherman.
Treasurer—W. O. Pitcher.
Trustees—Horace E. Sherman and Arthur C. Webber.
At the annual meeting of the Bethany
church of South Portland, It was voted
o
raise $500 for oliurch expenses and the
following officers were elected:
Clerk—H. A Oliver.
Treasurer—H. B. Walton.
Assessors—N. I?
Trefethen, Dr. F. I.
Brown, John Mullen.
The church is in an excellent financial
condition.

Remnant

Tnestlay.

*

you need the

as

goods

This

day when thousands

is the

or

able weave.

Silks from
Silks
from

offering will include sixty dozen fine,

Dress

Ascots and Bows.

Shirts, laundered

Colored, Surah,
BroTaffeta, Satin,
cade, Plain.
Every scrap of Silk

Shirts and Pyjamas,

White

and unlauudered.

that is

dated

a

little

too far back, every odd
and waif and stray in Silk, Velvet, Velveteen or
Plush goes out at Half price.

Night

Suspenders, Collars

Italy
Black

and

high class Neckwear, Tecks, Puffs, Four-inhands, Imperials,

France,

America.

and

The

of

Half price.
yards of Silks go out at
Remnants and Short lengths of every imagin-

and

went over.

SILK REMNANTS

Cuffs,

AT LIBBY’S.

The sale of silk remnants at the J. R.
Libby Co.’s store today promises to be the
ever
held by that
most enthuBlastio

Sweaters

and

Mackintoshes,

fur and

The

greatest Silk Remnant Sale we ever held.
Greatest in volume, mass, variety,
style, seasonableness, and at the greatest price reduction we ever made.
Waist Patterns—Black and Colored at Half
price.

knitted Wool Cloves, etc.

house.. iThe writer of this notice visited
the
third
floor stook room yesterday,
where these silks were beingjmeasured
and marked,
and prepared for today’s
selling, and he is convinced that the bar-

It will be THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE

Skirt

another column of this paper,
able. Every piece that he saw

are

Patterns,

Sale at 8.30 o’clock this morning.

YEAR TO LAY IN A STOCK OF 0001) HAB-

remark-

wasjmarked

exactly half the regular prioe, and it
seemed as though there were a thousand
pieces. Our readers will do well to attend

Odd Dress patterns, Short Remnants

all at Half.

gains advertised by Libby company in

at

ERDASHERY

AT

PRICES

THAT

WILL

DRESS GOODS.

Remnants

this sale.
to the

patrons of

the port-

NEVER BE DUPLICATED.

,

land SANITARY CO.:

the

private

ing for them.
from

England,,

which

I
W

was

Donovan; clerk, Nathan D.
Pratt; directors, John W. Deering, John
J. Donovan, George P. Wcscott, PortNathan D.
land; Thomas G. Gcrrish,
Pratt, Dowel], Mass.
The annual meeting of the Portland
John

J.

THE

t\\

« Malted

4s
iii

H. H. Roohe has returned to this
city from Ea. tport to resume his duties
assistant observer In the Portland
as
weather bnreau.
Miss Annie Belle Lowell, by reason of

Deeringj treasurer,

BLANKE’S

|

1 “KOFEKO,” I

Mr.

elected for
President, John W.

president,jKev.

A

/(S
$S
A
V?i

ORIGINAL

MILUHERY

^§/

Benefit to Mankind.

t SERVES FREEf
flS
/ft

/ft

store

where

Us

be fully explained
competent person.

by

$JL)

a

^
W.

WILL SI.

$

|eOODWiN&Cfi.,|
/ft

7 Monument

Square.
jan4d5t

^
V-^.- ^

N*,-

Commenced Monday, Jan. 3, 1898,
All of this season’s unsold goods to be offered at a great sacrifice.
reduction of O
E-H ^ LF in price to effect their sale.
Every Trimmed Hat and Bonnet in our stock at

Table

to-

never like-

again.

our

great

Covers,

and

Linen

of

Sets, of
found a slow

remnant or

a

$15.00 Hat for
A $10.00 Hat for

^

A

$7.50

A

$5.00 Hat

for

$5.00
$2.50

A

$3.00 Hat for

$1.50

ami in like proportion for every trimmed hat in tho store.
Untrimmcd hats, ribbons, velvets, ornaments, ostrich feathers, fancy7 wings,
and in fact everything that is left from the fall season will be sold at half

goods are marked
article in this great sale.
The

in

plain figures.

price.

You

pay but half the price for any

the greatest sacrifice in Fine Millinery that
this city commenced

Unquestionably

was ever

or

our

stock,

whether for

The manufacturers’ and wholesalers’
Sample-Salo of
Undershirts and Drawers, Women’s Undershirts
and Drawers, women’s Undervests, men’s Leather
Gloves aud Mittens'
women’s Wool Mittens, still goes on witti enthusiasm. Half
price for most
any kind of an Undergarment.

Other

Departments,

Nearly
today at

all

the departments have remnants
Half price. Laces, Blankets, Notions,
&c. 1 ou can hardly get an article in the store
today at full price.
Sale begins at 8.30 o’clook this
morning.

J. R. LIBBY 00.
Snow—Snow, Come to Stay;
€>*ood Sleighing Every I>ay.

SLEIGHS I

SLEIGHS!

>

SLEIGHS!

Double, Single, Speeding Sleighs,
Physicians'' Top Sleighs.

PUNCS!PUNCS!PUNCS!
JANUARY 3,

c 3 GRADES. >

for any Jacket in
Missses.

price

Underwear.

offered in

HOT WATER
BOTTLES.

Half

A sweeping

ONE’HALFf PRICE

m. o. ivx.

Terms are

cash, and

no

goods

1898,
reserved or

AT 8 A. M.

Pur Robes, Horse Blankets,
GREAT VARIETY.

exchanged.

Harnesses.

ALWAYS LOWEST PRICFS,

■——.

The Bargain Kind,

Z.

37 and 3Sc.

following
a

Goods

men s

it)
M/

of
fllHE regular
tire
meeting
Maine
A Charitable Mechanic Association, will
be
field at Library
Mechanics’
Room,
Ilall
THURSDAY EVENI.'G, Jail. 6, at 7.?,o'
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
1an4-3t

T. Hack; second vice
C. Traftou; secretary

to answer the
query: “Do the times demand
tional element in the pulpit?”

_

merits

will

of

lonesome pattern,

Ladies

$

All This Week

at our

a

Ladies Jackets.

by Eminent vf/
pronounced by &6i
I’liysicians
them a Wonderful Disoovery

/ft

Towels,

Damask,
Toweling,

of

short

price.

opportunity

to come

through

gone

uress

W

and

a

have
of

stray. Every

Every

offerings.

\i/

Recommended

and

We
stock

or

wherever we
short length, we cut the
price
sometimes exactly in the middle, sometimes a little
above, and the bargains
iii this department beat all our
previous

-OF--

w

of

Napkins,

thing,

#

Grain Coffee,

ly

Table Linen.

Annual Reduction Sale

W

Pure anil Wholesome
Peilc ohs to
mill
tile Taste.

*1?

and treasurer, Rev. T. A. Smythe; executive committee, Rev. E. P. Woodward,
Rev. W. F. Berry, ttev. E. K. Purdy
Next Monday forenoon Rev. J. B. Shepard will be the principal speaker and ho
will endeavor

ot

at Half

An

J. E. PALMER.

Waif

pattern.

lengin

attending school.

officers

Every

day

his

afternoon and thest
the
ensuing year:

and America.

odd

in waitThey are en route home
where they hate been
cars

Gas

France, England, Scotland

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

way to Washington.
The two sons of the Governor General
of Canada, who arrived yesterday on the
Parisian, left last evening for Montreal
on

department

Novelties, Serges,

Mr. Charles E. Hawkes of this oity.
has returned to his studies at the Harvard Medical Sohool.
Hou. Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta,
on

Dress Goods to

meres, Henriettas and what
not
made
in
Germany,

PERSONAL.

the dty, yesterday,

in

of most any other store in the State.

Mr. E. P. Sargent, Jr., the originator
and founder of the Sanitary Co., has
bought the plant, good will and bills
receivable from L. M. Webb and F. W.
Robinson, the assignees of said oompany,

passed.through

enough

double stock the entire

•-

president, Rev. K.
CHURCH MEETINGS.

This Is

Furnishing

Japan,
China,

and

ing.

j

not.

Shoe and Leather association was hold at
thence took his audience
Lowell’s shoe store at 8.30 yesteron an imaginary
trip first to the regions Gyrus
AT OWEN, MOORE & CO.’S.
As there were not members
of England, then to Scotland, to Bel- day morning.
Today Owen, Moore & Co., will begin gium, then to London, giving them enough present to form a quorum it was
decided to allow these old officers to serve
dealing sale of men's furnishing goods glimpses of historic edifices,
castles,
it very tempting
prices. The sale will churches, ruins and scenes of interest another year: President, F. L. Howe;
vioe president, Wyer Greene; treasurer,
indude 6‘J dozen fine, high-class neckthroughout England.
vear of
all kinds, white dress shirts,
The views were remarkably clear and G. F. Moulton; secretary, A. T. Davis;
executive committee, H. S. Higgins and
uundried aDd unlaundried, night shirts
artistic, and the lecturer’s manner of
It will be
A. H. Berry.
weaters, mackintoshes, eto.
delivery pleasing. Mr. Harper is a native
At the meeting of the Ministerial assobe opportunity of year to lay in a stock of
London, and has 20 times crossed the
e Y. M. G. A.
if this kind of goods.
parlors yesHis familiarity with all the ciation
Atlantic.
i..
i4 tho
following officers
points of interest he portrays on the can- terday
his lecture especially interest- were elect®,- ,*r the ensuing year: Presivas makes
first vice
dent, Rev. J. B. Shepherd;

A Marvel of Beauty, Purity and Efficacy, everybody DELIGHTED with it.
It is an ECONOMICAL LUXURY.
Made by CURTIS DAVIS & CO., Boston, makers of the famous Welcome Soap.

will

Goods at prices that must tempt you to buy,

harness.
A lady

OLD WORLD SCENES.

Liverpool

we

1898.

4,

SILKS-

tangled

u

the homo of Mrs. Pitot r on Newbury
street.
The Mertha Washington Society will
meet Thursday
with Mrs. Bourne, 61

(Tuesday) Morning,

stupendous clearing sale

horse

poor health, has been obliged to give up
her
position as teacher at the Butler
school for the present, and Miss Fall of
Deering is supplying her place temporaripresented were Russians, Finns, Norwe- lyMr. Claude Griffith, who has been passgians, Germans, Irish, Americans, Engthe holidays with his mother. Mrs.
ing
It is understood that the sash and blind lish, etc.
Mellen street, has
_»_A.__
T_I
MILL
They were quite well supplied with J. Henry Crockett,
the Virgil Clavier school,
returned to
and
no one was
detained.
Three
money
who
were
burned
out
Ilain,
recontly,
New York.
snpp.ial Hlfintrios
rnanv of Wipm to
are thinking of locating in this city. The
concern
has been employing 15 men and the Union station, where they left for
ANNT7AT, MRETTMI3S
the cities ana towns they intend to make
proposes to enlarge its plant.
The
annual
meeting of the Atlantic
The Ladies’ aid
of the Church of the their future homes.
held
at the
company was
Telegraph
Messiah, will meet Wednesday afternoon
Falmouth hotel this
at

ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

Captain
arrived
Reginald
yesterday
street.
Captain Barrett and will continue the business from JanAt ths Portland Athletic club a prize morning about 8.80.
The customers will be
uary 3rd, 1898.
swimming match is contemplated in the reports that he sailed from Liverpool at 9
o’clock the evening of December 28.
The served in a prompt and satitfactory mannear future.
ner until such time as a representative of
The body of the late Gregory McLean, steamer left Fastnett at 11 p. m. the next
the company can call and explain method
the
29th
the
Parisian
day.
Beginning
who was mate of the ill fated schooner
that lasted to be carried out, and some new features
Susan F. Thurlow, was removed from encountered a strong gale
will be added to the several departments.
the tomb of the Forest City cemetery yes- twenty-four hours, but, with this excepThe new concern will be known as The
tion there was no very bad
weather.
and
was
forwarded
to
terday morning,
Raie
was
3.30
Sanitary
Co.,_E. P. Sargent, Jr., Propat
December
Cape
passed
In that city resides a
Halifax, N. S.
rietor.
brother, and to him the body was sent. 31. January 1, high seas and a stiff gale
Wednesday with Mrs. Hodgkins, 130 Free

NEW

on

kept on up Temple street, and down to
his stable on Federal street. The pung
was not very badly damaged.

throwing

j

started on

night.

Schooner Louisa Francis brought coal
and schooner Richard Lester came in with
iish for E G. Willard.

The Woman’s Maine Indian association
will hold Its monthly meeting in the ves-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ran

front as a ‘‘homoly
along tho water
night”.
Eight vessels bound for various ports
very few important cases to coino up
found a safe harbor here yesterday.
this term, the most interesting being the
The schooner St. Thomas to which refWestbrook grave robbery.
erence was made in the PRESS of yesterRink.
at
Portland
lee
Fine skating
as
being overdue has been heard
The SiSth anniversary of the Portland day
from. Tho vessel passed Vineyard Haven, head. He was turned round and driven
Cadets will be celebrated tonight. Memon Sunday last.
Her cargo is back to his owner, without even a scratch
bers will meet at the armory at 8 o'clock Mass.,
to Richardson, Dana & Co.
on
the sleigh.
to pass a social evening, after which ad- consigned
F. Doughty arrived,
Schooner Ella
A man was thrown from his sleigh on
journment will be taken to Odd Fellows’
bring ng £0,000 pounds fresh haddock.
Congress street, near Park yesterday afhall where a banquet will be served.
British schooner
Hattie P.,
loaded ternoon, by one of the runners catching
A meeting of the little Samaritans will
bard wood lumber for J. H. Ham- In the car track.
No damage was done,
bo held at 4.30 o’olook this afternoon at with
91 len & Son, arrived from Salmon River, as the animal stopped almost as soon as
the home of Miss Bessie Chenery,

A full attendance is deEmery street.
sired.
The officers of Shepley camp, No. 4, S.
of V., will be installed this evening by
Division Commander Arthur M. Soule of

i

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Plum street, yesterday
up Plum 6treet and across
Middle, where he cleared himself from
the pung to which he was attached. He
noon, and

J. R. I.lbbv Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
Owen. Moore & Co.
J E. .Palmer.
Hini*s Bros. Co.
Will B. Goodwin & Co.

_NEW

to the Portland Watstarted id front of the com-

belonging

Good Quality,

sensa-

THOMPSON

65-75-85C.

The Very Best,
#1.00, 1.10, 1.20

J. E.

HAY’S PHARMACY,
Middle fct.
Best to take after dinner;
B B
prevent distress, aid diges- bOm an
^
tion, cure constipation.
is la u!
Purely vegetable: do not gripe
or cause pain.
Sold by all druggists. 25 cents.
Prepared only by 0.1. Hood & Go.. Lowell, Mass. I -__
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PALMER,

Congress Street,
-

-

TVTTrs,

BRO.,

Cor, Elm and Cumberland Sts.

M.Tu.TU&S StliorSth,)

_

The Portia d

&

Ogdensburg

annual

543

&

Rat

w

i

Casco National Bank

of
meeting of the stoekho
rjiJIE
a
the Portland & ogdensburg ls,ul
The annual meeting of the stockholders of in.
0.1
be held at the office of the
Mayor of t >■ it. of Casco National Bank of Cortland will be he.d it
Portland on Tuesday, the eighteenth .lav of the office of said bank on Tuesday, the eleventh
•January, 1S9S, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to d ay of January, isos. at. 10 o'clock a. m.. for tinchoose Directors for the ensuing year, and to purpose of electing seven directors for the ensutransact any other business t hat'may legally ing year, ana the transaction of
any other busi
come before the meeting.
ness which may legally come before that li.ee,mg
;
JOHN W. iuAN A, Clerk.
jan4d2w
I Jntdtd MARSH ATI- R. CODING, Cashier,

r

